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Chaucer and the Inns of Court
A Re-Examination

I

The biography of Chaucer is perhaps fuller than we have any right to 
expect of a fourteenth-century figure, even if it tells us only the plainest 
and most uninteresting facts — uninteresting, that is, to an age which 
is rehabilitating Chaucer as a poet and which has seen the practice of 
biography brought to the dignity of an art. At the same time, there are 
gaps of silence in the records, the most notable being that which stretches 
from 1360 to 1 367. For if, as is now accepted, Chaucer was born in or 
soon after 1340, then these six or seven years cover the important formative 
period of his early twenties, and lack of knowledge of his whereabouts 
and activities during these years is more to be regretted than any similar 
lack later in his life. It was understandable, therefore, that the partial 
confirmation in 1923 of the tradition that Chaucer was a student at the 
Inner Temple should be welcomed and find acceptance. Both the period 
of time involved and Chaucer s probable age were compatible with such 
a suggestion, and the only alternative theory, that Chaucer was in Ireland 
with his first patron. Prince Lionel, was unsupported by any evidence.1 
In any case, in the first record which breaks this silence, the enrolment 
of his name among the King s valctti in 1367, he is shown as being rewarded 
for services which he had rendered and would continue to render.2 This 
hardly suggests a prolonged absence from the country as a member of 
another person s household. On the other hand, there is no reason to 
suppose that he could not have continued his duties as valet to the King 
while pursuing his studies at the Inner Temple. At any rate, such a 
course seems to have been possible in the fifteenth century.3

The chain of events which led to the renewed acceptance of the Inns of 
Court theory (or to its partial acceptance, at least) is well known, but 
will bear repetition. In 1598, in the introduction to his edition of Chaucer’s 
works, Speght wrote:

It seemeth that [Chaucer and Gower] were of the Inner Temple, for that many yercs since 
master Buckley did see a recorde in that same howse, where Geoffrye Chaucer was fined 
two shillinges for beatinge a Franciscane fryer in Fletestreate.

This appears, on the face of it, to be no more than one of those legends

1 The theory has been rejected on the ground that Chaucer makes no reference to 
Ireland in his poetry. But by itself this silence does not invalidate the theory. Chaucer 
rarely makes direct reference to specific personal experiences. On the other hand, his 
name is not in the list of the retinue which accompanied Lionel to Ireland.
2 See Life Records of Chancer (Chaucer Society), pt. IV, p. 160.
3 See The Black Books of Lincolns Inn, London, 1897, vol. I, pp. 60, 64, 113, 138, and 
this article infra.
XXXIII. 4. August 1952.
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with which the early biographies of Chaucer were liberally endowed, and 
which the more scientific investigations of the last hundred years have 
rejected, in the absence of documentary proof, even if the rejection was 
accompanied by regret:

This, like the meeting with Petrarch, is a story which, whether true or not, we all feel 
ought to he true. From the little we know of the poet, it is a natural inference that it is an 
account of an event that might well have happened.4

Who was this Buckley, the sceptical asked, and where was the record 
from which he was supposed to be quoting ? The questions found no 
answer until 1923, when the late Professor Edith Rickert suggested that 
in all probability Speght’s informant was Whlliam Buckley, a Bencher 
and keeper of the records at the Inner Temple in the sixteenth century, 
'the one man in England whose business it was to have seen such a record, 
if it existed'.5 6

Buckley would appear to be identified, then, though the record itself 
remains untraced. Its non-appearance means that Speght’s story and 
the theory built on it by Professor Manly and Miss Rickert must still be 
treated with circumspection, even if the identification of ‘Master Bucklev 
is allowed. The records of the Inner Temple before 1381 are usually 
assumed to have been destroved in the Peasants’ Revolt.1’ but some may

4 Studies in Chaucer. T. R. Lounshury, New York. 1892, vol. I, p. 172.
5 see ‘Was Chaucer a Student at the Inner Temple?’ by Edith Rickert in The Manly 
Anniversary Studies in Language and Literature. Chicago, 1923, pp. 20-31. The phrase 
quoted at the end of the sentence above is from Some New Light on Chaucer. T. M. Manly. 
New York, 1926, p. 11. where the question is dealt with (pp. 7-30) on the basis of Miss 
Rickcrt’s suggestions. Manly gives Miss Rickert the credit for the discovery of Buckley’s 
identity, and I have expressed myself to the same effect. But though Miss Rickcrt’s 
suggestion was the first to receive serious academic attention, it had in fact been made 
at least twenty-one years before. See The Inner and Middle Temple, H. H. L. Bellot. 
London. 1902. p. 120. And the suggestion may have been made even earlier than this, 
since Bellot’s book is not a piece of original research and lacks references to his sources.

Let me hasten to add, however, that in pointing to this anticipation of Miss Rickcrt’s 
discovery I do not wish to decry the value of her work in this field; nor Bellot’s cither. 
Though The Inner and Middle Temple is a popular work, Bellot made many contributions 
to the history of the Inns of Court.

See A Calendar of the Inner Temple Records, ed. F. A. Indcrwick, London, 1896, vol. I. 
pp. 235 and 265, for entries relating to Buckley.
6 E.g. Bellot, op. cit.. p. 118: ’Whatever records existed dealing with the occupation 
of the Temple by the lawyers up to 1381 were entirely destroyed by the peasant followers 
of Wat the Tyler...’ But the destroyed documents may have belonged to the Knights of 
St. John of Jerusalem. Walsingham (Historia Anglicana, Rolls Scries, vol. I, p. 457) says 
that ‘plura munimenta quae juridici in custodia habuerunt, igne consumpta sunt’. The 
phrase ‘in custodia habuerunt’ suggests that the muniments were not those of the ’juridici’ 
themselves. The Anonimallc Chronicle of St. Mary's, York, adds the detail that some 
documents at least were kept in the Temple church: '... et alerount cn la esglisc ct pristrent 
toutz les livers ct rollcs ct rcmcmbraunce qc furount cn lour huches deinz le Temple dcs 
apprentiz dc la ley ct porterount cn la haute chimyne et les ardcrcnt.’ [Anonimalle 
Chronicle, cd. V. H. Galbraith, Manchester, 1927, p. 141.) It is known that at this time 
the Order of St. John still kept the church for its own use. See Indcrwick, op. cit., p. xx.
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have survived until the mid-sixteenth century.* * * 7 8 * The records now extant 
do not begin until 1505, but by making comparisons with the records of 
Lincoln s Inn which begin in 1422, and with the help of the forty-ninth 
chapter of Sir John Fortescue’s De Laudibus Legum Anglic,* it is possible 
to build up a picture of the Inns of Court which shows that in the fifteenth 
century, at least, they were used as a sort of London University where 
many students were entered, not so much to equip them for the profession 
of the law, as to give them a general education beyond the grammar school 
stage without their having to go to Oxford or to Cambridge where the 
bias was still ecclesiastical.

II

The Inns of Court were secular institutions owing no allegiance to the 
Church. Their evolution at this time into a sort of embryo university, 
therefore, would seem to be connected with the contemporary emergence 
of the urban middle class (to which Chaucer belonged) and of the yeoman 
farmer, both of whom might be expected to fight shy of on ecclesiastically 
controlled education if it were possible.

There is no space here to go into the character of this education in 
detail,0 but part of Fortescue’s description at least may be quoted:

In these greater inns, indeed, and also in the lesser, fi.e. both in the Inns of Court and 
in the Inns of Chancery] there is, besides a school of law, a kind of academy of all the 
manners that the nobles learn. T'iierc they learn to sing and to exercise themselves in 
every kind of harmonics. They are also taught there to practise dancing and all games 
proper for nobles, as those brought up in the king s household are accustomed to practise. 
In the vacations fi.e. the law vacations] most of them apply themselves to the study 
of legal science, and at festivals to the reading, after the divine service, of Holy Scripture 
and of chronicles. This is indeed a cultivation of virtues and a banishment of all vice. 
So for the sake of the acquisition of virtue and the discouragement of vice, knights, 
barons, and also other magnates, and the nobles of the realm place their sons in these inns 
although they do not desire them to be trained in the science of the laws, nor to live by 
its practice, but only by their patrimonies.10

Bearing in mind our ignorance of what Chaucer was doing between 1360 
and 1367, and knowing his subsequent career as a successful civil servant, 
as well as his fame as a poet whose native genius was reinforced by wide

See Inderwick, op. cit., p. 9: ... hit is ordred and establishid that ther be made a
convenient chest, and that hit be sett in the parlement house with divers lokkes to the
same, and that all the olde presidentes, roullis, and other wrytynges, perteynyng unto the
company ... be put into the seid chest. This was in 1507.
8 Written c. M70. The latest edition is by S. B. Chrimes, Cambridge, 1942.

3 here is no detailed study of this education available at the moment, though the 
present writer hopes to publish one in due course. Mleanwhile, the general picture can 
be obtained from the introductions to the Inner Temple Calendar and the Lincoln's Inn 
Black Books, as well as those of the two companion series: The Pension Book of Gray’s 
Inn. ed. R. J. Fletcher, London, 1891, and Minutes of Parliament of the Middle Temple, 
ed. C. T. Martin, London, 1904.
10 Fortescue, op. cit., p. 119.
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reading, this would seem to be exactly the kind of education he might 
have received during those unrecorded years, particularly as he was a 
Londoner of a family which could well afford to send him to an Inn of 
Court.

But Fortescue s evidence and the Lincoln s Inn records belong to the 
fifteenth century, and the Manly-Rickert theory has been attacked for 
this very reason. It is highly dangerous, wrote the late Professor I out, 
‘to assume that Fortescue’s famous account of the London law schools, 
nearly a hundred years later, applied to the reign of Edward III. 11 This 
opinion is worthy of attention. Tout s work on the development of the 
administrative offices of the Crown is a standard history of the subject, 
and it includes a survey of the rise and decay of the household of the 
Chancery, the inns of Chancery which, by the time Fortescue wrote, had 
severed their connection with the civil service and had become preparatory 
establishments of the Inns of Court. Tout shows quite clearly that the 
Inns of Chancery were still carrying out their original task of training and 
housing the clerks of the Chancellor s office at the turn of the fourteenth 
century, even though they were then being invaded by law students; and 
the history of Davy s Inn and Furnival s Inn (both of which later became 
subordinate to Lincoln s Inn) shows that these houses, at any rate, were 
founded late in the fourteenth century as an Inn of Chancery and an Inn 
of the Exchequer respectively.13

This may appear to be irrelevant. What has the evolution of the Inns 
of Chancery into preparatory establishments of the Inns of Court during 
the first half of the fifteenth century to do with the existence of the 
superior Inns in the fourteenth ? I raise the point, however, to suggest 
that a study of Tout’s conclusions regarding the Inns of Chancery will 
show him to be fundamentally unwilling to admit that the Inns of Comt 
themselves are products of the early fourteenth century. But this caution 
on Tout’s part is extravagant. \\ hile he is right to stress the independence 
of the Inns of Chancery at the end of the fourteenth century, and to 
question the reading back of fifteenth-century conditions into (he previous 
century, with all that such a doubt implies for the feasibility of the Manly- 
Rickert theory regarding Chaucer’s education, the fact remains that the 
Inns of Court themselves must be considered to be products of the early 
fourteenth century, though direct evidence of this is slight. But whether 
they also provided at that time the extra-legal education which Fortescue 
says they provided in the mid-fifteenth century is a question that cannot 
be answered with certainty.
11 ‘Literature and Learning in the Rnglish Civil Service in the Fourteenth Century, 
Speculum, iv, 383.
1:2 Chapters in Medieval Administrative History. T. F. Tout. 6 \-ols.. Manchester, 
1926-1933. See especially vol. Ill, pp. 445-47. Sec also his essay, The Household of 
the Chancery and it Disintegration,’ in Essays in History Presented to Reginald Lane 
Poole, ed. H. W. C. Davis, Oxford, 1927.
13 Sec Early Holhorn and the Legal Quarter of London. E. Williams, London, 1927. 
sections 14 and 15.
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III

It would seem that the task of providing instruction in the Common 
law grew almost incidentally, though none the less out of necessity. 
The centralisation of the administration of English law in London 
(particularly in the reign of Henry II) made it inevitable that lawyers 
should go to the capital to practise. Equally inevitably, they would tend 
to congregate together in lodging houses which, by an association of ideas, 
came to be known as 'inns of Court'; and the lack of any teaching of 
Common law at Oxford or Cambridge naturally sent students to the places 
where they could be in touch with the law's practitioners, and so these 
places grew into centres of instruction as well as of residence. A parallel 
development took place at the universities of masters’, of which the two 
English universities were examples: i.e. an accretion of students round an 
already existing group of masters, though it cannot be maintained that this 
pattern was deliberately copied by the Inns of Court. As I have already 
indicated, the heads of state departments like the Chancery and the Exchequer 
had for generations maintained households in which their senior officials 
were housed and their clerks trained, and that this tradition is behind the 
establishment of the Inns of Court is suggested by the continued use of 
the term Inns of Chancery to indicate the lesser members of the association. 
But at what period or by what means these Inns began to show their 
characteristic collegiate traits — these questions remain unanswered in 
the dark backward and abysm of time.

Originally, no doubt, the Inns were numerous and probably each of them 
was an independent foundation. Gradually, however, four of them, Gray’s 
Inn, Lincoln s Inn and the Inner and Middle Temples, began to play 
a leading part and were distinguished as the Inns of Court, in which 
advanced studies were pursued, while an indeterminate number of lesser 
societies, the Inns of Chancery, became subsidiary to and dependent upon 
the four richer and more powerful bodies.11 Beyond this, and beyond such 
a statement as

it is through the education, the discipline, and the common life of the Inns of Court 
and the Inns of Chancery that the legal profession, under the degree of serjeant, obtained 
both its education and its organisation,15

we are led into the difficult waters of conjecture.
The most that can be said with certainty is that the origins of the Inns 

of Court (but not necessarily of the Inns of Chancery as subordinate

14 ... there are in this academy ten lesser inns, and sometimes more, which are called
Inns of Chancery. To each of them at least a hundred students belong ... These 
students are, indeed, for the most part, young men, learning the originals and something 
of the elements of law, who, becoming proficient therein as they mature, are absorbed 
into the greater inns of the academy, which are called the Inns of Court.’ Fortescue, 
op. cit., p. 117.

A History of English Law. W. S. Holdsworth. London, 1923, ii, -493.
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teaching centres) must he presumed to be well back in the fourteenth 
century. There is no final proof of this conjecture, but a certain amount 
of evidence can be brought forward. Chaucer’s Manciple, whom we may 
safely assume to have lived in the reign of Richard II, is obviously the 
servant of a flourishing society:

Of maistres had he mo than thries ten,
That weren of lawe expert and curious.

Earlier than this,

in 20 Ed. Ill in a quod ci dcforckif to an exception taken, it was answered by Sir 
Richard Willoughby ... that the same was no exception in the court, though they had 
often heard the same for an exception amongst the Apprentices in Hostells or Inns.n’

In this record we can perhaps catch an echo of that educational technique 
which, stemming from the medieval disputation, became the method of 
instruction par excellence in the Inns of Court when they were at the 
height of their powers as centres of legal and general education in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries: the method of learning the law by 
‘mooting’ or boulting’ cases, real or imaginary. Another record, from the 
London Coroners Rolls of 1325, takes the story back a little further. Its 
recent publication in Miss Rickert's posthumous Chaucer's World raises 
once more the question of Chaucer’s possible attendance at the Inner 
Temple, and was, in fact, the immediate occasion of the present re
examination.

On a certain Sunday in November, John de Glemham, apprentice of the Bench, lay dead 
in a house in the parish of St. Bride in Fleet Street. It was learned that on St. Martin s 
Eve John de Oxford, clerk, at the request of William dc Cornwclle, went to the tavern 
of Edmund Cosyn in the parish of St. Bride, where he assaulted John Wolfcl. Edmund s 
taverner, on the ground of an old quarrel. John de Wolfel made an outcry, whereupon 
came John de Glemham and a number of apprentices of the Bench whose names were 
unknown. In the fray a certain William le Taverner struck John de Glemham with his 
sword, on the fore part of the head, inflicting a wound four inches long and two and 
a half inches deep. Thus wounded, he returned to his chamber, where he had his 
ecclesiastical rights, and after lingering until the following Saturday, died.

Many apprentices of the court were present at the inquest.14

It is obvious that Miss Rickert’s editors regard this record as furnishing 
additional evidence for the Manly-Rickert theory regarding Chaucer s 
attendance at the Inner Temple, since they add the following footnotes 
to the story:

18 Origincs Juridicintes. Wm. Dugdale, London, 1666, p. M2. This transcript from a 
Year Book is not quite accurate. The date should be 29 Ed. Ill (Mich. Term), i.e. 1355, 
and the original does not say anything to suggest the phrase ‘or Inns’, which would 
appear to be Dugdale’s own gloss.
17 Chaucer's World, compiled by Edith Rickert, cd. C. C. Olsen and M. M. Crow, 
London, 194S, p. 132. The passage is based on the translation of the record in Calendar 
of Coroners Rolls, London, 1300-1370. cd. R. R. Sharpe, London, 1913, pp. 134-135.
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Although the students involved in this affair were not attending Oxford or Cambridge, 
they may be regarded as essentially university students, for the Inns of Court 'were 
not merely law schools but rather universities where gentlemen’s sons were trained for 
public careers. Music, dancing, history, and divinity were studied, as well as the law.’ 
(Rickert, Was Chaucer a Student at the Inner 1 emple ? in fhc Mtinlu Arinivcrssru 
Studies ... p. 29.)

Part of the interest of this item lies in Spcght's statement — that Chaucer was fined two 
shillings for beating a Franciscan friar in Fleet Street, and that investigation seems to 
show that Chaucer was a student at the Inner Temple.

The assumptions made here must he questioned, however. In the first 
place, the term apprentice, though it normally means a learner, can 
mean anyone under the degree of Serjeant-at-law when applied to lawyers. 
There is more than one piece of evidence to this effect in the fourteenth 
century in the "V ear Books and the Rolls of Parliament. For example, 
in 1379, when a personal tax was levied to finance the French war, lawyers 
were assessed at the following rates: ‘chescun Serjeant et grant apprentice 
du Loy, 40/—; autres apprentices qui pursuant la Loy, chescun 20/—; et 
tous les autres apprentices de meindre estat et attournez, chescun, 6/8.’18 
h may he that these distinctions did not exist as early as 1325, but it is 
very probable that they did. and lack of evidence to the contrary means 
(hat the term apprentice of the court (or of the Bench) cannot necessarily 
be interpreted as meaning a student of the law in the sense in which that 
word would be used today: a ijoancf man (such as Chaucer was between 
1360 and 1367) learning the law. It is possible that Miss Rickert's 
editors have been misled by the use of the term apprentices of the court’ 
at the end of the extract instead of the more usual ‘apprentice of the Bench’ 
(used at the beginning) or ‘apprentice of the law’. I suspect that the two 
editors have taken ‘court’ to mean an Inn of Court rather than the king’s 
court of justice, the true meaning of the term here. It follows, therefore, 
that Glemham might have been a lawyer of several years standing and 
not the irresponsible young undergraduate that his conduct suggests. In 
the second place, the fact that Glemham lay dead in his chamber in a house 
(even though this house is in the area where the Inns of Court are later 
to be found) suggests in itself that the dead man, though a lawyer or 
a law student, was not a member of a recognised corporate body. If he 
had been, it is unlikely that the record would have failed to mention the 
fact. At the same time, of course, the record reveals a corporate spirit 
among these legal apprentices, even if it fails to suggest a corporate 
organisation.

IV

There are further difficulties to be faced. One is the uncertainty 
surrounding the date of the establishment of lawyers in the Temple. 
Another is the question whether there was originally only one body, or 
whether were two distinct foundations from the first.

18 Rolls of Parliament, iii, 58.
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The Order of the Templars was abolished in 1312. In London, their 
property on the north bank of the Thames was split up into two parcels, 
one outside the City boundary and the other within, and it changed hands 
repeatedly among royal favourites until 1337, when the Hospitallers, to 
whom the Templars’ property had been granted, complained to Edward III 
of the possession of consecrated ground by a layman. A division was 
therefore made between the consecrated and the unconsecrated ground, 
and in 1340, or thereabouts, the Temple, as distinct from the 'Outer' Temple 
beyond the City boundary was made over to the Hospitallers. At this 
period the Outer Temple was occupied by a William de Langford, but 
whether he sublet to lawyers is a matter of conjecture. There are, however, 
two theories which may be looked at here. The first, based on a seven
teenth-century manuscript in the Inner Temple, suggests that the lawyers 
first occupied the Temple in 1346-47 as tenants of the Hospitallers.19 (As 
Langford had only a life-interest in the property and died in 1346 there 
may be some truth in this tradition.) But another manuscript, now lost, 
suggested that the lawyers were in the Temple in 1320 as tenants of the 
Earl of Lancaster.90 It is possible that these two dates are complementary 
rather than contradictory, and indicate the foundation of two distinct 
societies. Bellot argues for separate foundations on the ground that there 
were two halls within the Temple property even in 1337.”1 Another 
historian argues from the evidence of the Charter granted to the two 
Temples by lames I that ‘if there was never but one lease, there were two 
separate parcels exacting two separate rents.'"”"

These arguments, and with them the theory that Chaucer was a student 
at the Inner Temple, are complicated by the fact that there is no evidence 
of distinct nomenclature before 1404, in a will made by }ohn Bownt of 
Bristol, containing a legacy of two marks for Robert, Steward of the 
IVIiddle Temple."3 And use of the term ‘Inner’ is not met with until 
1440."’1 Chaucer’s own evidence in the Talcs is perhaps of no positive 
value here. In fact, his reference to a Temple’ has been the source of 
confusion in the past, since it leaves the association of his Manciple with 
either Inn an open question. Moreover, confusion has been worse con
founded by the fact that some MSS of the Tales read ‘the Temple’, though 
modern editors seem to be agreed that the former is the better reading.*5

19 Pctyt MSS. No. 538, vol. xvii, f. 400.
20~ See The Knights Templars, C. G. Addison, London, 1842, p. 348.
21 Bellot, op. cit., p. 21.
22 Minutes of Parliament of the Middle Temple, I, 9. On both points sec also The 
History of the Temple, G. Pitt-Lewis, London, 1898, p. 60.
23“ See A History of the Temple, London, W. B. Williamson, London, 1924, p. 90. 
The record makes an interesting link with Chaucer’s Manciple.
24 ‘No more atte this tyme, butte the Trynyte have you in proteccion, etc., and qwan 
your leysyr is, rcsorte again on to your college the Inner Temple for ther ben many 
qwych sor desyr your presence.’ The Paston Letters, ed. J. Gairdner, London, 1872, I, 41.
25 Even if a Temple’ were not the preferred reading, the difficult caused by the) use 
of ‘the’ is not insuperable. For even at the present day the area covered by the two
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But this indefiniteness on Chaucer’s part will admit of an easy explanation, 
and may, indeed, he taken as evidence of a distinction between the 
two societies at the time of the composition of the Tales. For if there 
were two societies, then the obscurity may be due to a wish on Chaucer's 
part to prevent too close an identification of his Manciple, since there would 
be only two men in such a position at the time. In fact, if the Temple 
records for this period had survived, it is likely that the Manciple would 
be among (he most easily identifiable of the pilgrims, far more easily 
identified than many of the characters discussed in Some New Light on 
Chaucer.-1'’

but this speculation is a long way from the question of Chaucer’s 
education, and it is time to sum up the evidence I have discussed.

V

That Speght’s informant, Buckley, is identified seems beyond doubt. The 
very use of the title ‘Master’ suggests that he was a bencher of an Inn of 
Court, and the Inner Temple records contain the name of such a man: 
one, moreover, who had been the butler of his house, an appointment 
which at that period included the supervision of the records. If the record 
concerning Chaucer was in existence in the middle of the sixteenth century 
(and if not all the records perished in 1381 ) then, as Manly says, Buckley 
was the man most likely to have seen it: unless he invented it for the sake 
of the honour which would accrue to his society from Chaucer’s alleged 
association with it. or was genuinely mistaken in his reading of a record 
of the time.-7 But the mere identification of Buckley, and the confirmation 
from the Lincoln’s Inn records of the nature of Chaucer’s supposed offence 
and the amount of his finer1 do not make a sufficient foundation on which 
to erect Speght s anecdote into an acceptable piece of Chaucerian biography.

Besides, this still leaves unanswered the question of the sort of education

Temples and the commercial property which screens them from the Strand is known by the 
general name of the Temple’. And in Chaucer’s day the property was frequently 
referred to as the New Temple' to distinguish it from the Templars’ former residence at 
the north end of Chancery Lane. To contract this title to ’the Temple' would not be 
unnatural.
20 Mar>ly fop- cit.. p. 257) dismisses the Manciple as one of the most thinly drawn of 
the characters, but, as he rightly points out, he is used ‘merely as a stalking horse from 
behind which Chaucer shoots a playful arrow at his learned masters of the Temple.’
27 Manly is possibly too kind to Buckley when he says: ’... like every educated man 
of his day, he knew well wrho Geoffrey Chaucer was, and he was therefore not likely to 
have mistaken the name of some other Chaucer for that of the poet; he had no motive 
for making a false statement, certainly none for inventing a record contradictory to the 
currently received view concerning the date of Chaucer’s birth and the early history of 
the Temple.’ Op. cit.. p. H.
JS This confirmation takes up a great deal of Miss Rickert’s article in The Manln 
Anniversary Studies.
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Chaucer would have received at an Inn of Court in 1360. Here, it must 
be admitted, we have no positive evidence at all, and Tout’s warning must 
still hold good. There were, after all, other means open to Chaucer for 
acquiring a wide knowledge of books and for entering the public service. 
Moreover, these doubts are bound up with the obscure question of the rise 
of the Inns in the fourteenth century. That their origin must be sought in 
the early years of the century, I have no doubt,29 and this would give them 
time enough, by 1360, to evolve a system of education from which the 
Chaucers of the time could benefit. One can be almost as certain that at 
the time of the composition of the Canterbury Tales the Inner and Middle 
Temples were separate establishments. But of the years between, and 
they cover the vital period 1360-1367, nothing positive can be said, except 
that there were Inns in existence then in which instruction in law was 
carried on. Whether a general education, of the sort indicated by 
Fortescue (a sort we should be glad to know Chaucer himself enjoyed), 
was also available, is a matter that cannot be decided without positive 
evidence from the period in question. And of this there is not a trace.

In fact, and in the teeth of Fortescue’s evidence and of the actual records 
of the Inns, it is noticeable that they are continually fighting against the 
practice of allowing ‘special admissions’30 designed to admit men who had 
no intention of qualifying as lawyers. For example, the following preamble 
to an order regarding certain admissions at Lincoln’s Inn indicates the state 
of affairs there in 1494:

That whereas formerly divers of the Society, as well Benchers as others, have been 
admitted to repasts in consideration of divers small sums of money paid to the Society, by 
which admissions grave damage had accrued to the Society; [first] because the moots 
and other means of instruction were very often not observed, through the absence of 
such of the Bench as had been so admitted, who were rarely at supper; so that those 
occasions were derogatory, prejudicial and detrimental to the Society...31.

But the regulations appear to have been quite ineffective. The practice 
of 'special admissions’ was of too long standing — and too much a source 
of satisfaction to the Treasurer of the society. The earliest recorded in 
the Black Books are these:

At the special instance of John Fortescu, Chief Justice, Robert Aspare and John Poyncs 
are admitted to repasts, etc., when the said Justice shall be present.

-3 It is possible that their origin is connected with the action of Edward I in making 
the Lord Chief Justice and his associates of the Bench of Common Pleas responsible, in 
1292, for selecting ‘Apprenticii de Banco’ from every county to serve the King’s court 
and the people. If a concerted effort had been made as a result of this decree, it would 
have led to a sudden influx of students who would need to be housed and educated.
30 This term means that the new Fellow is pardoned all vacations, with or without 
admission to repasts.’ Black Books, I, 99, n. 2. It was in the vacations that the bulk 
of the internal teaching of the Inns was carried on, and this was the time, therefore, 
when the serious student of the law was expected to be in residence.
31 Black Books, I, 99-100.
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Rcpvnqhale junior was admitted by the Governors to repasts without any continuation, 
for certain special causcs.^-

This was in 1444-5. And here arc three ‘special admissions’, all in 1476, 
of men holding positions very similar to that which Chaucer had held 
a century earlier:

John I'ortesceu, Esquire of the Body of King Edward IV, was admitted July 23rd.; he 
was pardoned all vacations and admitted to repasts; for which he gave a quarter of a 
tun of wine.

John Sapcotes, Esquire of the Body of the King, admitted Nov. 12th; details as above. 
Edward Bramptjon], Esquire of the Household of the King, admitted Nov. 12th; 

details as above.2:

These men would hardly join the Inn because they intended to make the 
law their profession. They might need to know some law for their own 
private affairs, as the Pastons found, '1 but most likely they joined because 
of the cachet which attendance at an Inn of Court could give. Such a 
motive would hardly count with Chaucer, however. If he attended the 
Inner Temple then he did so for practical reasons, not unconnected, perhaps, 
with the fact that here was a lay profession, organising its own education 
independently of ecclesiastical authority. Such a combination of circum
stances would appeal to the rising urban commercial class into which 
Chaucer had been born."r>

In conclusion, however, I would suggest that although Chaucer’s atten
dance at the Inner Temple has been taken out of the realm of legend, and 
must now be reckoned with as an attractive possibility, that very attractive
ness should not cause us to forget that the legend has become no more 
than a plausible theory.

Newcastle upon Tyne. q 5 Bland.

Op. eit., I, 15. 
n3 Op. cit., I, 60.
'1 1 hynkk onis of the daic of youre fadris counscylc to lerrie the lawe, for he seyde
manic tymis that ho so ever schuld dwelle at Paston, schulde have nede to conne defende 
hym self.’ Paston Letters, I, 58.

Fortescue s statement that the great expense of keeping a student at one of the Inns 
deterred the merchant class from doing so must not be taken at its face value. (Op. eit.. 
p. 119.) Like other statements made at this point in his work, this is intended to suggest 
that the educational and social facilities of the Inns rival those of the king’s court itself.
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NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS
INTERLUDES IN FIFTEENTH-CENTURY REVELS 

AT FURNIVALL’S INN
i

According to Sir Edmund Chambers:
The gentlemen of the Inns of Court were always ready to follow in the wake 

of jointly fashion. Their interludes were famous and important in the days of 
Elizabeth, hut, although Lincoln’s Inn entertained external lusores in 1494 and 

■’•/jqS, Gray’s Inn is the only one in which amateur performances are recorded 
before 1556.1
■Ais follows Chambers’s definition of an interlude as a play ‘carried on 

between (irter) two or more performers’,2 a definition to which he sticks in 
h is latest pronouncement on the subject,3 in spite of the fact that Pollard 
has said that ‘the rediscovery of Medwall’s Ftilgens and Lucrece has re
habilitated the old explanation of an Interlude as a play interposed in the 
pauses of come other entertainment, in opposition to the meaning assigned 
"o it by Sir E. K. Chambers’.4

There, apparently, the matter rests. In the course of editing some 
^ecorcis of Furnivall’s Inn, however, I have come across some entries which 
may serve to throw further light on dramatic performances at the Inns of 
Ccurt, and ore entry which furnishes a further early example of the use of 
the word ‘interlude’.5

In 1407 (the year when the records begin), payments are recorded for
A2 Allowing items:

?ro Citheratore, during Chri tyme for Music. . . . [blank in MS. The com- 
rihr rdds the following gloss: ‘Not any record mentioned for musick, whereby 
t nn - eth they had yt gratis, or of their owne without chardge.’ But this is a 

misunderstanding. The blank probably indicates that the Treasurer had omitted 
to enter the amount.]6

1 rJ"'e Medieval Stage, ii. 194. 2 Ibid., p. 183.
3 ErgUsh Literature at the Close of the Middle Ages (Oxford, 1945), p. 15.

\. \V. Pollard, Miracle Plays, Moralities ard Interludes (Oxford: 8th edit., 1927). P* lib 
r> These entries come from a seventeenth-century transcript of early records of Lincoln’s 
n ” d its associated Inns of Chancery, Furnivall’s Inn, and Davy ’s Inn. (The manuscript 
now in the Middle Temple Library.) They are not, therefore, original records, hut the 

. .tries relating to Lincoln’s Inn are based on the Black Boohs of that house, and collation 
U'i3 Er'Urfied me t^at the manuscript is accurate in all but minor scribal errors. Those parts 
-U fi'-'y to Furnivall’s Inn, therefore, can be relied on with confidence, although no 

d records of that house remain.
^onre T.Iimttes of Parliament of the Middle 7'cmple, cd. C. T. Martin, i. 18: . . it

. cl that . . . the Treasurer speak for the Harper and agree with him for his salary.* 
J'Ts was in 1506.
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Pro cordis pro Cither . . . . . . . . . vjd.
In pointz for armynge. ........ \)d.
Paid the Armorer and others for attendance ..... iiij<^.
Pro Pane pur les Revellors . ... . • • • • hijV.

In 1411, fourpence is recorded ‘pro cordis cithere’. Then follows, for 
Christmas Day, 1412:

Thomas Thwaits solvit pro interludio . . . . . vjs viiij^f.
In 1416, the charges are for ‘Forreyn Expences touchinge the Revells’:

Pro lusoribus et ludo suo . . . . . . . . viji.
Pro cordulis citherarum ........ viij^.
Pro coena lusorum et aliis expens ..... [blank in MS.]

In the following year, under ‘Expenses circa le Reveils’, the entries are:
Pro coena ludcnsium ....... [blank in MS.]
et aliis expens., ut pro corda cithere ...... vijc/.

Similar entries continue to occur; e.g. at Christmas, 1464, ‘the harpur’s 
reward for all Christmas tyme’ is 13s. sd. For the year 1470 there is a little 
more detail.

In Anno 11 E. 4, the Christmas tooke its begynnynge heare at Alhaloutide, as 
it doth at this daie. It seemith not it was before that tyme in use, for that formerly 
no mention is thereof at all in theire Bookes made, and it is here mentioned for 
a great Festivall by the perticulers of dyett.
The items include:

In reward to the harpur ........ xx</.
In regardo citheratori ......... viijW.

The compiler continues:
Revells is here mentioned, henceforth to attend everie Saturdaie weekelie, 

usque festum Purifi[c]acionis, and mynstralsy and revelling held in Chr. tyme, 
sicut ab anti quo.
In 1480, the cost of the entertainments included:

In regardo ductori de le marmosett et jennet ..... vj^.
Tn regardo pour les Waites ........ viijJ.
In regardo al harpur sur le feast de touts Saintes .... xxd.

In 1485 there is a reference to ‘Waytes and other musick’ and ‘the Keper 
of the Babone’, and for Christmas, 1491: ‘Players, Harneys for the Armorer, 
Ilandgonnes, horses, Rushes, Music and mynstralsy extraordinary.’ In 
1494:

The Hall was at Christmas feast this yere garnished with hangings of Cry- 
mosin Say and the greater part of the Hall fairlie matted for the Revellers to
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daunce upon, which mattes conteyned 34 yardes.... They had lyons, the waites, 
the harpur and other perticulers, etc.
For 1497 there is an entry which delightfully suggests in little all the atmo
sphere of the Midsummer Night's Dream:

To Pescod, the keeper of the Lyons ...... viij<L
On Christmas Day, 1502:

A Banckett ordayned at this feastivall tyme for Thavis Inne and others in
vited Guestes of Innes of Court, whereat was much dancinge and revellinge, and 
for that purpose, the mynstralsey of the Ladie Princes1 and her Servantes were 
heare, with the waites of London, the harpur and other musicall instnimentes.’
With this reference to a lavish entertainment entries relating to revels in 
the manuscript come to an end.

11
What emerges from all this ? First, I think, that Furnivall’s Inn does not 

seem to have arranged for proper dramatic performances as a regular part 
of its Christmas festivities in the fifteenth century, though it certainly did 
so in 1491. One possible reason for this is that it was an Inn of Chancer}'-, 
and (after its cession to Lincoln’s Inn in 154 82 at any rate) left the drama 
proper to the greater house. But this is only speculation, impossible to 
verify by reference to the records of the other houses of Chancery, since 
these have disappeared without a trace.3 It could hardly have been a 
question of expense, since the last entry I have quoted shows a fair degree 
cf lavishness, and is not the only entry in the manuscript indicating that 
the house entertained guests from the other Inns. On the other hand, the 
entry for 149L tvith its reference to ‘Players’, suggests a theatrical perform
ance which seems, from the inclusion of the armourer, ‘Handgonnes’, and 
horses, to have been concerned with a military subject.4 If this is so, then 
there would appear to be precedent for such a performance as early as 
1/07, when an armourer ‘and others’ were paid for attendance.

1 Henry VII’s daughter, Margaret.
2 Black Books of Lincoln's Inn, i. 286.
1 The only records available for the fifteenth century are those of Lincoln’s Inn, and 

here again there is no trace of regular dramatic performances, but rather of mixed enter- 
ta nments. Tn the entry for to which Chambers refers, besides a pavment of 8$. to
the Prince’s lusores, there are payments ho the waytes, 45.8c/.’ and to ‘Pescodde, 8c/.h The 
latter, though his ‘Lyons’ are not mentioned, is almost certainly the same ‘Pescod’ who 
received a similar sum from Furnivall’s Inn the previous year.

4 Tt is possible that the ‘Handgonnes’ were to be used as they were at the Inner Temple 
in 15^1, during the revels in honour of Lord Robert Dudley. ‘The company were sum
moned to dmner by the sound of “double cannons” in great number. . . .’ Calendar of 
Inner Temple Records, ed. F. A. Inderwick, i. Ixiv.
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In the second place, it seems that Furnivall’s Inn was entertaining 'ex

ternal lusores' as early as 14161 and Chambers’s suggestion that ‘the gentle
men of the Inns of Court were always ready to follow in the wake of courtly 
fashion' needs to be modified. The evidence I have quoted shows that this 
Inn of Chancery, founded perhaps in 1376, was spending money on revels 
as early as 1^07. These revels were admittedly of a non-dramatic sort in 
the main, as they were at Lincoln’s Inn during the fifteenth century,2 but 
it is out of the tradition that they established that the proper dramatic 
entertainments of the Elizabethan period grew. And bearing in mind the 
fact that the Inns of Court and Chancery were the resort of gentlemen of 
birth and fashion from their early days,3 it is reasonable to suggest that they 
did not need the examole of the court in this resnect.Jl i

Thirdly, it must be admitted that the manuscript throws no light on the 
question of amateur dramatic performances at the Inns during the fifteenth 
century. In fact, its evidence, where it is not ambiguous, points to the 
patronage of external professionals.

in
Lastly, the manuscript adds one more early example (entry for 1412) of 

the use of the word ‘interlude’ to the few that have come down to us, though 
the lack of detail in the entry makes it impossible to say definitely that its 
use here suoports either the Pollard or the Chambers interpretation of the 
word. On the face of it, at least, this entry, together with those for 1416 
and 1417, seems to confirm the view that an interlude is a performance 
niven along with other entertainments, in this case the Christmas revels, 
which also include the services of a harper; but in fact can any definite 
meaning be attached to the word? Chambers is right in suggesting that 
Collier’s limitation of it to farces of the type affected by John Heywood 
‘has introduced a most inconvenient semi-technical term’,4 but neither his 
own definition nor Pollard’s can be maintained all the way. For myself, I 
find in the various uses of the term5 a shifting area of meaning similar to 
that observable in the companion term ‘lusor’. As ‘lusor’ shifts its meaning

1 Though the Thomas Thwaits who provided the interlude in 1416 may have been a 
member of the Inn.

2 The first mention of revels at Lincoln’s Inn is in 1431 (Black Books, i. 4).
3 Sec Sir John Fortescue’s De Laudibus Legum Anglic, ch. xlix.
4 Med. Stage, p. 181, n. 2.
5 I suspect that in one instance Chambers has misinterpreted his evidence. lie quotes 

(op. cit., p. 181, 7t. 3) from Sir Gazcain, 472,
Wei bycommes such craft vpon cristmasse,
Laykyng of enterludez, to la3e 5c to syng.

and suggests that the author is referring to a farce ‘when he speaks of laughter and song 
cs a substitute for “enterludez” at Christmas’. This looks as though he has taken ‘laykyng’ 
(i.e. ‘playing’) to mean ‘lacking’.
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from <gambler,, a player in a game of chance, to a player in the sense of 
‘actor’, so ‘Indus’ shifts from meaning ‘play’ or ‘game’ in the sense of 
‘amusement’ to a play in the strictly dramatic sense (but without losing its 
older meaning). And ‘interlude’, it seems to me, grows up as an alternative 
to ‘Indus’ in its original sense,1 and then as an alternative to its secondary 
meaning, without ever becoming attached to a definite type of play. The 
only possible restriction in its meaning is that suggested by Pollard, as 
Chambers himself almost suggests at one point:
... it is clear that while ‘interlude’ was only a subordinate name for plays of the 
miracle-type, it was the normal name, varied chiefly by ‘play’ and ‘disguising’,, 
for plays given in the banqueting-halls of the great.2 3
Moreover, in his footnote to this sentence, Chambers quotes evidence^ 
which again points to the term ‘interlude’ being used of plays presented in 
the intervals of other entertainment, but misses this implication. The 
evidence concerns John Rastell’s suit against Henry Walton (c. 1530) for 
the recovery of a number of actors’ garments, which ‘had been used at least 
twenty times in stage plays every summer and twenty times in interludes, 
every winter’. Chambers calls this ‘a curious distinction, probably neither 
original nor permanent... between “stage playes” (presumably out of doors) 
in the summer, and “interludes” (presumably indoors) in the winter.’ But 
is the distinction unexpected? In the summer, a play could be presented 
on a portable stage on a village green without the support of other entertain
ment. When inclement weather drove the players indoors to the halls 
cf the gentry they would also be driven into closer competition with 
other forms of entertainment, and would have to reckon with the fact 
that probably only at meal-times could the household be gathered together. 
In consequence their olays would become ‘interludes’, while at the same 
time they dispensed with the portable stage.4

But 1530 is rather late in the development of the word, and Chambers 
may be right in suggesting that this distinction is unusual. What is certain 
:s that within another twenty years ‘interlude’ is simply a synonym for 
‘play’. This is obvious from a comparison between the wording of Henry 
VIII’s proclamation, of 8 July 1546, designed to regulate the bock trade,.

1 Cf. Chambers, op. cit., p. 182: *. . . Robert Mnnnyng of Bnmne, at the very beginning 
of the ' 'irtcewh century, classes “cntyrludes" with “somour games” and other forbidden 
deliphts of the folk.’

2 Op. cit., p. 183.
3 See the documents printed by H, R. Plomer, Trans, of Bibliographical Society, iv 

(1898), 153, and Fifteenth Century Prose and Verse, ed. A. V/. Pollard, p. 305.
4 Moreover, their plays may have been designed to meet these changes of locale. 'The 

Four Jr!‘ 'nenfs was intended to take an hour and a half “but if you list you may leave out 
much of the said matter ... and then it will not be past three quarters of an hour of length”/ 
Chambers, op. cit., p. 18S, n. 1.
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and the wording of Edward VTs similar proclamation of 28 April 1551.1 
The relevant portion of the first reads: .. henceforth no printer do print 
any maner of englishe boke, balet or playe...The second reads: . and
loroicanse diners Printers, Bokeselers, and Plaiers of Enterludes ... do 
print, sel and play. . . .’ We may be certain that the composers of such 

derations, intended to have the force of law, would be particularly careful 
in their choice of terms, and hence it is obvious that no distinction existed 
at this date between the two words.

D. S. Bland

TASSO, FAIRFAX, AND WILLIAM BROWNE

The description of the trial and execution of the lovers Philocel and Caelia 
in William Browne’s J^Titanvui s Pastorols, Book 1T, Song 5, is largely based 
cn Pasco s account of the intended martyrdom of Sophronia and Olindo 
n t he Second Bock of the Gcrusalemme JAberata. Although the two stories 

differ in their main outlines, the central situation is the same in each: each
concerns a pair of lovers, one of whom has been condemned to death, while 
Wo other claims that he (or she) is actually the guilty person; this occasions 
a dispute between them, each claiming the right to die and thereby to save 
the ether, and the matter is only settled by a decree from the judges that 
both must die. It is in the dispute between the lovers that Browne’s debt 
to i r.ceo is most marked, for here he has adapted or even translated much 
W: the dialogue. His debt is twofold: partly to Tasso, and partly to his 
translator, Edward Fairfax. Sometimes he seems to be relying almost 
entirely on Fairfax, yet at other times he is closer to the original than is 
Fairfax Mmself. The best instance is that in 11. 739—44 of Browne’s poem:

O! who did ever such contention see 
Where death stood for the prize of victory?
Where love and strife were lirme and truely knowne, 
And where the victor must be overthrowne?
Where both pursude, and both held cquall strife 
lhat life should further death, death further life.2 3

These are a clcre paraphrase of Tasso’s

Oh spettacolo grande, ove a tenzone 
Piono nmore e magnanima virtute!

1 Quoted in full in A. W. Pollard’s Shakespeare's Fight With the Pirates (Cambridge,
ioao), pp. 7, 3.

3 Frit am: la's Pastorals (1616 edit.), Book II, Song 5, 11. 739-44.
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RHETORIC AND THE LAW STUDENT IN SIXTEENTH-
CENTURY ENGLAND-

By D. S. Bland

I
In a most useful article published in these pages a few years ago 

Mr. R. J. Schoeck showed how closely the subject of rhetoric was 
bound up with the study and practice of the law.1 But true pioneer
ing in the intellectual sphere usually raises as many problems as 
it sets out to answer, and so it was no surprise to find that Mr. 
Schoeck had to end his article by asking a number of questions 
which stemmed from his discussion, and to which he had not found 
adequate answers. One of them was, to what extent were the law 
students who had not gone to Oxford or Cambridge given rhetorical 
training as such in the Inns of Chancery, and perhaps later in the 
Inns of Court themselves? In the present article I hope to come 
nearer to providing an answer to this problem.

II
It hardly needs emphasizing that the question is important, not 

only because of the stress which was laid on rhetorical training by 
writers on education in the sixteenth century, but also because the 
very profession of the law presupposes an ability to express one
self effectively by word of mouth. On the face of it, then, it would 
seem that an answer to the question, “ Was the law student trained 
in rhetoric ? should be an unconditional affirmative. In fact, it 
is impossible to be so direct. It is true that the educational system 
of the Inns of Court is part of the general context of medieval 
and Renaissance education, and that therefore ideas on rhetoric 
would not be absent from it. But the problem is complicated from 
the start, and all through, by the question of legal language, an 
aspect of the matter which Mr. Schoeck only glances at in passing, 
but which seems to me to be so important as to be at the very heart 
of the problem. So that if, in what follows, I seem to be ignoring

1 “ Rhetoric and Law in Sixteenth-Century England,’* SP, L (1953), 110- 
127.
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other aspects of the matter, it is simply because I do not think we 
can get much further with it until this problem of legal language 
has been cleared up.

If, in the early years of the Inns’ history, the language of the law 
had been a good variety of Latin or French, and if, in the period 
particularly under discussion, it had displayed the muscular quali
ties of the best Tudor writing in English, the answer to our question 
would probably have been an unqualified “ yes.” For the rhetorical 
tradition of classical Latin had been kept alive by a notable suc
cession of medieval teachers, and was transferred to English with
out undue difficulty when that language became the normal vehicle 
of expression both in imaginative literature and in all forms of 
utilitarian communication—except in this one most important area 
of the law and its administration. Here, and here alone, the 
accepted language was that bastard form of Anglo-Norman known 
as “ Law-French.” 2 As Maitland has said,
Unquestionably, our medieval law was open to humanistic attacks. It was 
couched partly in bad Latin, partly in worse French. For the business 
Latin of the middle age there is much to be said . . . But this business 
Latin was a pure and elegant language when compared with what served
our lawyers as French.*

Maitland then quotes a notorious example of this usage, that of 
the prisoner who, “puis son condemnation ject un brickbat a le 
dit justice que narrowly mist.” What possible opportunity could 
such a jargon give to the lawyer who had even the slightest feeling 
for language? It might be objected that it is unfair to go to a law' 
report in search of examples, but even when we turn to the readings, 
the lectures given within the walls of the Inns themselves, we 
find the same language, the same utilitarian approach.4 Sir Ed-

3 As for Anglo-Norman proper, the competence of Gower’s Balades shows 
what could still be done (in spite of its decline as a literary language by 
the beginning of the fourteenth century) at the very period when the 
Common lawyers were about to consolidate themselves professionally in
the young Inns of Court.

* F. W. Maitland, Eyiglish Law and the Renaissance (Cambridge, 1901),
171 ‘ It is only recently that the readings have been getting into print. The 

fullest collection of material will be found in Readings and Moots at the 
Inns of Court ... the Fifteenth Century, ed. S. E. Thorne, Scldcn Socle y, 
1954. At the time of writing the second volume is awaiting publication.
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ward Coke (no mean stylist himself, and a product of the Inns at 
the height of their powers) is uneasily on the defensive over this 
situation in his preface to Littleton (1628).

And true it is, that our books of reports and statutes in ancient times 
were written in such French as in those times was commonly spoken and 
written by the French themselves. But this kind of French that our 
author hath used, is most commonly written and read, and very wwely 
spoken, and therefore cannot be either pure, or well pronounced. Yet the 
change thereof (having been so long customed) should be without any 
profit, but not without great danger and difficulty; for so many ancient 
terms and words drawn from that legal French are grown to be vocabula 
artis, vocables of art, so apt and significant to express the true sense of 
the laws, and so woven into the laws themselves, as it is in a manner 
impossible to change them, neither ought legal terms to be changed.

In school divinity, and amongst the glossographers and interpreters of 
the civil and canon laws, in logick, and in other liberal sciences, you shall 
meet with a whole body of words, which cannot defend themselves in hello 
grammaticali, in the grammatical war, and yet are more significant, com
pendious, and effective to express the true sense of the matter, than if they 
were expressed in pure Latin.

The reform of this state of affairs had been envisaged many 
years previously—in fact, just at the moment when, if the reforms 
had been put into practice, their effect might well have made a 
great deal of difference to the problem under discussion. Towards 
the end of his reign Henry VIII asked Sir Nicholas Bacon, Thomas 
Denton and Bobert Cary to enquire into the state of the Inns of 
Court, and to make recommendations for their reorganisation. 
What the king's motives were—a simple desire to help the Inns with 
money accruing from the suppression of the monasteries, a dislike 
of such powerful and independent institutions so close to his court, 
or an extension of his deliberate aim of orienting education towards 
his internal policies—we shall probably never know, but the report 
of his commission has survived and provides valuable evidence 
about the organisation of education at the Inns in the forties of the 
sixteenth century.5 In their report on the existing state of the 
Inns the commissioners duly note that,

8 The report is given in full in Fortescutus Illustratus, Edward Water- 
house, London, 1GG3, pp. 539-46. For Henry VIII’s educational policy, see 
W. Gordon Zeeveld, The Fomidations of Tudor Policy (Cambridge, Mass., 
1948), ch. I.
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at their Motes, the Inner-Barresters and Utter Barresters doe plead and 
reason in French [they have already noted that this is Law-French], and 
the Benchers in English, and at their reading, the Readers Cases are put 
in English, and so argued unto.

That they are concerned about this state of affairs is evident from 
the emphasis they place on language training in their recommenda
tions. The preamble to their suggestions, in fact, is almost entirely 
given over to this point.
WHEREAS . . . Your Royal Majesty . . . minding to erect an House of 
Students, wherein the knowledge as well of the pure French and Latin 
tongues, as of Your Graces Lawes of this Your Realm should be attained 
. . . Your Highness therefore gave us further in Commandment, that we 

should set forth . . . Rules and Exercises whereby \our said Students 
might, besides the knowledge of the Lawes, be also expert and learned in 
the knowledge of the said Tongues.

And this they proceed to do. When mooting, u the inner Barristers 
shall plead in Latine, and the other Barristers reason in French*, 
and that either of them shall do what they can to banish the cor
ruption of both tongues.” More specifically, they lay down rules 
for exercises in Latin and French.
In the Term-time and Vacations [that is, the whole of the academic year], 
every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, (Festival dayes onely excepted) 
one of the excellent Knowledge in the Latino and Greek tongue to read 
some Orator or book of Rhetoric, of else some other Author, which treateth 
of the Government of a Common-wealth, openly to all the Company, and 
to all other that will come for the knowledg[e] of both the said Languages; 
and therefore it seemeth convenient that there be two of these.*
Item, that this Lecture be in the After-noon between three and four of 
the clock.
Item, that every Friday and Saturday in the Term, and Vacation at the 
same hour, one learned in the French, read some introduction, to teach the 
true pronunciation of the French tongue.
Item, that the first two years past, every Mote that shall be brought in, 
shall in order go after this sort, the first in good Latino, and the utter 
Barristers to argue in good Latinc so much as they can, and the second 
in ^ood French: and this to continue altcrnatim: and the Benchers to 
argue in like manner after three years past.
Item, that the mean Vacations after two years past, instead of Motes, to 
have dayly Declamations at the same hour iu Latinc; Proviso, that none 
of the Company shall be bound to be at this.

• The “ others ” that might be admitted were presumably to be members
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There is no doubt that Bacon and his associates were really worried 
about the low state of language-proficiency among the lawr students 
of the 1540's, and were making very sensible proposals to remedy it.

But all this would have been unnecessary if c. 15 of the statute 
36 Ed. Ill (1362), designed to make Engli sh compulsory in courts 
of law, had been put into effect when it had been approved.7 It was 
not actually put into effect until 1650, and on the face of it the dead 
weight of legal tradition had bedevilled the situation for close on 
three hundred ^ears. This helps to explain a personal note wdiich 
Paynell, quite without cue, interpolates in his translation, The 
Conspiracy of Cataline (1557) :

Elas what a time be we in: for nowe a dayes onlye the schole maysters in 
a maner do gdve and lerne us the preceptes of Eloquence: and every man 
for desire of luker and money, gothe in hand to studye the lawe. Wherof 
it folowethe, that all we be but as baabes, and can not declare and expresse, 
that we have conceived in our minds.8

The chief evidence, however, for the uneasiness felt at this period 
in regard to the eloquence of the lawyer is contained in that wx>rk 
on which Mr. Schoeck has based the third section of his article, 
namely, Elyot’s The Gouernour. I propose to devote most of the 
rest of my space to an examination of Book I, chap. XIV of that 
work, because I believe it helps to provide an answer to our 
question.

of the Inns of Chancery, though it is possible, I suppose, that Henry 
intended to throw open the Inns of Court to all and sundry.

7 The statute is given in Owen Ruffhead, Statutes at Large (London, 
1769).

9 This passage, which occurs at the end of chap, xiii, is quoted in C. H. 
Conley, The First English Translators of the Classics (New Haven, 1927), 
p. 12. Conley comments as follows: “The diminished number of degrees 
conferred at the universities after 1535 indicates that interest in the new 
learning was not sufficiently general to offset the losses attendant upon 
the decline of the old education. ... A parvenu gentry, sons of the middle 
class suddenly grown wealthy, sought the universities with no serious 
purpose, and added to the general demoralisation. . . . The turning of 
the more promising youth, chiefly younger sons of the gentry, from liberal 
studies to a pursuit of the law was h further cause for regret on the 
part of older men. . . . Because of the superior pecuniary and social ad
vantages of the legal profession, parents and advisers permitted this deflec
tion and sometimes even urged it upon reluctant youths, so that much is 
heard during the Elizabethan period of the overcrowded condition at the 
inns of court.”
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III
Throughout this chapter, in which Elvot examines the claims of 

the study of the law as an educative pursuit, he returns again and 
again to the question of the barbarousness of the lawyer’s habitual 
language.
... if children were bronghte nppe as I haue written, and continually 
were retayned in the right studie of very philosophy untyll they passed 
the age of xxi yeres, and than set to the lawes of this realme [he writes] 

^undoughtedly they shuld become men of so excellent wisedome that through
out all the world shulde be founden in no commune weale more noble 
counsaylors . . .

P>ut there is a proviso to this happy condition. The laws must be 
“ brought to a more certavne and compendiouse studie, and either 
in englisshe, latine, or good french, written in a more dene and 
elegant stile:'9 Even when he goes-on to draw what, on the whole, 
is a favourable comparison between the rules of rhetoric and legal 
practice, he cannot get away from this point.
But for as moche as the tonge wherin it is spoken, is barberouse, and the 
sterynge of affections of the mynde in this realme was neuer used, there
fore there lacketh Eloquutiou and Pronunciationy two of the principall 
partes of rhetorike.10

And when he seems to approve of the lawyer s eloquence, he aligns 
himself with Paynell in suggesting that it may come from motives 
which are pecuniary rather than anything else.
Xat withstanding some lawyars, if they be well retayned, wyll in a meane 
cause pronounce right vehemently.11

is true that a few lines later he says that ei in arguynge their 
cases, in myn opinion, they very litle do lacke of the hole art,” and 
thus seems to echo the praises of Sir Thomas Smith which Mr. 
Schoeck quotes. I do not wish to dismiss this evidence out of hand, 
but I think it should be assessed with caution. Undoubtedly there 
were some fine orators among the lawyers of the sixteenth century. 
Eloquence, indeed, was probably one of the factors in the rise to 
prominence of Elyot and Smith themselves. But I do not think it 
necessarily follows that their eloquence was the result of studying 
law, nor even, in Smith's case, of havihg attended an Inn of Court.

9 The Gouernour (Everyman edition), p. G4. My italics.
10 Ibid., p. G5.
11II)id., p. G6. My italics.
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Bad wombs have borne good sons, and more than one first-rate 
artist has passed through a third-rate art school. His pre-eminence 
is due to his native endowment, not to his training.

We must, of course, take into account the traditional connection 
between ihetoric and the law to which Mr. Schoeck draws attention. 
But the connection here is really between rhetoric and Roman 
chil la\fr, and whatever may be said about its value, we must 

^xemember that we are dealing with a legal s}'stem with verv differ- 
^pt traditions. Common law, unlike civil law*, was never a subject 

of university study, was never brought into vital contact with the 
subjects of the trivium. The place of rhetoric in the training of 
the Common lawyer, then, resolves itself into considering how far 
this system of law’ w’as amenable, not only in its language, but also 
in its forms, to a rhetorical element. Here again, Elyot strikes a 
note of caution. He begins by erecting a parallel between the 
practice of the moot and the forms of rhetoric.
It is to be remembered that in the lernyng of the lawes of this realme, 
there is at this daye an exercise, wherin is a maner, a shadowe, or figure 
of the auncient rhetorike. I meane the pleadynge used in courte and 
Chauncery called motes; where fyrst a case is appoynted to be moted by 
certayne yonge men, contaynyng some doubtefull controuersie, which is in 
stede of the heed of a declamation called thema. The case beinge knowen 
they whiche be appoynted to mote, do examine the case, and inuestigate 
"hat they therm can espie, whiche may make a contention, wherof may 
ryse a question to be argued, and that of Tulli is called constitutio, and 
of Quintilian status causae.

Also they consider what plees on euery parte ought to be made, and 
the case may be reasoned, which is the fyrste parte of Rhetorike, 

^^ied Inuention; than appoynte they howe many pices mave be made for 
euery parte, and in what formalitie they shulde be sette,‘ whiche is the 
seconde parte of Rhetorike, called disposition, wherein they do moche 
approche unto Rhetorike: than gather they all in to perfecte remembrance,
in suche ordre as it ought to be pleaded, whiche is the parte of Rhetorike 
named memorie.12

Elyot then makes the second of the two attacks on the lawyers’ 
language quoted above, and then swings once more towards a
favourable view of the law considered .from the rhetorical point of 
view.

Moreouer there semeth to be in the sayd pledinges certayne partes of an 
oration, that is to say for Narrations, Partitions, Confirmations and Con-

13 Ibid., p. 65.
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filiations, named of some Reprehensions, they haue Declarations, Barres, 
Replications and Reioyndres, onely thay laeke pleasaunt fourme of be* 
gynnyng, called in latine Exordium, nor it maketh therof no great mater.1*

It is the conclusion of this paragraph, however, which reveals 
Elyot's true opinion.
And verily I suppose, if there mought ones happen some man, hauyng an 
excellent wytte, to be brought up in suche fourme as I haue hytherto 
written, and maye also be exactly or depcly lerned in the arte of an 
Oratour, and also in the lawes of this realme, . . . undoubtedly it skulde 
ftat be impossible for hym to bring the pleadyng and reasonyng of the 
lawe, to the auncient fourme of noble oratours; and the lawes and exercise 
thereof beyng in pure latine or doulee french, fewe men in consultations 
shulde (in myne opinion) compare with our lawyars, by this meanes beinge 
brought to be perfect orators, as in whome shulde than be founden the 
sharpe wittes of logitians, the graue sentences of philosophers, the elegancie 
of poetes, the memorie of ciuilians, the voice and gesture of them that 
can pronounce commedies, which is all that Tulli . . . collide require to 
be in an oratour.14

The words I have put into italics and the whole tenor of the passage 
seem to point conclusively to the fact that Elyot is unhappy both 
about the forms and about the language of the law as vehicles of 
eloquence. What he is setting forth here is an ideal, not an actual 
state of affairs. If we could get a* man who was both an expert 
lawyer and an orator, and it—once more—the language of the law 
were reformed, then all would be well. This interpretation is con
firmed by what he says later in the chapter.
More ouer, whan yonge men haue radde lawes, expouned in the orations 
of Tulli, and also in histories of the begynnynge of lawes, and in the 
ftarkes of Plato, Xenophon, and Aristotell, of the diuersities of lawes and 
publike weales, if nature (as I late saide) wyll dispose them to that 
maner studie, they shall be therto the more incensed, and come unto it 
the better prepared and furnisshed. And they whom nature therto nothinge 
meueth, haue nat only saued all that time, which many now a dayes do 
consume in idlenesse, but also haue wonne suche a treasure, wherby they 
shall alway be able to seme honourably theyr prince, and the publike 
weale of theyr countray, principally if they conferre al their doctrines to 
the moste noble studie of morall philosophic, whiche teacheth both vertues, 
maners, and ciuile policie: wherby at the laste we shulde haue in this 
realme sufficiencie of worshypfull lawyars, 4and also a publike w’eale equiua- 
lent to the grekes or Romanes.15

Ibid., p. GO. 14 Ibid., p. CG. “Ibid., p. G8.
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This passage is not the description of an ideal state of affairs. In 
contrast to the previous passage it outlines what was actually 
possible in Elyot’s day at the Inns of Court, and seems to suggest 
that he approves of those extra-legal studies for which the Inns had 
proved to be such an excellent centre. The student there will be 
stimulated to the study of the laws of his own realm by his classical 
studies. But even if he is not so stimulated. Elyot hints that his 
time will not have been wasted. He will at least have acquired 
something from his extra-legal studies which will be of value to him 
in his future career. But of actual training in rhetoric there is not
a word.

The placing of this view at the end of a chapter devoted to con
sidering “howe the studentes in the lawes of this realme maye 
take excellent commoditie by the lessons of sondrie doctrines ” is 
in itself an indication of the importance which Elyot attached to 
the extra-legal education of the Inns. But his silence on the matter 
of instruction in rhetoric and his insistence on the barbarity of Law 
French suggests that such instruction was not a part of the general 
pattern of education there.18 I base this conclusion, not on Elyot s 
silence alone, for that is obviously only negative evidence, but also 
on the silence of the records of the Inns of Court themselves.

IV
The nearest one comes to any hint that the Inns included in

struction in the normal, non-legal, parts of the contemporary 
curriculum is in the single reference to a “ grammar school ” at 
Lincoln's Inn in 1506 :
Parker fined 12d. for throwing “ wyspis ” [rushes] in Hall during the 
drinking time in an insolent way in the grammar school.

Persons admitted to the Inns at this period differed widely m their 
reasons for seeking entry. Equally, they must have differed m the 
decree of education with which they came equipped, and the editor

i« For a fuller examination of Law French than I have had space to 
undertake here, see: Year Books, 1 and 2 Kd. II, ed. F. \\. Malt an , 
Selden Society (V. B. Series, vol. I), Pf). xxxiii-lxxxi, (reprinted in part 
in C. II. E. L., vol. T, eh. XX) ; Y. B. 10 Ed. II, Selden Society (Y. B. Series, 
vol. 21), pp. xxxviii-xliv; Law Quarterly Rev., vol. 54, pp. 3;>8-69.

17 Black Books of Lincoln's Inn, I, 140.
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of the Blade Books thinks that this entry implies that some were 
only imperfectly educated.18 But since this record is the only one 
of its kind, it is impossible to say much more about it. It is a 
tantalising glimpse of something it would be interesting to know 
more about, and the most we can say, perhaps, is that Lincoln’s 
Inn is here (as elsewhere in its organisation) following a uni
versity practice in setting up this grammar school within its 
precincts.19

^ It might be argued that this silence, too, is negative evidence. It 
ns a commonplace that within a well-established organisation many 
things are taken for granted and no one thinks of mentioning 
them. One might accept this argument were it not for the fact that 
these things are mentioned when they go wrong. Now we can be 
quite sure that if some form of instruction in rhetoric was a normal 
pait of the curriculum it would be a.compulsory activity, and it is 
difficult to suppose that, of all such activities at the Inns, only 
rhetorical training ran so smoothly that no one was ever fined for
not following it regularly. Anyone who has studied the records in 
detail knows that scarcely a page can be turned without meeting the
names of students who have been disciplined for one offence or 
another.

There was, however, one compulsory activity which, while it may 
not provide direct additional confirmation of the view I am putting 
i01 ward, is at least intimately bound up with the question of rhe
torical training. I refer to the fact that the students were required 
to take part in the revelling which was a regular feature of the 
^e of the Inns at this time. For the Inns prided themselves on 

fact that the training in gentlemanly pursuits which they could 
ofiVr was as valuable and as valued—as their training in law; 
and they sought to maintain the high standard they set by an 
elaborate time-table of revels which they insisted should be observed 
by all students.20 Now an essential feature of their full-scale revels

18 Ibid., p. xiii.
19 This practice was brought to an end at Cambridge in 1549 and at 

Oxford in 1550 by royal injunction. See, Visitation Articles and Injunc
tions of the Reformation Period, od. VT. H. Rrere, II, 208 and 22S (Alenin 
Club Collections, XV, London, 1910). These grammar schools were distinct

. from the grammar halls of Oxford, which were small schools for day boys 
and boarders. ‘ J

’“And even by those granted “special” admissions, i. e., admissions
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(particularly at Christmas) was the production of a play. At first 
this ingredient is supplied by hiring professional companies but as 
early as 152G we hear of a play written and performed by the 
members of Gray’s Inn themselves,21 and by the middle of the 
century the young men of the Inns of Court are rivalling the “ Uni
versity Wits ” as producers of drama.22 This academic drama, it 
hardly needs saying, is steeped in the rhetorical tradition, and if 
Mr. Bertram Joseph is right, the style of acting on the Elizabethan 
stage was itself rhetorical, and is to be viewed in the light of the 
gestures, stance and delivery of the trained orator.-1* Is it not 
significant that Elyot includes among the attributes of his perfect 
orator-lawyer, “ the voice and gesture of them that can pronounce 
comedies”? I would suggest, therefore, that one reason why 
the Inns encouraged the revels, and regarded them as a necessary 
part of the student’s training, was that they furnished an oppor
tunity for the exercise of rhetorical ability which was, it would 
seem, quite unprovided for in the time-table of strictly legal educa
tion Or at least, not directly provided, though implicit to some 
extent, as Elyot bears witness, in the technique of pleading, and 
implicit also in the whole bias of the Inns’ educational method 
towards “ learning by doing."

King's College, University of Durham

involving little or no obligation to study. Thus, as early in the Lincoln’s 
Inn records as 1428, the Society ruled that members of the Inn "who were 
resident in the City of London and in Middlesex might be at repasts for 
a whole year “ so that [i.c., so long as] they are prepared for all summons 
of the Society, especially within twelve days of Christmas ”—that is, during 
the period when the revels were most elaborate. Black Books, vol. I, p. 2.

ai See Hall’s Chronicle, ed. of 1800, p. 710.
aa The only full-scale study of this subject is A. Wigfall Green, The Inns 

of Court and Early English Drama (New Haven, 1031), but this is a 
badly planned and inaccurate book, and there is room for another extensive 
study of the whole subject.

23 See B. L. Joseph, Elizabethan Acting (London, 1051). His view has 
not found general acceptance. My own opinion, for what it is worth, is 
that Elizabethan acting probably be^an as an offshoot of the orator’s 
techniques, but was developed (by Shakespeare, among others) into a 
more natural style. This, after all, was the direction taken by the writers, 
and it is difficult to conceive the storm scene in Lear, for example, or the 
crippled blank verse of the jealous Leontes, being presented with complete 
rhetorical formality.
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** APPARELS, subst., obs. This word, though recorded
by OED, is not noted in its Inns of Court sense. It is
defined by the editor of BB as follows:

The total of the expenses, charges, or debts; hence 
the balance on the wrong side at the end of a stated 
account. (BB, index of subjects, s.y. "apparels”.)

Two meanings are present here: a debit balance, and an
undischarged debt. The first is suggested in the earliest
definition I have come across, in Blount’s Glossographia
(2nd edn., 1 661 ):

An ancient word used in the Accounts of the Inner 
Temple, and signifies that sum at the foot of an 
account, which the house remains in debt, or which 
remains charged on the house.

Both this (apart from its restriction to the Inner Temple), 
and the definition in BB are nearer accuracy than than given 
by the editor of CAL:

provision of food and other necessary expenses of the Inn. (CAL, index and glossary, .s.y. "apparels".)
At the same time, it is true that the term was mainly
(perhaps even solely) applied to expenditure on or debts
arising from the catering. It is the Steward who always
receives the sums disbursed on apparels by the Treasurer,
and the Steward’s duty was

to pay the tradesmen of the Society, and to receive 
the sums payable for commons by the fellows of the Society. (BB, xxiii.)
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The earliest use of the word, in a Latin entry, is in
1441/2:

It is also ordered that in future they who shall 
audit the weekly account for victuals and other 
necessaries within the Inn, shall not charge the 
Society in any way with apparels. (BB, 11,)

This would appear to lay on the Steward the responsibility
of clearing an account which is in the red. The first
clear use of the word in the simple sense of debt is
1531/2 (also in Latin);

Receipts ... nothing from Russburgh the Steward for 
emendals, because he is in apoarels this year ...
(BB, 234.)

(See Bmendals below.) The earliest use in an English
context seems to be the following for 1533/4:

... the seyd John Pakyngton ... hath geven unto the 
seyd companey x li of good money towerdes the 
apparelles of the seyd Temple ... (CAL, 106.)

** BAILIE (of learning), subst.. obs. This may be no
more than a nonce-word. I have encountered it only in
FUR, in an entry for 1542/3:

Fisher, elect to exercise the office of Bailie of 
Learning by the full consent of the Princ(ipal) and 
G-rand Company, is amercyed. (FUR, 42.)

The nature of this office is made plain by the entry
immediately preceding:

Rothwood, for that he obstinatlie (refused ?) to 
warne the learnings, contrarie to the Orders of the 
House, and to the intent that the Vacation should 
be hindered and omytted, amercietur.
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Whether the word was an invention of the compiler of 
FUR or not, it is nevertheless obvious that the 
appointment thus designated was intended to provide some 
control over instruction at the Inn, The records of the 
senior houses contain similar provisions. See, for 
example, the long and carefully worded order of 1502 in 
BB, 126, making two students responsible for "taking” 
and "writing” each moot "at the time of its assignment".

Suggested definition: a student made responsible 
for ensuring the attendance of his fellows at periods of 
formal instruction at Furnival’s Inn.

* BAR, subst. In considering this term, as also the 
derivative barrister, it is necessary to ignore its 
associations with the courts of justice. The use of the 
word in the courts is independent of, and emerges much 
earlier than, its use in the Inns of Court.

On the authority of FI, the Dictionary assigns the 
appearance of bar, barrister, inner- and outer-barrister 
to 1545, the probable date of the report on the Inns of 
Court prepared by Sir Nicholas Bacon and two associates 
at the command of Henry VIII. At some early date in their 
history there was doubtless an actual barrier in the hall 
of an Inn which separated the junior members of the 
Society from their seniors. The distinction between the
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inner- and outer-barrister at this period was, of course, 
the opposite of that used later in the law courts. In 
those early days the inner-barristers were those who 
were not yet called, while the outer-barristers were 
those who were oustre (outre or utter), or beyond the 
bar, those who had jumped a hurdle in their course. Bar 
is first found in 1521:

••• it is agreed that M. Combis ... shalbe called
to the Barr in this Terme. (BB, 201.)

* BARRISTER, subset., der. of bar. With this word the 
situation seems to be the opposite of that obtaining 
with bar. That is, it emerges first in the Inns of 
Court and is later transferred to the courts of justice. 
(The fullest discussion of both terms will be found in 
W. C. Bolland, ’’Two Problems in Legal History,” Law 
Quarterly Review, xxiv, pp. 392-402.)

As noted under bar, OED assigns barrister to 1545*
In a note in Law Quarterly Review, xlvi, p. 405, Herman 
Cohen back-dated it to 1532/3, on the evidence of a 
Sumptuary Act. He commented: ”As ... various grades of 
lawyers are mentioned by name, it would seem that in 
1530 'barrister' was novel”. In that bare form, perhaps, 
it was a fairly recent word, but as the entries below on 
inner- and outer-barrister indicate, the compounds were



in use by that date, (See also, H, Cohen, A History of 
the English Bar and Attornatus to 1540. London, 1929.)

** BENCH, subst. OED does not record this in its Inns
of Court sense, which is that of the governing body of
an Inn. As in the courts of law, the term derives from
the bench on which the persons concerned sat. But since
the term is found in the courts before the Inns came into
existence, the two uses must have been arrived at
independently. In the physical sense the word is first
used in 1465/6, in a Latin entry:

... all being summoned who are of the said Society, 
as well as at the Bench as at the Bar, called 
,,utterbarresters,, ... (BB, 41 .)

The word retained its physical sense for a considerable
time. A fellow of the Society is "of" the Bench, and is
ordered to keep vacations "at" the Bench (vacaciones ad
bancum). The Bench, in the abstract and collective sense
of the governors as a whole, is not met with until 1512,
probably because terms like "the Benchers" and "the
Masters of the Bench" already existed as adequate
alternatives.

Hit was aggreed by the hoolle bynchc that Roger 
Hawkyns, butler ... shalbe remytted to his office 
agayn ... (BB, 167.)

A slightly earlier entry (1510) may show the term 
hovering between an ascriptive use and its collective
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sense:
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Hit was agreed by the hooll company of the Bensh 
that the Pencioner should withdraw an exigent 
which he had agajrnst dyvers of the saide Company ... (BB, 161 .)

* BENCHER, subst. In the sense of a senior member of
an Inn the word is dated 1582 by OED, but it occurs in
El, 1545, in the form of a definition:

Benchers, or Readers, are called such as before- 
time have openly read ... and to them is chiefly 
committed the government and ordering of the house ...

But it is found in 1512:
Thomas G-odeman .. . shall haue his boyer and i j 
clerkes at the yemans1 commens after suche maner 
and fourme as the Benchers of the same Inne have ... (BB, 171.)

* BOLT, subst., obs. This was an exercise of learning
intended for the younger student. The word is derived 
from the action of sifting. Hence it came to be 
figuratively applied to an argument designed to separate 
out the truth of a proposition. (Cf. Chaucer, Nun1s 
Priest1s Tale. 420: ”1 ne can nat bulte it to the bren".
That is, I cannot sift it to the bran, I cannot puzzle it 
out.) That it was a more elementary form of instruction 
than the moot is suggested in FUR, which distinguishes 
between them in a way which leaves no doubt as to their 
relative importance.
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Boltes in the Terme tymes are perfourmed by twoe 
of the Barre, and by other two Studentes under the 
Barre, and one other gentleman Student to put the 
case; and in like manner is a Bolt to be ordered in vacations.

The differens betwene a Moote and a Bolt is thus defyned.
At a Moote, the sufficiency of the matter in Lawe in the case propounded is not onlie tried and 

examined, but therewithal! the particular pleadynge of the Case is questioned.
But at a Bolt, the sufficiency of the matter in 

Lawe of some case then putt is for the most part questioned onlie. (f. 37d)
In a bolt, then, only the law in the case is examined, 
whereas in a moot the method of pleading the case is also 
debated.v y In other words, one object of the moot was to 
suggest techniques of pleading to those whovere nearing 
the time when they would go out to practise. The 
difference in level is reflected in the fact that 
Lincoln’s Inn at one period the fine for failing to moot 
was 3/6d. or 6/8d., but for failing to bolt only l/8d.
(BB, xxv.)

The Supplement to OED records the word in 1570.
There is an earlier example in 1556:
(1) Compare Plucknett's deduction from the fact that 

the Year Books are indifferent to the decisions 
reached in the cases reported. ’’Their great pre
occupation, I believe, was pleading and procedure. The common law remained until the end of the Middle 
Ages in a singularly backward state in both of 
these subjects.” T.F.T. Plucknett, Early English 
LgauI Literature. Cambridge, 1958, p. 105).
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Ever! daye (except Sondayes and festifall dayes, 
when ther is a mote or a bolte) ... (BB, 316.)

** BOLT, It is odd that while OED records the
substantive forms of bolt. bolting. moot and mooting in 
their Inns of Court senses of the argument of cases as a 
form of practice in pleading, it is silent on bolt as a 
verb. It is admittedly a rare word, but it occurs in 
1560.

••• the rest of the Utter Barresters ... shall 
moot or bolte, videlicet, according to the ordre of the Benche ... (BB, 332.)

One other point is worthy of mention. OED points out
tnat the historical spelling of the word is boult. and
blames the dictionaries (e.g. Johnson’s) for confounding
it with the verb bolt, ’’to move suddenly”. It is
evident from the quotations given in these pages, however,
that bolt is the normal form from quite early on.

** BOLTABLE, ad.i *, obs. This word is applied to a day 
on which a bolt could (or should) be held. It is found 
in 1572:

The Utter Barristers and Inner Barristers (of the 
Inns of Chancery) shall keep Bolts in their 
House "everye nyght that is either boltable or 
mootable”. (BB, 381.)
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** BOLTFAIL, subst.. obs. This word is applied to the 
failure of a bolt because of the absence of students.
It is found in 1560:

Wetherelde, etc., fined 3s 4d each for the 
’’Boltefayle* * •••' since the last Council. (BB, 332.)

This is a translation from a Latin entry, and the term
itself is presumably law-French.

* BOLTING, v. subst.. obs. Dated 1598 by OED, the 
word is found in 1560:

Such of the Utter Barresters whose puynees be at 
the Benche, shalbe exemptid from mooting and bolting. (BB, 332.)

* CASE, subst. The word is associated with moot, and is
often used as a synonym for it. The OED definition
(case, 6), "a cause or suit brought into court for
decision1’, is close enough to the sense in which the word
is employed in the Inns of Court, when it means the
process of mooting, as in 1557:

Item, that order be taken ,., that the moote cases
••• for the vacacion tyme do not conteyne above too poyntes argumentable ... (BB, 320. See also CAL, 192, and MP 112.)

Sometimes, however, case seems to mean an exercise of 
learning which is distinct from and at a lower level 
than the moot. The point is discussed in keep a case 
below.
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* EMENDALS, subst., obs. The OED entry is in need of
thorough revision. It offers the following (queried)
definicion: "funds set apart for repairs", and refers
to Coles's Dictionary of 1692 and Kersey's of 1705 to
1715, and finally quotes a definition from Chambers1s
Cyclopaedia oi 1751. But this, like the definition in
every other dictionary I have seen up to Ogilvie's
Lflperial Dictionary of 1850, is based, almost word for
word, on Blount’s Glossographia. the second edition
(1661 ) of which defines the word as follows:

••• an old word, yet used still in the accounts of the Inner-Temple; where so much in Emendals, at 
the foot of an account, signifies so much in bank 
or stock for the House.

Reproducing this definition, Bellamy, A New Complete
Dictionary (1760), adds, "for repairing losses 

and supplying other emergencies". But this, though it 
adds colour to the OED definition, is an unwarranted 
extension of the meaning.

The word does not appear to have been in general 
use at any time. Minsheu's Q-uide into Tongues (2nd. 
ed., 1625), for example, does not include it. The 
earliest use I have come across is in 1431:
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Ordered that no one shall play at cockals within 
the Inn alter nine o’clock at night, under 
penalty of 6^. Sd^. to be paid to the Steward, towards the emendals of commons ... (BE,4.)

In a note on this entry the editor of BB correctly 
observes:

The word is generally used in these records as 
meaning a balance in hand at the end of an 
account. Here it seems to mean simply ’improvement”.

The next time the word is used (1476/7) it seems to
carry the first meaning. The Steward's accounts amount
to £16. 9. Oy, including £9. 1. O-^-. de emendellis.
against this there is expenditure of £3, 17. 10, leaving
a balance of £12. 11. 2y. (BE, 62.) This meaning, a
balance in hand, becomes quite clear in an entry for
1504/5:

Receipts 1 £8. 10. 6. the emondals this year.Allowances: £3. 6. 6. j/the Steward’s/ stipend, 
allowed because he is in emendals this year.(BB, 137.)

Compare the entry for 1496/7:
No wages allowed to the Steward this year, because 
the apparells” exceed the sum of the ’’emendells” 
as appears above. (BB, 111.)

As the editor of BB says in a footnote, "this illustrates
the use of these terms very clearly". The term is also
frequently used in FUR from 1491 onwards. I cannot find,
however, that it comes over into English before 1557:
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Forasmuch as the steward!s ... deceit doth ... 
appear, "not only in rasing of the hook and 
adding and diminishing the summs, making the 
sum of emendals 48s. where it should he 58s., 
and likewise the apparels, where it should be 
20s., making the same 30s., to the great loss 
of the House ..." (CAL, 195.)

It is clear, then, that the OED definition must he
amended to read, "balance in hand at the end of an
account, especially in accounts for catering at the
Inns of Court".

* GOWNMAN, suhst.. ohs. This word is dated 1627 by
OED, which defines it under townsman (sense 3a) as
"a member of the legal profession; a lawyer, barrister,
or judge." It occurs, however, in 1616:

That a gowne-man upon good occasion may crack the 
coxcome of a profest Swaggerer without danger of 
the Duell. (GL, 13.)

While the term might apply to any member of the legal
profession, the context of this quotation (the script
of a performance at the barriers by the students of the
four Inns) would suggest that the student-lawyer is
being referred to here. That some distinguishing kind
of student gown was worn at one time is suggested by
the following record for 15552

Mr. Wyde fined 20d. for "his goyng in his study 
gowne in Chepsyde on a Sonday abowt x of the 
clock before none, and in Westminster Hall in the 
terme tyme in the fore none". (BB, 312)
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In 1557 the two Temples and Lincoln’s Inn (and 
presumably Gray’s Inn, though the records do not 
survive from this date) promulgated certain joint rules, 
including the following:

Item, that none of the company of the said Houses 
shall weare ther studie Gounes out of the lymyttes 
or precynctes of ther Houses eny further then to 
the Flet Brige, or Holborne Bridge, or to Savov 

(BB, 320. See also CAL, 192, and MP, 111.)
In these references I think we can see three things:
an effort to distinguish the students from the other
members of the Inn and from the employees by making them
wear a distinctive gown within the precincts; a similar
effort to distinguish them in the courts at Westminster
by a prohibition on the wearing of gowns there; and an
effort to avoid ”town-and-gown” trouble by severely
limiting the area in which gowns could be worn outside
the precincts.

* INNER BARRISTER, subst.. der. of bar. Assigned by 
OED to 1545. (See bar above.) The term appears in 
1526/7:

Mr. Eeigham fined 20d. "for that he dydde nat 
syne the casse the Sondaye at neyght afor All 
Hallow day with deliberacion, nor wold nat tarye to /so that ?7 the Inder-barresters myght writte 
the casse with leyser. (BB, 215.)
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In a footnote the editor of BB defines the word as 
"those at the ’Inner Bar’, not yet called to the ’Utter 
Bar’; the Students’*.

** KEEP A CASE, y. The verb in Ms phrase is used in
the sense defined by OED (keen, sense 13): "to observe
by attendance ... peri'Srmance of duty, or in some
prescribed or regular way”. "Keeping a case" was an
exercise of learning which has sometimes been assumed
to be synonymous with the bolt. That it was in fact
separate from the bolt, and at a lower level, is made
clear in the following extracts from the records. At
the Middle Temple in 1616 it was ordered that:

Whereas case-keeping in the Hall has been much 
neglected both by the Masters of the Utter Bar and 
by students under the Bar, it is orderod that the 
Puny Butler shall take the names of all gentlemen 
who shall keep the case in Hall, as well in 
vacation times as in term times ... No gentleman 
shall be called to the degree of the Utter Bar, 
unless he has ordinarily kept the case in Hall for 
two whole years. (MP, ii, 605.)

This order looks back to two others of 1552 and 1561:
Ordered that all who are present at dinner and 
supper, on the days when they have cases after mealsf 

shall wait for the case after their meals, 
except the Masters of the Bench, the Masters of 
the Utter Bar who are "consulatores" and "attorneys". (MP, i, 86.)
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Ordered that every clerk shall keep a case at 
the table under the Cupboard at each dinner and 
supper ... (MP, i, 133.)
Thus far, there is little to distinguish "keeping

the case" from the bolt, except that these entries show
that the exercise was specifically designed for the
instruction of the young student. But the exercise was
also performed at Lincoln's Inn. In 1552 it was

orderyd and thought good that every puysny at every 
measse at dyner and supper shall put a shorte case 
of one poynt argumentable, and to be argued 
thrughely by all that shall sytt at the same messe 
... Provided that at such nyght as yt ys motable, 
then no case to be argued. (BB, 301.)

A similar order of 1556 lays down that
after dynner everi iiij that shall set at one table 
together shall argu to a case that shalbe put by 
the punie of the said iiij. (BB, 316.)

The editor of the Black Books comments on this second
order as follows:

A third form of Education was introduced on three 
several occasions, but not as would appear with 
success ... It is hardly conceivable that such a 
system should be popular or carried out for long. 
Two attempts were made to enforce the continuance 
of it, the last in 1576, after which date nothing 
more is heard of the practice. (BB, xxvii.)

The exercise described in these orders is clearly not a
bolt, since that exercise, like the moot, was argued
dramatically, as it were, in the form of a mock trial.
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** LEARNING- VACATION, subst. , obs. This was a period
of the year when, the courts of law being in recess,
the students at the Inns could devote themselves to
study. The earliestuse seems to be in 1511:

... the sade Rauf Rokeby shall keep iiij lernyng 
vacations moo vppon the Benche sythin iij yeres 
now next insewyng ... (BB, 165.)

** MEAN (MESNE) VACATION, subst. obs. FI defines the 
term as follows:

the whole time out of the Learning Vacation and 
Terme is called the Mean Vacation, during which 
time every day after dinner cases are argued in 
like manner as they are at other times. (FI, 545.)

This fits the OEL definition of mesne (sense 2),
^occurring or performed at a time intermediate between
two dates”. It is first found in 1520:

Treheyron shall henceforth be at his repasts ”in 
the meane vacacions out of the term and out of 
the lernyng vacations ...” (BB, 19^)

* MOOT, subst. The nature of a moot has already been
indicated in the discussion of bolt. The conduct of a
moot is thus described in FI:

... every_night after supper /In the learning vacation^/, and every Fasting-day after six of the 
clock, boyer ended (Festival-dayes onely excepted) 
the Reader, with two Benchers, or one at the least, 
cometh into the Hall to the Cupboard, and there 
most commonly one of the Utter-Barresters 
propoundeth unto them some doubtful Case, the which
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every one of the Benchers in their ancienties argue, 
and last of all ho that moved; this done, the 
Readers and Benchers sit down on the bench in the 
end of the Kail ... and on a forme towards the 
midst of the Hall sitteth down two Inner-Barresters, 
and the Inner-Barresters do in French openly declare 
unto the Benchers ... some kind of Action, the one 
being as it were retained with the Plaintiff in the 
Action, and the other with the Defendant, after 
which things being done, the Utter-Barresters argue 
such questions as be disputable within the Case ... 
and this ended, the Benchers doe likewise declare 
their opinions, how they think the Law to be in the 
same questions, and this manner of exercise of 
Noting, is daily used, during the said Vacations.

The earliest quotation in OED is dated 1531. The 
term is found in 1512:

Mynors the younger is amercied for that he would not use the Moute, and that the Moute failed. (BB, 166.)

* MOOT, v. The earliest quotation in OED is dated 1602. 
Use of the term, however, can be backdated nearly a 
century, to 1514.

... he promised to mote and did not mote, so that in the seid vacation there was a mote lost. (MP, 21.)

* MOOTABLE, adj., obs. The word is applied to a day
on which a moot could (or should) be held. It occurs in
1552, in the entry already quoted under keep a case.

Hyt is orderyd ... that every puyny ... sail put a 
shorte case of one poynt argumentable ... Provided 
that at such nyght as yt ys motable, then no case 
to be argued. (BB, 301.)

i
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OED notes that Thomas More uses the phrase ’’mootable 
cases" in his Debellation of Salem and Bizance. 1533.

** MOOTFAIL, subst., obs. As with boltfail, the
word is applied to failure to hold a moot because of
the absence of students. It is found in 15595

| The fine for a "mote-faille" shall be 13s. 4d.
... (BB, 326.)

The word comes over into English in 1576.
... everye suche assigned Utter Barrester, in 
whoes defaulte the sayde mote fayle shalbe made 
... (BB, 400.)

* MOOTING-, v. subst. , obs. The first OED quotation
is dated 1602. The word is found in 1523.

Whereas Mennell ... was nott conformabyll to the 
saying and order of the Benche in his lernyng 
and motyng. (BB, 206.)

) ** POST REVELS, subst.. obs. This term is first

found in 1528.
Bemund, Richard Heydon, Harry Heydon and Sainpole, 
put out of commons "for excesse crying and 
showtyng in ther post Revelles within the Terme". 
(BB, 222..)

The fourth mention of them shows that these revels 
were a form of dance.

£3 6s. 8d. to Mr. Hickes for victuals for many 
gentlemen of the Middle Temple who came here to 
dance the Post Revels with the gentlemen of 
this Inn. (BB, 362.)
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What does not emerge from the records is the exact 
nature of the entertainment thus distinguished. That 
ife occurred after something else is implied in the 
term, and the second reference in BB suggests that the 
dancing regularly brought to an end the festivities 
held every Saturday night during term. In November,
1559, the Council, acting on the Judges’ instructions, 
promulgated ten orders regulating the students’ conduct, 
the la/}£t of which runs:

Also, that the Butler shall note every Saterdaye 
at night whoe faylyth at Revells that were at 
supper that night in the Howse, and that he that 
faylyth shall forfett iiijd. for every tyme, to 
be collectid by the Buttler, and therefore the 
Post Revelles to be agayne used as they have byn 
before this time. (BB, 329.)

That these revels were a lesser part of the entertainment, 
as well as its concluding feature, is made clear in 
Dugdale’s description of revelling at the Inner Temple 
on the three ’’grand days” of All Hallows, Candlemas, 
and Ascension Day. (Qrif;ines Juridiciales. 1680, p. 161.) 
After a dinner and a play the ’’solemn” revels are begun, 
with everybody talking part, Judges, Serjeants, Benchers, 
Utter and Inner Barristers. Then the senior members sit 
down and the Utter ajid Inner Barristers perform a 
second ’’solemn” revel before them.
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Which ended, the Utter-Barristers take their 
places and sit down. Some of the Gentlemen of 
the Inner-Bar, do present the house with dancing, 
which is called the Post-Revells, and continue 
their Dances, till the Judges or Bench think meet 
to rise and depart.

If we piece this evidence together, hearing in mind 
(i) that a training in gentlemanly accomplishments 
was as much a part of the law student1s curriculum 

training in the law, and (ii) that each stage in 
this curriculum was carefully related to the one 
above it, then it would appear that the Post Revels 
were an elementary form of dancing designed to lead 
the young student on to the formality of the ”solemn” 
revel.

** PUTS, subst., obs. The term is found only at 
Lincoln^ Inn. It is explained by the editor of BB 

) as follows:
The practice was for the Steward in his account 
to charge the Treasurer with the amount of Commons 
which remained unpaid after the ordinary time for 
payment had gone by: his account was then passed, 
and it was the duty of the Treasurer to get the 
amounts in. In the Steward's accounts, the item 
is ..."put” (positus) to the Treasurer, and this 
item was shortly Englished by "les puttes” ...
(BB, xxiii)

The word appears in the first set of accounts given in 
English in BB, for the year 1503/4.
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Item, paid to the sed Stuard for his puttes 
... (BB, 133)

* READER, subset. In the sense of a lecturer at the
Inns of Court the word is recorded by OED as first
occuring in 1517. This can be backdated to 1507.

First, that yerely at Hyllary terme the Reader 
for Somer vacacion then next folowyng be 
chosyn ... (MP, 21)

* READING, y. subst. Again dated 1517 by OED, but 
backdated to 1507 by the continuation of the record 
quoted under reader.

Item, he that hath redde his firste redyng 
... (MP, 21)

* UTTER BARRISTER, subst.. der. of bar. Assigned 
by OED to 1545. (See bar above.) A statute of 
1465/6, in Latin, regulating the length of the course 
of study, contains the following passage (as rendered 
by the editor of BB):

... all being summoned who are of the said 
Society, as well at the Bench as at the Bar, 
called ’’utterbarresters” ... (BB, 41)

If this is not satisfactory evidence of early use in
English (though the fact that the editor transcribes
litteratirn and puts the word between inverted commas
suggests that it must be so considered) the following



entry, entirely in English, occurs in 1510.
... Mr. Goodman is assigned in the Chambre under 
the Library ... and also to have one Clerk in 
Comons and lyverey in the Botery as an Utter 
Barrester ... (BB, 160)

** VACATION, subst. CED defines one of the senses
of the word as "one or other part of the year during
which law-courts, universities or schools are suspended
or closed". As indicated uider learning vacation.
however, the word takes on a special meaning in the
Inns of Court, since it is the time of year when the
students can devote themselves wholly to study.
"Keeping" a vacation is an essential part of their
residence and study, and absence either has to be
made up or lays the student open to a fine. The word
first occurs in English in 1436.

Gaynysford hath promittid to contynewe every 
vacacion this iij yere nowe next comynge. (BB, 6)
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this relationship should be recognized and utilized. It is surely ludi
crous that though ostensibly examining the same phenomena, albeit 
from somewhat different standpoints, international law studies and 
international relations studies should be so far apart that the former 
commonly eschew all reference to international relations, while the 
latter, if they mention international law at all, treat it as a speculative 
irrelevance akin to astrology or alchemy.

There are no doubt dangers in all this. It has been suggested, and 
the suggestion is difficult to refute, that the policy orientated approach 
of McDougal and others has in substance “abandoned legal interpreta
tion”.1 And confidence in certain radical approaches is not increased 
by suggestions that “as the content and perception of the international 
legal order constitute a dynamic social process ... it is misleading to 
accept any strict distinction between what is and what ought to be the 
rules governing the behaviour of states.”2 These are the kinds of pitfalls 
which surround attempts to bring international law and international 
relations closer together. But I would suggest that provided one is 
aware of these dangers they can be avoided and international law set in 
its political context without abandoning the legal approach or danger
ously blurring the distinction between what is and what ought to be the 
law.

Conclusion
Enough has been said to indicate that learning and teaching inter

national law is an exacting task. Where as is often the case only one 
course is devoted to international law it is obviously impossible to take 
proper account of many of the factors outlined above.3 But it is, I 
think, possible even within the confines of a single course, to show that 
international law is a large and diverse subject, to inculcate some 
knowledge of its structure and substantive principles, together with some 
experience in handling its materials and ways of thought, and last and 
most important to demonstrate that it is naivete not sophistication to 
insist against all the evidence that this particular emperor has no 
clothes.

1 Brownlie (Book review) (1965/66) 41 B.Y.B.I.L. 449.
2 Falk, The New States and International Legal Order (1966), 118 Hague 

Recueil 7.
3 Graduate studies can obviously complement undergraduate courses. But 

since for various reasons only a small minority undertake graduate studies it is 
surely right to argue for more comprehensive undergraduate teaching of 
international law.
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HENRY VIITS ROYAL COMMISSION 
ON THE INNS OF COURTS

By D. S. Bland

Now were all the monasteries of England suppressed; and the 
King then had in his hand the greatest opportunity of making 
royal and noble foundations that ever King of England had. . . .
But... it came far short of what he had given out he would do, 
and what he himself seems once to have designed.

Gilbert Burnet, The History of the Reformation 
of the Church of England, part I, book III

I

IT has been maintained that the killing off by Henry VIII of a number 
of the leading figures of the English humanist movement led to a 
diminution of cultural activities which was not made good until well 

into the reign of Elizabeth.1 An opposite opinion has been well put by 
one scholar.

“The danger of this point of view has been persuasively demon
strated so far as formal education was concerned, and the thesis be
comes no more tenable when one considers humanistic endeavour 
outside of university walls. Far from being impeded in the latter years 
of Henry’s reign, the study of the classics received constant and notable 
encouragement from Henry himself and from Cromwell, his chief 
minister. There can be no doubt that the execution of More and 
Fisher and Surrey was a grave loss to the sum total of humanistic 
accomplishment in the period, but to conclude that their deaths caused 
any serious break in the scholarly tradition must be regarded at best 
as a partial view of the evidence. A merely cursory examination of the 
Privy Purse expenses and the Letters and Papers of Henry VIII in the 
span of years before and after More’s death will reveal a continuous 
and substantial royal patronage of scholarship.”*
Having made this point, however, Zeeveld goes on to indicate that 

even humanistic education had its practical side. Both Vives, with an 
allowance of £20 a year, and Reginald Pole with five times that amount 
for study abroad, found these stipends withdrawn when they opposed 
Henry’s divorce from Catherine of Aragon.

“ Henry, like most princes, expected a return on his investment.... 
One need not defend his business ethics to point out that throughout

1 This view is quite strongly held, for example, by R. W. Chambers in his 
Biography of Thomas More (London, 1935). See p. 379 in particular.

* W. Gordon Zeeveld, Foundations of Tudor Policy (Harvard, 1948), p. 5. 
The refutation of Chambers’s point of view will also be found in Douglas Bush, 
The Renaissance and English Humanism (Toronto, 1939), pp. 73-79, and in 
F. Caspari, Humanism and the Social Order in England (Chicago, 1954), pp. 132 
et seq. The Privy Purse expenses to which Zeeveld refers were edited by H. H. 
Nicolas (London, 1827). “Among the few redeeming traits in Henry the 
Eighth’s character” comments Nicolas, “was a love of learning, to which each 
of these entries bears additional testimony”.
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his reign he regarded the relation between humanism and affairs of 
state as indispensible. The important fact is that his primary con
sideration in encouraging learning was not belles lettres but the 
commonwealth. . . .”1
One aspect of formal education outside of university walls during 

this period was the system of education obtaining at the Inns of Court 
and their associated Inns of Chancery. When Henry came to the throne 
in 1509 they already had over a century, possibly nearer two centuries, 
of active life behind them.2

Beginning as corporations of practising lawyers concerned with the 
administration of the Common Law, the Inns of Court had in course of 
time also become teaching centres for law students. Here they learnt 
not only the tools of their trade, but less vocational and more “gentle
manly” accomplishments also. The production of drama, for instance, 
figured among their activities, and the earliest record of an amateur 
performance by law students occurs in the reign of Henry VIII when, 
in 1526, Serjeant John Roo produced an interlude at Gray’s Inn. This 
play, on the subject of Public Wealth, Ignorance and other allegorically 
presented topics of the kind with which the interlude commonly dealt, 
was taken by Wolsey as a personal insult. As a result, the Cardinal 
stripped Roo of his coif (the hood worn by Serjeants-at-law), sent him 
to the Fleet Prison, and rebuked the students who had taken part in the 
play.3 The Inns of Court then, in Henry VIIPs day, were in no sense 
academic backwaters. Their governors were active men of affairs, and 
their students rivalled the young men of the royal court in family back
ground, tastes and pursuits. It is no wonder, therefore, that Henry’s 
interest in education and culture, and their relation to policy, should 
lead him in due course to examine the Inns of Court.

He did so by setting up what would now be called a Royal Commis
sion, consisting of Thomas Denton (of the Middle Temple), Nicholas 
Bacon (of Gray’s Inn), and Robert Cary.4 They produced two reports, 
one on the current state of the Inns, and one which envisages a new

1 Zeeveld, op. cit., p. 6.
8 It is impossible to date the foundation of any of the Inns, but such evidence 

as we have suggests their emergence in the first half of the fourteenth century. 
The earliest records which have survived are those of Lincoln’s Inn, which 
open abruptly in 1422 and show an ordered rule in existence. See J. D. Walker 
(ed.), Black Books of Lincoln's Inn (London, 1897), vol. I. The earliest records 
of an Inn of Chancery, those of Fumival’s Inn, begin equally abruptly in 1407. 
Whether it was then a subordinate and preparatory establishment, however, it is 
impossible to say. See, D. S. Bland (ed.), Early Records of Furnival's Inn 
(Newcastle upon Tyne, 1957).

8 The incident is recorded by Edward Hall in his Chronicle. See the edition 
of 1809, p. 719.

4 It would be easy to assume that Denton represented both the Temples, 
with Bacon speaking for Gray’s Inn, and Cary for Lincoln’s Inn. Cary’s name, 
however, does not appear in the records of that society. On the other hand, there 
was an alignment of long standing between Gray’s Inn and the Middle Temple. 
It may be the case, therefore, that Bacon represented the first pair of Inns and 
Denton the second pair, with Cary as a neutral member. Cary seems to have left 
no other mark on the pages of history. He is not the Robert Carey (later Earl of 
Monmouth) who flourished in the reign of Queen Elizabeth. He may be the 
Robert Carey of Devon whose name appears on various Commissions of the 
Peace and Commissions of Subsidy in the first half of Henry VIII’s reign, but 
there is no proof of this.
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departure. In the mid-seventeenth century these documents (or copies 
of them) were in the possession of Sir Thomas Widdrington,1 and have 
since disappeared; but they were printed, apparently in their entirety, 
by Edward Waterhouse in his Fortescutus Illustratus of 1663 (pp. 539- 
546). As the documents are important, and as Waterhouse’s book is not 
easy to come by, they are reproduced in full in this article with ex
planatory notes where they are required. Before coming to the docu
ments, however, a number of comments are called for.

First, why did Henry ask for the reports? Several alternatives have 
been suggested, of which two need to be looked at in detail.

The King may have thought that the Inns, being closed and powerful 
societies, should be brought more under the control of the Crown, and 
may have supposed that they were rich enough to be worth plundering. 
If that were so, however, he must have been disappointed by the cate
gorical statement of his Commissioners that the Inns had no resources 
beyond their yearly income.2 What they do not point out is that the 
Inns occupied extensive and valuable sites in the City of London, even 
though they were only tenants. (See n. 1 below on p. 184.)

Another reason which has been put forward for Henry’s interest in 
the Inns is that their possible reform was connected with the substitu
tion of the civil law for the common law of England.3 Once again, if 
Henry expected Bacon and his colleagues to bring forward firm pro
posals along these lines, he must have been disappointed, Maitland 
comments (op. cit.y p. 72):

“Nothing is said of the civil law. On the whole, this seems to be a 
conservative proposal emanating from English barristers for bettering 
the education of the common lawyer, and thus rendering unnecessary 
such a Reception as Pole had proposed. We do not know that it 
represented Henry’s thoughts.”4
There is, however, a third answer to the question of Henry’s 

interest in the Inns which stands out quite plainly from the Commis
sioners proposals for reform. These proposals envisage an educational 
establishment which would not so much modify as supplement the existing 
system of legal education, not only in respect of the teaching of Greek, 
Latin and French, but also in the keeping of a running chronicle of 
national events, the attachment of students to foreign embassies, and 
the encouragement of military exercises. To this extent it would be 
true to say that the report proposes the “reform” of the educational

1 A member of Gray’s Inn; Treasurer of the Inn, 1641; later Chief Baron of 
the Exchequer.

* This certainly seems to have been the case at Lincoln’s Inn, although the 
annual audit of the Treasurer’s accounts shows credit balances rising steadily 
from £8 I9j. 6d. in 1534-35 to £162 nr. 2d in 1546-47, the year of Henry’s 
death. See, Black Books, I, pp. 242-85.

* See F. W. Maitland, English Law and the Renaissance (Cambridge, 1901), 
and Zeeveld, op. cit., particularly chap. VI. Burnet, History of the Reformation, 
says bluntly that the King “designed to found a house for the study of the civil 
law’’. See, Bumet, ed. N. Pocock (Oxford, 1865), vol. I, p. 430.

4 Maitland’s general thesis, that the common law nearly succumbed to the 
civil law in the early sixteenth century, has been challenged by W. S. Holds- 
worth, History of English Law, vol. IV, pp. 253 ff., and by G. R. Elton, The 
Tudor Constitution (Cambridge i960), p. 152. Opinion, however, seems fairly 
evenly divided among legal historians.
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system of the Inns of Court. Nevertheless, the Commissioners say 
nothing about the reform of the Inns as they then existed. On the 
contrary, what they are proposing is the establishment of a single, 
separate and additional foundation which would apparently leave the 
existing Inns quite undisturbed. That this is the purport of their 
recommendations does not seem to have been sufficiently stressed by 
anyone who has examined the reports, apart perhaps from Burnet.1

The evidence for this suggestion lies primarily in the words of the 
preamble to the report. The King has it in mind to establish a house of 
students,2 and they speak continually of “The House” and of the 
“King’s students” who will form the cadre of this house. There is no 
suggestion that the existing Inns of Court are to be amalgamated to 
form this house, or that any one of them is to be singled out for special 
treatment in this way. If either plan had been in the Commissioners’ 
minds their report would surely have indicated this. On the contrary, 
two of their recommendations point in exactly the opposite direction.

“(a) ...whensoever the Vice-governour chance to dye or be 
otherwise removed, the Governour and Company shall choose and 
appoint three out of the same House, or the other Houses of Court, 
as men most towards; and the King’s Grace of the three to appoint 
one to be his student.”
The words in italics leave no doubt that the four Inns of Court 

would still exist alongside the new establishment, and would, in fact, 
serve as recruiting centres for it.

“ (b) ... that the Mote be alwayes after Supper, as is used in 
Court \i.e. the Inns of Court].”
This passage carries less weight but, taken with the previous 

recommendation, suggests that the Inns were to be left undisturbed, and 
were to provide a model for certain features of the curriculum in “the 
King’s House”.3 * * * * 8 Finally, it is to be noted that while the Commissioners 
touch on the relationship of the houses of Court to those of Chancery in 
their survey of the existing conditions, the Inns of Chancery are entirely 
ignored in their provisions for “the King’s House”. The whole tenor 
of their recommendations (including a minimum admission age of

1 See note 3 on p. 180. Maitland (o/>. cit., p. 71), for example, heads his note 
on the reports, ‘‘Reform of the Inns of Court”, which is misleading, even 
though he has a second heading, ‘‘The King’s College of Law” on the next
page, I must, however, modify the statement made above to include Joan Simon, 
whose book on Education and Society in Tudor England (Cambridge, 1966), 
appeared as this article was being written. Mrs. Simon speaks (p. 208) of “ plans 
for a new house of students”, and of a course of study “modelled on that of the
Inns of court”. She is not quite accurate, however, in saying that “lectures” 
would be read in Greek, Latin and French, unless she is using lecture in its old 
sense—which is what the Commissioners advocate, the reading aloud of a 
classical text, not the delivery of a lesson, and the reading of an “introduction”
in French to teach true pronunciation. Mrs. Simon assumes that the new' college 
was intended to promote the study of civil law, on the ground that this was an
important area of knowledge for diplomats and those concerned with overseas 
trade.

* At one point they speak of “the said Houses” but this sole example of the
plural form may simply be a misprint.

8 The same implication is to be found in the suggestion that in the Moots 
“the Company”, that is, the governing body, shall sit “as Benchers”.
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twenty-two for the “King’s students”) leads to the conclusion that the 
old pattern of the houses of Court and Chancery was to be left undis
turbed.

The report (like many others which have appeared since then) 
changed nothing. The Inns continued in their traditional guise, and no 
new establishment grew up alongside them. If the report had been 
acted on, however, England would certainly have moved a good way 
towards possessing a third university in the one centre where it could 
have done most good. Its existence might have forestalled proposals 
like Sir Humphrey Gilbert’s for the foundation of a “Queene Eliza
beth’s Achademy” (c. 1562)1 and the foundation of Gresham’s College 
at the end of the century.

As for the date of the reports, it cannot be earlier than 1534, in 
which year (under the Act of Supremacy) Henry assumed the title by 
which the Commissioners address him: “supreme head of the Church 
of England”; and it cannot be later than 1547, the year of his death. 
Beyond that it is impossible to be definite. As they stand in Water- 
house’s2 transcript the reports are in the wrong order. The report on the 

King’s House ’ ’ stands first, and this, as the Commissioners make clear 
in their preamble, was called for after they had submitted their report 
on the Inns. In the interests of logic, therefore, Waterhouse’s order is 
reversed in the following pages. (Some minor corrections have been 
made in the punctuation to assist understanding, but otherwise I have 
followed Waterhouse litteratim.)

It is fortunate that the documents survived and were put into print 
by Waterhouse.3 It must be admitted, however, that they are the sole 
reason why anyone should now remember his commentary on For- 
tescue’s De Laudibus Legum Anglie, which in other respects is a dreary 
and lengthy gloss (of an encyclopaedic and medieval kind) on 
Fortescue’s text. In reproducing the documents as his commentary on 
chapter 49,4 however, Waterhouse performed a useful task for later 
historians. The Commissioners’ report on the contemporary state of the

1 See, Early English Text Society, Extra Series, vol. VIII, 1869.
* Bumet discusses the reports under the year 1539, but gives no authority for 

this. (Ed. cit., vol. I, p. 430.) In Some Notes on the Ancient Office of Reader 
in the Middle Temple, privately printed, 1957, Mr. Cyril King, Q.C., suggests 
(p. 10) the year 1540. He believes that “ the original enquiry was connected with 
the dissolution of the Corporation of St. John of Jerusalem”. He advances no 
evidence for this belief, and as far as I know none exists. (But see note 1 on p. 184 
below.) If Henry had thought of diverting some monastic money towards his 
new college it could have come from any one of a large number of foundations. 
The establishment of Trinity College, Cambridge, comes to mind as an example 
of action along these lines. It is worth noting, however, that in 1539-40 
Nicholas Bacon was Solicitor to the Court of Augmentations which had been 
set up to handle the business arising from the dissolution of the monasteries.

In his lecture Mr. King says that the reports were printed not only by 
Waterhouse, but also by Dugdale in his Origines Juridiciales, and refers to 
p. 193 of the edition of 1680. This is not the case. Dugdale is describing the 
government and method of study at the Middle Temple at this point, and his 
description is based on Cotton Vitellius C. 9, f. 320.

* According to Bumet the originals of the reports were still extant in 1679 
(the date of his first edition) and in the library of “nob. D. D. Guil Pierpoint”. 
(£tf. e»f., p. 431-)

4 Here Fortescue deals with the nature of the Inns in his day, i.e. about the 
middle of the fifteenth century. The modem edition is by S. B. Chrimes 
(Cambridge, 1941).
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Inns, even though it needs to be modified in certain particulars, is the 
only available bird’s-eye-view of them during the first half of the 
sixteenth century; while their proposals of the “King’s House” 
exemplify that practical approach to educational problems which 
characterizes Henry VIII’s concern with the relationship between 
culture and policy.

II
The contemporary state of the Inns

To the most High and most Excellent Prince our most 
Gracious and most Redoubted Sovereign Lord and King Henry 
the Eighth, by the grace of God, King of England and of France, 
Defender of the faith, Lord of Ireland, and supreme Head on 
Earth immediately under Christ of the Church of England, Tho. 
Denton, Nic. Bacon, and Robert Cary, His Grace’s most humble 
and faithful Servants, with prosperous health and continuance of 
felicity.

Pleaseth it Your most Royal Majesty to understand, that whereas Your 
most godly disposition and tender zeal impressed in Your most noble heart, 
both towards the advancement of the Common-wealth of this our Realm, 
and also towards the furtherance and maintenance of good Learning, and 
the study thereof hereafter to be used in the same. Your Royal Highness 
now of late commanded us, to our inestimable comfort and consolation, to 
assemble our selves together, and upon the diligent search and perusing of all 
the Orders of the Houses of Court, compendiously to set forth unto Your 
Grace the best form and order of Study practised therein, and all their 
Orders and Rules meet to be used and observed amongst them that profess 
study and learning: We immediately considering the godly effect and intent 
of this Your meaning, tending onely to the right institution and education 
of Your Subjects of this Your gracious Realm, whereby they shall be 
undoubtedly [beholden?] as much unto Your Grace as these [? their] natural 
Parents, did not onely render hearty thanks to Almighty God the onely 
Authour of this Your Princely purpose, in that it hath pleased him to send 
us such a King and Head to reign over us, that is not onely endued and 
adorned himself with all kindes and sorts of good learning as well divine as 
prophane, and exact judgement in the same, but also to send us one that 
most endeavoureth and purposeth to set forward, as as it were to ruyne1 the 
study and perfect knowledge thereof of long time detested and almost trodden 
under foot; that this His Realm in short time shall not be equal with other 
but far excell them, whereby not onely we that are in this present Age, but 
the whole Realm for ever, and all our Posterities shall be most bound to 
him therefore. For in times past, yea in our dayes {alas for pity) how many 
good and gentle wits within this Your Grace's Realm have perished, partly 
for that in their youth {the chief time to plant or graft good learning in) 
they have not been conversant nor trained in the study thereof; but cheiflyfor 
that the most of them in their tender years, indifferent to receive both good 
and bad, were so rooted and seasoned as it were in barbarous Authors very 
Enemies to good learning, that hard it was, yea almost impossible to reduce 
them to goodness, but even like a fertile ground overgrown with thorns and

1 “Revive, I suppose it ought to be, but it is ruyne in the Copy.” Water
house’s note, which suggests that he was working carefully from a manuscript.
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bryars produced no good fruit at all. The Redress therefore undoubtedly, 
most Gracious Sovereign Lord, shall be the noblest and Princelyest Act 
that ever teas enterprised or attempted in this Realm. We therefore 
according to our most bounden duties have endeavoured our selves with all 
our wits to satisfie Your Highness' said desired purpose and expectation. 
And now having concluded Your Grace's Commandment in all things as 
nigh as we can, we do offer the same here unto Your most Excellent 
Majesty, most humbly beseeching the same to accept in good part this rude 
thing, submitting it to the most excellent Wisdom of your Majesty, where- 
unto we do and shall conform our selves, as to our most bounden duty 
appertained.

The manner of the Fellowship and their ordinary Charges, beside 
their Commons.

First it is to be considered, that none of the four houses of Courts 
have any Corporation,1 whereby they are enabled to purchase, receive, 
or take lands or Tenements or any other revenue, nor have anything 
towards the maintenance of the house, saving that every one that is 
admitted fellow, after that he is called to the Masters Commons, payeth 
yearly 3. shillings 4. pence, which they call the pension mony,2 and in 
some houses, every man for his admittance, payeth 20. pence,3 and 
also besides that yearly for his Chamber 3. shillings 4. pence all which 
money is the onely thing they have towards the reparations and rent of 
their house, and the wages of their Officers.4

That what sorts and degrees the whole Fellowship and Company of 
Students of the Law is amongst them divided

The whole company and fellowship of Learners, is divided and 
sorted into three parts and degrees; that is to say, into Benchers, or as 
they call them in some houses, Readers, Utter-Barristers and Inner- 
Barresters.

Benchers
Benchers, or Readers, are called such as before-time have openly

1 At this time all the Inns were tenants. The Inner and Middle Temples 
were tenants of the Knights Hospitallers until the dissolution of the Order in 
1540 and the vesting of its possessions in the Crown. It is presumably because 
of this connection between the Temples and the Hospitallers that Mr. King 
(see n. 2, p. 182 above) would assign the reports to that year. But this would not 
cover any action the King might have proposed to take in respect of the other 
Inns. Gray's Inn was tenant of the Carthusian Priory of Shene, Surrey, at the 
time of its dissolution in 1539. Lincoln's Inn was tenant both of the Bishop of 
Chichester and of the Knights of St. John until 1536 when the property was 
demised to two members of the Sulyard family; after which the Inn paid rent 
to the Sulyards until 1580, when the property w as conveyed outright to the Inn.

* The figures and amounts quoted by the Commissioners are often general
ized, but appear to be reasonably accurate for the period under discussion. 
The yearly “pension money” referred to here must be distinguished from the 
weekly payment for commons referred to below.

* In 1535 at Lincoln’s Inn, the admission charge was fixed at 2r: Black Books.
I» afi.

4 This is less than the whole truth. Two lucrative sources of income were 
“fines” levied on those who were granted “special admissions” to the Inn 
{i.e. admissions involving no obligation to study the law), and on those who, 
having been elected to an office (e.g. Marshal for Christmas), either refused or 
defaulted. The records of the Inns give numerous examples of these practices.
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read, which form, and kinde of reading shall hereafter be declared, and 
to them is chiefly committed the government and ordering of the house, 
as to men meetest, both for their age, discretion, and wisdomes, and of 
these is one yearly chosen, which is called the Treasurer, or in some 
house[s] Pensioner,1 who receiveth yearly the said pension money, and 
therewith dischargeth such charges as above written; and of the receipt 
and payment of the same is yearly accountable.

Utter-Barresters
Utter-Barresters are such, that for their learning and continuance, 

are called by the said Readers to plead and argue in the said house, 
doubtful Cases and Questions, which amongst them are called Motes, 
at certain times propounded, and brought in before the said Benchers, as 
Readers, and are called Utter-Barresters, for that they, when they argue 
the said Motes, they sit uttermost on the formes, which they call the 
Barr, and this degree is the chiefest degree for learners in the house next 
the Benchers; for of these be chosen and made the Readers of all the 
Inns of Chancery, and also of the most ancient of these is one elected 
yearly to read amongst them, who after his reading is called a Bencher, 
or Reader.

Inner-Barr esters
All the residue of learners are called Inner-Barristers, which are the 

youngest men, that for lack of learning and continuance, are not able to 
argue and reason in these Motes, nevertheless whensoever any of the 
said Motes be brought in before any of the said Benchers, then two of 
the said Inner-Benchers, sitting on the said form with the Utter- 
Barresters, doe for their exercises recite by heart the pleading of the 
same Mote-Case, in 1,2^-French, which pleading is the declaration at 
large of the said Mote-Case, the one of them taking the part of the 
Plaintiff, and the other the part of the Defendant.

The Order and Exercises of learning
The whole year amongst them is divided into three parts; that it to 

say the learning-Vacation, the Term-times, and the mean and dead 
Vacation.2

They have yearly two learning-Vacations, that is to say, Lent- 
Vacation, which begins the first Munday in Lent, and continueth three 
weeks, and three days, the other Vacation is called Summer-Vactation, 
which beginneth the Munday after Lammas-d&y, and continueth as the 
other. In these Vacations are the greatest conferences, and exercises of 
study that they have in all the year; for in them these are the Orders.

1 Treasurer at the Middle Temple. Both offices existed in the other Inns, 
with the Pensioner occupying the subordinate position.

* Vacation took on a special sense in the Inns of Court: hence the emergence 
of the technical term “learning-vacation”. During the law terms, when the 
courts were in session at Westminster, the senior members of the Inns would 
be engaged in their business there, and the students would be in attendance to 
see the law in action. Hence the bulk of the teaching at an Inn had to be done 
during the law vacations.
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The Exercises of Learning Vacation. The manner of Reading in the Inns 
of Court1

First, the Reader and Ancients2 appoint the eldest Utter-Barrester 
in continuance, as one that they think most suitable for that Roome, to 
reade amongst them openly in the house, during the Summer-Vacation, 
and of this appointment he hath alway knowledge about half a year 
before he shall reade, that in the mean time he may provide therefore, 
and then the first day after Vacation, about 8. of the Clock, he that is so 
chosen to reade openly in the Hall before all the Company, shall reade 
some one such Act, or Statute as shall please him to ground his whole 
reading on for all that Vacation, and that done, doth declare such 
inconveniences and mischiefs as were unprovided for, and now by the 
same Statute be . . .3 and then reciteth certain doubts, and questions 
w’hich he hath devised, that may grow upon the said Statute, and de- 
clareth his judgement therein. That done, one of the younger Utter- 
Barresters rehearseth one question propounded by the Reader, and doth 
by way of argument labour to prove the Reader’s opinion to be against 
the Law, and after him the rest of the Utter-Barresters and Readers one 
after another in their ancienties, doe declare their opinions and judge
ments in the same, and then the Reader who did put the Case, in- 
deavoureth himself to confute Objections laid against him, and to 
confirme his own opinion, after whom, the Judges and Serjeants, if any 
be present, declare their opinions, and after they have done, the youngest 
Utter-Barrester again rehearseth another Case, which is ordered as the 
other was; thus the reading ends for that day: and this manner of reading 
and disputations continue daily two houres, or thereabouts.

And besides this, daily in some houses after dinner, one at the 
Readers’ board, before they rise, propoundeth another of his Cases to 
him, put the same day at his reading, which Case, is debated by them all 
in like forme, as the Cases are used to be argued at his reading, and like 
order is observed at every messe, at the other Tables, and the same 
manner alwayes observed at supper, when they have no Motes.

I^ent-Vacation
Of those that have read once in the Summer-Vacation, and be 

Benchers, is chosen alwayes one to read in Lent, who observeth the like 
forme of reading, as it before expressed in the Summer-Vacation, and of 
these Readers in these Vacations, for the most part are appointed those 
that shall be Serjeants.

The ordering and fashion of Motying
In these Vacations every night after supper, and every Fasting-day 

immediately after six of the Clock, boyer ended (Festival-dayes and 
their evens onely excepted) the Reader, with two Benchers, or one at the 
least, cometh into the Hall to the Cuboard, and there most commonly 
one of the Utter-Barresters propoundeth unto them some doubtful

1 The accuracy of this description of the Reading has been called into 
question by S. E. Thome, Readings and Moots at the Inns of Court in the Fif
teenth Century, Selden Society, 1954, vol. I, pp. xv-xvii.

* That is, the Benchers.
•There is a hiatus here requiring some such word as “amended” or 

“repaired”.
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Case, the which every of the Benchers in their ancienties argue, and 
last of all he that moved; this done, the Readers and Benchers sit down 
on the bench in the end of the Hall, whereof they take their name, and 
on a forme towards the midst of the Hall sitteth down two Inner- 
Barresters, and of the other side of them on the same forme, two Utter- 
Barresters, and the Inner-Barresters doe in French openly declare unto 
the Benchers (even as the Serjeants doe at the barr in the King’s Courts, 
to the Judges) some kind of Action, the one being as it were retained 
with the Plaintiff in the Action, and the other with the Defendant, after 
which things done, the Utter-Barresters argue such questions as be 
disputable within the Case (as there must be alwayes one at the least) 
and this ended, the Benchers doe likewise declare their opinions, how 
they think the Law to be in the same questions, and this manner of 
exercise of Moting, is daily used, during the said Vacations.

This is alwayes observed amongst them, that in all their open dis
putations, the youngest of continuance argueth first, whether he be 
Inner-Barrester, or Utter-Barrester, or Bencher, according to the forme 
used among Judges and Serjeants.

And also that at their Motes, the Inner-Barristers and Utter- 
Barresters doe plead and reason in French, and the Benchers in English, 
and at their reading, the Readers’ Cases are put in English, and so 
argued unto.
Exercises of motes in the Inns of Chancery, during the Vacation

Also in the learning-Vacations, the Utter-Barresters which are 
Readers in the Inns of Chancery, goe to the house whereunto they reade, 
Either of the said Readers taking with them two learners of the house 
they are of, and there meet them for the most part two of every house of 
Court, who (sitting as Benchers doe in Court at their Motes) hear and 
argue such Motes as are brought in, and pleaded by the Gentlemen of 
the same houses of Chancery, which be nine in number, four being in 
Holborn, which be read of Grayes-Inn and Lincolns-Inn,1 and [Lincolns- 
Inn\ have Motes daily, for the most part before noon, which begin at 
nine of the Clock, and continue until twelve, or thereabouts, and the 
other five which are within Temple-Bar, which are of the two Temples, 
have their Motes at three of the Clock in the afternoon.2

The Exercises of Learning in the Terme time
The onely exercises of Learning in the Terme-time, is arguing and 

debating of Cases after dinner, and the Moting after supper, used and 
kept in like forme, as it heretofore prescribed in the Vacation-time, 
and the Reader of the Inns of Chancery to reade three times a week, to 
keep Motes, during all the Terme, to which Motes, none of the other 
houses of Court come, as they doe in the learning-Vacation, but onely to 
come with the Reader of the same house.
The Exercises of Learning in the Mean-Vacation

The whole time out of the Learning-Vacation and Terme, is called
1 That is, Gray’s Inn and Lincoln’s Inn send Readers to their respective 

Inns of Chancery: Barnard’s and Staple (Gray’s Inn), Davy’s and Furnival’s 
(Lincoln’s Inn). The repetition of “Lincoln’s Inn’’ seems to be a misprint.

2 The Inns of Chancery associated with the two Temples were: Clement’s, 
Clifford’s, Lyon’s {Inner Temple), New Inn, Strand Inn {Middle Temple). 
The latter was pulled down in the reign of Edward VI.
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the Mean-Vacation, during which time, every day after dinner, Cases 
are argued, in like manner as they be in other times, and after supper 
Motes are brought in and pleaded by the Inner-Barresters, before the 
Utter-Barresters, which sit there, and occupy the roome of Benchers, 
and argued by them in like forme as the Benchers doe in the Terme-time 
or Learning-Vacation.

The Manner of Christmas, used amongst them
The Readers and Benchers at a Parliament or Pension held before 

Christmas, if it seeme unto them that there be no dangerous time of 
sickness, neither dearth of victuals, and that they are furnished of such a 
Company, as both for their number and appertaines are meet to keep a 
solemn Christmas, then doe they appoint and chose certain of the house 
to be Officers, and bear certain rules in the house during the said time, 
which Officers for the most part are such, as are exercised in the King’s 
Highness house, and other Noble men, and this is done onely to the 
intent, that they should in time come to know how to use themselves.1 
In this Christmas time, they have all manner of pastimes, as singing and 
dancing; and in some of the houses ordinarily they have some interlude 
or Tragedy played by the Gentlemen of the same house, the ground, and 
matter whereof, is devised by some of the Gentlemen of the house.

The manner of their Parliament, or Pension
Every quarter, once or more if need shall require, the Readers and 

Benchers cause one of the Officers to summon the whole Company 
openly in the Hall at dinner, that such a night the Pension, or as some 
houses call it the Parliament,2 shall be holden, which Pension, or 
Parliament in some houses, is nothing else but a conference and 
Assembly of their Benchers and Utter-Barresters onely, and in some 
other of the houses, it is an Assembly of Benchers, and such of the 
Utter-Barresters and other ancient and wise men of the house, as the 
Benchers have elected to them before time, and these together are 
named the Sage Company, and meet in a place therefore appointed, 
and there treate of such matters as shall seem expedient for the good 
ordering of the house, and the reformation of such things as seeme meet 
to be reformed. In these are the Readers both for the Lent and the 
Summer-Vacation chosen; and also if the Treasurer of the house leave 
off his office, in this is a new chosen. And alwayes at the Parliament 
holden after Michaelmas, two Auditors appointed there, to hear, and 
take the Accounts for the year, of the Treasurer, and in some house[s] 
he accounts before the whole Company at the Pension, and out of these 
Pensions all misdemeanours and offences done by any Fellow of the 
house, are reformed and ordered according to the discretion of certain 
of the most ancient of the house, which are in Commons at the time of 
the offence done.

1 An important feature of education at the Inns was the inculcation of the 
social graces. To this end, the keeping of the Christmas vacation, with revels, 
plays, banquets, etc., was made a compulsory part of the curriculum. An 
example of the scale of a really lavish “solemn Christmas” will be found in the 
Gesta Grayorum (1594), edited by the present writer (Liverpool University 
Press, 1968).

* Pension at Gray’s Inn, Parliament at the two Temples, and Council at 
Lincoln’s Inn.
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The Officers and their wages1

First they have one called the Steward, whose office is to provide 
the victual of the house, and hath for his wages five mark.

They have three Butlers, whereof the chief Butler hath 40. shillings, 
every of the other hath for their wages 20 shillings.

They have three Cooks, of which, the chief Cook hath yearly 10 
pounds.

The Manciple, or Steward’s servant, whose office is to convey the 
provision of the house home from the market, and hath yearly 26 shil
lings 8. pence.

The under-Cook hath yearly for his wages 20 shillings.
The Laundres of the Clothes for the Buttery, hath by the year 

6 shillings 8 pence.
And beside this [sic] wages, the three Butlers have in reward at 

Christmas of every Gentleman of the house 12 pence, and some more.
And at Easter, the Cooks and Manciple have in reward, of every 

Gentleman 12 pence, or more amongst them.

The Diet of the House
The whole Fellowship is divided into two several Commons, the 

one is called the Masters Commons, and there is the Clerks Commons.
The Masters Commons amounteth yearly to 20 nobles, or there

abouts, which is at the rate of 2 shillings 8 pence the week.
The Clerks Commons amounteth by the year to five pounds six 

shillings eight pence, which is after the rate of 2 shillings 2 pence a 
week.2

These, most redoubted Sovereign Lord, are the most universal and 
general things concerning the Orders and Exercises of learning in the 
houses of Court, which we thought meet to describe, and to present into 
your Grace’s hands; and having regard to other particular or private 
things, we thought it not convenient to trouble Your Highness with 
them, partly, because of the multitude of them, and partly, because they 
are things of no great importance, or weight.

Ill
Proposals for reform

To the most High and Puissant Prince and our most dread 
Sovereign Lord and King Henry the Eighth by the grace of God, 
King of England and of France, Defender of the faith, Lord of Ire
land, and on Earth the supreme Head under God of the Church of 
England, Tho. Denton, Nic. Bacon, and Robert Cary, His Highness’ 
most humble and faithful Servants, with continuance of health, 
encrease of his most properous felicity, and right fortunate success 
of his Grace’s most godly Enterprises and Purposes.

WHEREAS, Most dread Sovereign Lord, after that we had, according to 
your Grace's Commandment, delivered unto your Highness a book of 
Articles, containing the chiefest exercises of Learning, and Orders now used 
in the Houses of Court amongst the Students of your Grace's Lawes, Your

1 This is a very generalized account.
* This is probably fairly accurate. In 1553 at Lincoln’s Inn commons were 

fixed at 3r. in term and zs. 8d. out of term {Black Books, I, 172).
3
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Royal Majesty of a most Princely purpose and Godly zeal minding to erect 
an House of Students, wherein the knowledge as well of the pure French 
and Latine tongues, as of Your Grace's Lawes of this Your Realm should 
be attained, whereby Your Grace hereafter might be the better served of 
Your Grace's own Students of the Law as well in forein Countries as 
within this Your Grace's Realm: Your Highness therefore gave us further 
in Commandment, that we with our most diligent endeavours should set 
forth, and describe unto Your Highness in writing certain other Rules 
and Exercises whereby Your said Students might, besides the Knowledge 
of the Lawes, be also expert and learned in the knowledge of the said 
Tongues. We therefore, according to our most bounden duties, for the 
satisfying of your Grace's expectation in this behalf, have in Articles set 
forth herein such Orders and Rules both concerning the Corporation of the 
same Homes, and also the Exercises as we think convenient to be put in me 
and practice by Your Grace's Students. And this our rude and simple 
Device we herewith offer unto Your Grace's hands, most humbly beseeching 
Yom Highness to accept the same in good part. And we further again most 
humbly beseech Yom Majesty not to take it in any wise as the doings of them 
that will presume or attempt to prescribe or appoint unto Your Grace's 
incomparable wisdom and judgement, any Rules or Orders in this Your 
Grace's most Godly purpose: But we most humbly beseech Your Majesty 
to take it only as a Testimony or witness of our readiness and promptitude, 
according to our most bounden duties, in the diligent accomplishment of such 
things as Yom Royal Majesty shall will us to attempt or take in hand, 
submitting the correction and alteration thereof to the censure and most 
expert judgement of Yom Grace's most Royal Majesty.

Hereafter followeth in Articles the manner of the Corporation 
and Elections, and of Exercises of Learning, together with certain 
Rules to be observed in the King’s Grace’s House.

The manner of Corporation
FIRST, The certain number of such as shall be the King’s Students, 

and of his Grace’s exhibition to be limited by his Highness.
Secondly, One ancient, grave and learned man, and of no small 

Authority, which either hath the knowledge, or at least is a Factor and 
Furtherer of all such knowledges as are studyed and professed there, to 
be named of the King’s Grace to be Cheif and Head-Governor over 
them; and his name of Corporation to be appointed by his Highness.

Item, One in his absence to be a Vice-Governour, who also would be 
one as should procure the furtherance of all the studies indifferently, 
and be bounden perpetually to be resident, saving every year to have 
liberty of absence two Moneths, but never passing three weeks together; 
and that but at certain times when the least exercise of learning is in the 
House, except the Govemour be there.

Item, That the Vice-Governour in the time of his absence shall 
always appoint one of the company to supply his Room.

Item, That of these three, that is to say, the Governour, Vice- 
governour and Students, or by such other names as shall please the 
King’s Grace, a Corporation to be made by the King’s Letters Patents; 
and for a further and perpetual establishment thereof, that it be 
confirmed by Act of Parliament.
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The Elections and other Ordinances concerning the same
The Election and Nomination of the Governour, Vice-governour, 

and Students to belong to the King’s Grace.
Item, His Grace shall elect P. or as many as his Grace shall think 

meet, of the most sage, discreet, and learned of all the Students, to 
whom with the Governour and Vice-governour, the ordering and execu
tion of all the Rules and Ordinances shall pertain, which shall be called 
the Company, or such like name.

Item, That all Ordinances hereafter to be made concerning this 
House by them, and signed by the King’s Grace, shall be as good and 
effectual as if it had been made upon the foundation and passed by 
Act of Parliament.

Item, That all the King’s Students be sworn to observe the Rules and 
Orders of the House.

Item, That it shall be lawful for them or any two of them to admit to 
study, besides the number of the King’s Students, as many other young 
men which shall not have the King’s stipend, as to them shall seem 
meet, undertaking to the Governour or Vice-governour for their good 
behaviour, so that they may be twenty years of age.

Item, That such shall be at a Table and Commons by themselves, 
and shall be bound to observe all the Rules and Learnings in the House; 
and also be sworn at their admittance thereunto.

Item, That none be admitted the King’s Students under the age of 
two and twenty years.

Item, That whensoever the Vice-governour chance to dye or be 
otherwise removed, the Governour and Company shall choose and 
appoint three out of the same House, or the other Houses of Court, as 
men most towards; and the King’s Grace of the three to appoint one to 
be his Student.

Item, That [at ?] all Elections and Ordinances to be made as aforesaid 
concerning this House, there shall be present the Governour or Vice- 
governour and six of the Company at the least.

Item, If any of the ten, which is before called the Company, chance 
to die or otherwise to be removed, the Governour and Company to 
elect another of the King’s Students into his room; and he to be ready 
the next Vacation after his Election, if he be elected one Quarter of a 
year before the Vacation, or else the next Vacation after.

Item, That in all Elections and Ordinances hereafter to be made, the 
consent of the greater number to binde, and if they be equal, then that 
part that the Governour taketh, or in his absence the Vice-governour.

Item, That it shall be lawfull to the Governour and Vice-governour 
and five of the Company at the least, to admit any young man of the age 
of eighteen years and under twenty to be a Student, they being thereunto 
moved by some singular quality or excellency of knowledge that 
appeareth in him.

Item, That the King’s Grace shall appoint every of his Students his 
Ancienty, and after his Ancienty1 to go by continuance.

The Exercise for the Learning of the Laze, and firste of Moting
First, That every week three times, that is to say, on Monday,

1 Ancienty: commonly used at the time to denote seniority.
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Wednesday and Friday, except Festival dayes and their Vigils, a Mote 
to be had in the House.

Item, That the inner Barristers shall plead in Latine, and the other 
Barristers reason in French; and that either of them shall do what they 
can to banish the corruption of both tongues.

Item, That three by the course of the Company which shall be the 
most ancient, shall sit at the Motes as Benchers and argue unto them.

Item, That every man in Commons shall keep his course in Mote, as 
well as the King’s students, and this course once appointed by the 
Governour to continue for ever.

Item, That none of the ten, called the Company, shall be bound to 
mote, but as Benchers to argue in them.

Item, That the Mote be alwayes after Supper, as is used in Court.1
Item, That after dinner, every three, as they sit, to have a Case 

propounded and argued unto, before they rise.
Item, That after Supper, if there be no Motes, three Cases shall be 

propounded to the Company by the other Learners, and the puisne 
shall choose which of the three Cases he will, and argue thereunto, and 
after him three at the least of the Company.

Reading of the Law
The first reading-Vacation the Vice-governour shall read, and after 

him every of the rest in his Ancienty.
Item, That none be called to be a Reader, but onely the King’s 

Students.
Item, That after the ten have read, one after another, then he that 

read first to read in the Lent-Vacation; and so every Lent, one to read 
that hath read before: and every Summer-Vacation, one that never 
read.

Item, That any Reader during his Vacation shall deliver to them 
whose course is to mote, such Cases as shall be moted, new questions or 
old at his pleasure.

Item, If any of the King’s Students refuse to read being thereunto 
called, except he have such reasonable excuse as the Governour and 
Company shall accept, to lose the King’s exhibitions.

The Exercises are to be observed in manner and form as they
here appear by the space of two years, and after in somethings to be
altered in manner as hereafter shall be declared.

Exercises for the Latine and French tongue
In the Term-time and Vacations, every Monday, Tuesday and 

Wednesday, (Festival dayes onely excepted) one of the excellent 
Knowledge in the Latine and Greek tongue to read some Orator or book 
of Rhetorick, or else some other Authour, which treateth of the Govern
ment of a Common-wealth, openly to all the Company, and to all other 
that will come for the knowledg[e] of both the said Languages; and 
therefore it seemeth convenient that there be two of these.

Item, that this Lecture be in the After-noon between three and four 
of the clock.

Item, that every Friday and Saturday in the Term, and Vacation at 
1 As in the Inns of Court.
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the same hour, one learned in the French, read some introduction, to 
teach the true pronounciation of the French tongue.

Item, that the first two years past, every Mote that shall be brought 
in, shall in order to go after this sort, the first in good Latine, and the 
utter Barristers to argue in good Latine so much as they can, and the 
second in good French; and this to continue alternatim: and the Benchers 
to argue in like manner after three years past.

Item, that the mean Vacations after two years past, instead of Motes, 
to have dayly Declamations at the same hour in Latine \ Proviso, that 
none of the Company shall be bound to be at this.

Item, We think it very convenient that they should have some House 
not farr from the City, where they might lye together and continue their 
study at such time as the infection of the Pestilence or other contagious 
sickness shall chance amongst them or nigh their House.

Item, That during the Lent-season the Latine Lecture to cease, and 
instead thereof from Thursday after Shrove-Sunday to Palm-Sunday, 
even the same man to read an open lecture of Scripture.

Rules and Orders to be kept in the House
First, Keeping of Concubines in the House to be the loss of his 

stipend: fighting in the House, expulsion of his part beginneth the 
Quarrel, and finable for the other.

If any be known for a notions whore-hunter or common Quarreller, 
to be expulsed: playing at Dice or Cards in the House out of the 
twelve dayes in Christmas to be expulsion.

Absence of any one, one week, at times appointed to be resident, 
without special Licence, to be expulsion, except he have a cause thought 
and judged reasonable by the Governour, Vice-governour and Company.

Item, If any of the King’s Students convey or steal any books out of 
the Library, or be privy or consenting thereunto, that he shall be 
expulsed and lose the King’s exhibition.

Item, if any other of the House consent or be privy to any such act, 
to be expulsed and committed to the Fleet, there to remain without bayl 
or mainprize as long as it shall please the Governour and Company.

Item, All other offences to be punished by the discretion of the 
Governour or Vice-Governour and Company; and that they shall have 
power to commit any of the House to the Fleet, there to remain during 
their pleasure.

Item, That one of the Butlers every Saturday make clean the Library, 
and clasp the books, and lay them in their places.

Item, That the Governour, or Vice-governour and Company, shall 
have power to call counsel in the House as oft as they shall think fit for 
the preferment of good order, and reformation of Offences.

Item, Forasmuch as we think it meet, that such as should be the 
King’s Students should be seen expert in all civil things that are 
requisite to be known to do good and faithful service to the King’s 
Highness in the affairs of his Grace’s Realms and Dominions; we most 
humbly desire that it would please the King’s Majesty, that when his 
Grace doth send any Embassadours into any forein Realm, that his 
Grace would associate or sent to wait upon the same Embassadour one 
or two of his Grace’s said Students to be assigned by his Highness, to the
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intent that thereby they shall be more expert and meet to serve the 
King’s Majesty in such affairs, when occasion shall serve.

Item, Forasmuch as it seemeth no wise convenient, that neither the 
politik Government of this Imperial Realm, and the noble Acts of the 
Governours of the same, which undoubtedly are worthy of eternal 
memory and fame; neither on the other side the detestable and divelish 
Acts attempted against the Common-wealth contrary to the express 
Lawes of God and nature, and the due and just punishment for the 
same sustained, should in any wise either by negligence or lack of 
knowledge be drowned in forgetfulness or buried in ignorance, but that 
they should be rather chronicled and remain in Histories for ever, 
whereby our posterity seeing (as it w ere before their eyes) the goodly 
access of so noble a Government, should better provide for the security 
of this Realm, We therefore most humbly desire, that it would please 
the King’s most excellent Majesty to appoint two of his greatest Stu
dents to put forth in writing the History and Chronicle of this Realm; 
and they that shall be so appointed, to take an Oath before the Chancellor 
of England and the King’s most honourable Council truely and in
differently to do the same without respect of any person, or any other 
corrupt affection: and also that those two or one of them when any 
notable araignment or high Treason shall be, to give openly evidence 
for the King’s Highness by the Council’s appointment, whereby they 
being so made privy to the matter, may the more truely and lively in 
their Chronicles set forth the same.

And whereas we think it very expedient, that such men should also 
besides their studies aforesaid, have some knowledge and practice in 
martial Feats, whereby they may be able to doe the King’s Grace and 
the Realm service both in time of peace and warre also. First therefore, 
That it shall be lawful for every the King’s Students to occupy and 
exercise at his pleasure shooting in a Cross-bow and Long-bow without 
Licence and Placard; so that it be not prejudicial to the King’s Highness’ 
games.

Item, That whatsoever Warr shall hereafter chance between any 
forein Prince, that a certain number of the activest young men, and of 
no small discretion and soberness, to be appointed by the King’s 
Majesty, which shall amongst others repair unto those parts not onely 
to view themselves the order and fashion of their Camps, and assaulting 
and defending, but also to set forth in writing all the whole order of the 
Battel, and this to be registered in their House and to remain there for
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PREFACE

Between them, the three revels printed in this book effectively span 
the period when entertainment of this kind was at its height in the Inns 

of Court. The Inner Temple revel of 1561 is typical of the lengths to 

which the Inns would go in mounting an entertainment largely intended for 

their own members; the Barriers of 1616 is a unique example of a concerted 

effort which the four Inns would put into contributing to a more public 

occasion; while the so-called "second part" of the Gesta Grayorum shows 

clear signs of a tradition which is beginning to decay into empty forms.

The Inner Temple revel is reprinted in full and edited for the first
time since its appearance in Gerard Legh’s Accedence of Armorie in 1562.

The Barriers was first printed from Guildhall Ms. 4160 in The Guildhall

Miscellany, no. 6 (February, 1956), and is now reprinted by kind permission

of the Guildhall Librarian. The ^s^miGrayorum fragment is also edited
(to the extent that it merits) for the first time from the only surviving

text, that printed in J. Nichols, Progresses of Queen Elizabeth, 1788 and 1823.
ft.) So(The Masque of Mountebanks was^printed in Inigo Jones... and Five Court 

Masques, ed. J.P. Collier and P. Cunningham, Shakespeare Society, London,
1848.)

I am grateful to Professor F.W. Walbank of the University of Liverpool 

for clearing up a number of the more obscure classical references in the 

Inner Temple revel, and to other colleagues, friends and correspondents 
for assistance of various kinds.

University of Liverpool D.S. BLAND



THE INNER TEMPLE REVELS

1561



INTRODUCTION

Although revelling of a costly and elaborate kind was at the very

centre of the social activities of the Inns of Court during the sixteenth

century (and has been from a very early date in their history), only a

handful of accounts of these occasions have survived. They are the Gesta

Grayorum of 1594/5, the festivities at the Middle Temple in 1598/9,

described in Sir Benjamin Rudyerd’s Le Prince d*Amour (1660), the rather

slighter description of the Inner Temple revels of 1561, and the libretto
1of the Barriers of 1616. In addition, there are a number of masques

. 2which have survived independently of the revels of which they were a part*

When editing Gesta Grayorum I dealt at some length with the nature of 

the revels at the Inns of Court, and their place in the pattern of life at 

those centres of legal education. It is, therefore, unnecessary to go over 

the same ground in any detail. What Gerard Legh tells us (albeit rather 

briefly) in his Accedence of Armorie differs in no way from what we can 

learn from Gesta Grayorum, Le Prince d»Amour, or the records of the Inns 

themselves; namely, that revelling was an important part of that education 

in the social graces which the Inns offered over and above the strictly 

vocational side of their curriculum.

The Occasion of the Inner Temple Revels^ 1561

By the middle of the sixteenth century the time of the year when the most 

elaborate revelling was engaged in was the Christmas period. The extent to 
which an Inn was prepared to go naturally varied from year to year*

1. Gesta Grayorum was first printed in 1688. The most recent reprint has 
been edited by the present writer and published by the Liverpool University 
Press, 1968. Le Prince d1 2 Amour has never been reprinted or edited.

2. Four of these are conveniently gathered in A Book of Masques, Cambridge, 1967.



Sometimes an outbreak of plague dispersed the officers and students; sometimes 

the numbers remaining in residence during the vacation made it difficult to 

mount an elaborate show, despite rules and heavy fines designed to discourage 

absenteeism; sometimes it was impossible to raise a sufficient subsidy to 

finance a "grand" Christmas.

By the end of 1561, however, the Inner Temple had just come successfully 

through a difficult moment in its history, and it was felt to be right and proper 

to celebrate the occasion. In 1549 Strand Inn, one of the two Inns of Chancery 

under the control of the Middle Temple, had been taken over by the Protector 

Somerset as a site on which to build a palatial town house. (The connection 

of the site with the Protector is still preserved in the name Somerset House.)

This left the Middle Temple with only New Inn as a subsidiary establishment, 

and it was not long before the Benchers began to look with jealousy on their 

neighbours in the Inner Temple who had no fewer than four Inns of Chancery under 

their jurisdiction. The governors of the Middle Temple decided that Lyons Inn 

would suit their purpose (presumably because it lay conveniently adjacent just 

outside Temple Bar), and its acquisition would redress the balance in such a 

way as to give each of the four Inns of Court a couple of Chancery Inns apiece.

In 1561 the Middle Temple governors approached the two Chief Justices (who 

alone had rights of control over the Inns as a whole) with a view to effecting 

the transfer, and with some hope of success, since both Sir Robert Catlin and 

Sir James Dyer were former members of the Inn. But the Benchers of the Inner Temple 

were quick to rally their forces and enlisted the aid of Lord Robert Dudley,

Master of the Queen’s Horse.

Dudley took up the matter with the Queen herself, and the Middle Temple's 
3plans were defeated. In gratitude the Inner Temple made three decisions:

3* A detailed account of the events is given in the Inner Temple records.
See, A Calendar of the Inner Temple Records, ed. F.A* Inderwick, London,
1896, vol.I, pp. 215-219. See also: Marie Axton, "Robert Dudley and the 
Inner Temple Revels," Historical Journal, 13, 1970, pp* 365-378.
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that no member of the Inn was to be retained in any leqal matter aqainst 

Dudley or his heirs; that Dudley’s arms should be set up in the Hall; and 
that he should be elected Governor of the forthcominq Christmas revels*^

This, then, was the occasion of these particular revels. Even without 

Legh’s account we could guess that they would be a costly and prolonged 
victory celebration. The records of the Inn give some indication of the 

expense.

Four Masters of the Bench who refused the office of Steward were each 
fined £10, and Edward Bashe, who accepted the office, was allowed two 

"special admissions", because of his "great charges as steward last Christmas".5 

Principally, however, every member of the Inn, irrespective of status, was 

ordered to pay £1 towards the expenses. This was a considerable sum, and It 
was unusual to make no differentiation between the various grades of member.6 

But this was perhaps because it was felt that here was an occasion that touched
7every member equally, whereas normal Christmas celebrations were usually 

student occasions, from which the Governors withdrew, as they did at Gray’s 
Inn in 1594.6

4. The ^ Benchers of the Middle Temple made a tactical error when mounting 
their campaign. The Chief Justices were to secure the interest and 
authority of Sir Nicholas Bacon, Lord Keeper of the Great Seal. On 
the face^of it, this was a wise thing to do, and in other circumstances 
it might worked* But when Bacon was told not to meddle by the Queen 
herself he was quick to take refuge in the convenient fact that a long
standing pact of friendship existed between Gray’s Inn (of which Bacon 
had been a member) and the Inner Temple* He was thus able to withdraw 
from a difficult situation without loss of face.

5. That Is to say, he had been put to considerable personal expense and in 
recompense was allowed to nominate two persons to membership of the Inn, 
without their having to pay to the Inn the fines or admission fees 
usually levied on such occasions. Presumably they paid something to 
Bashe instead.

6* When the expenses of Gesta Grayorum (an equally elaborate occasion) were 
reckoned up in February 1594/5 it was decided that the Readers should pay 
10s each, the Benchers 6s 8d, the Utter Barristers 5s, and the rest 4s.

7. The expenses mentioned, and others, are set out in the Calendar, vol.I, 
pp. 219-220. --- ---- -
The special nature of the occasion is emphasised by the fact that the 
Benchers (not the students) invited an outsider to be Christmas Prince, 
a double departure from tradition. ~.

8.
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At the time-he became Christmas Prince, Robert Dudley was approaching 

thirty and was well set on the career which kept him at the centre of public 

affairs until his death in 1588. In addition to his appointment as Master 

of the Queen’s Horse, he was already a Privy Councillor and a Knight of the 

Garter, and within three years was to be created Earl of Leicester, Even 

apart from the train of events which led to his becoming the Inner Temple’s 

Christmas Prince, the Benchers could have made no better choice* Dudley was 

tall, good-looking and friendly; he was also intelligent, very capable in 

affairs, and a competent soldier* If there ever was such a person as the 

’’typical Elizabethan", Dudley might well have laid claim to the title, 

particularly since, to the virtues and advantages already listed, we can 
add active patronage of letters, particularly among Inns of Court authors.9 

We can hardly doubt that he carried off his part in the make-believe to 
perfection, certainly better than a student would have done.10 

The Authorship of the Revels

It has been suggested that since Gerard Leah wrote the only surviving 

account of these revels he was himself the arranger and author. This claim 

will not stand up to close examination since it is hardly feasible that the 

long and fairly complicated series of events which made up the revels at the 

Inner Temple in 1561, at Gray's Inn in 1594, or at the Middle Temple in 

1598, could all have been devised by one man alone; and the central idea of 
these revels (to harness the various talents of the lav; students and educate 

them in the social graces) is against the concept of single authorship, except

The most recent biography of Dudley is E. Rosenberg, Leicester, Patron 
of Letters, New York, 1955. It is perhaps hardly necessary to add that 
Leicester subsequently became the patron of the company of actors led 
by James Burbage, the builder of the first permanent theatre in London 
in 1576.
Witness the complete breakdown of the arrangements at Gray's Inn on 28 
December, 1594, the "Night of Errors". See Bland, Gesta Grayorum, pp.

10.
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in certain areas. We know, for example, that Francis Davison wrote The Masque

of Proteus for Gesta Grayorum, and that William Browne of Tavistock wrote
Circe and Ulysses for the Inner Temple in 1614/15.^ Legh's account of the

adventures of the gentleman named Desire, Dame Beauty and the other allegorical

characters of the story is obviously based on a similar masgue performance, and

for this there is some evidence of authorship•

On 4 February, 1561/2, the Parliament of the Inner Temple ordered that

"Arthur Broke shall have a special admission, without payment, in consideration
of certain plays and shows at Christmas time".^ As we have seen members of

the Inn were being rewarded at this time for the trouble they had taken over

the revels. In addition to the reward to Edward Bashe already noted, there is

a record couched in exactly similar terms to that referring to Broke:
Order that Master [i.e. Christopher] Hatton shall have 
a special admission, without payment, in respect of his 
charges as master of the game. 13

Tt looks, therefore, as though Broke, like Bashe and Hatton (who had been 
admitted 26 May, 1560), was in a position to nominate a protege as a reward for 
his efforts• ait this is not the case. Broke was not a member of the Inn, but 

was admitted, according to the manuscript Admissions Register, on 18 December 
(nearly two months before the misleading note in the printed Calendar) and two 
members of the Inn stood as pledges for him.14 Broke's reward, then, was one 

of personal admission, without fees, which at this period were round about £2.

11. This masque was presented on 13 January, 1614, (1615, new style). There 
is no reason to doubt that it formed part of the extended Christmas 
festivities on that occasion• See, Inner Temple Calendar, vol. 1, pp. 92, 
93 and 95, for the expenses incurred.

12. Inner Temple Calendar, vol. 1, p. 220.
13. Calendar, ibid.
14. Inner Temple Admissions Register, f. 26. I have celled the entry in the 

Calendar misleading, but it may merely be a note of confirmation by the 
Benchers.
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But this is not the most important point about the record. It has always 

been assumed that this Arthur Broke was the same person as the one who wrote 

the verse narrative Romeus and Juliet Con which Shakespeare drew so substantially) 

although no direct proof of this identification has ever been advanced, as far 

as I am aware. The entry in the Admissions Register suggests, however, that 

the assumption is quite correct. Anyone admitted to the Inn at this time had 

to find two "pledges" or sponsors, and Broke's were Thomas Sackville and 

Thomas Norton, the authors of Gorboduc. Of all the members of the Inn at that
time these two were probably the most likely to know of the existence of a

. 15bright young man of letters who could assist with the revels.

Where does this leave Gerard Legh? Inderwick dismissed out of hand

the claim that he was the author of the revels, and in the light of the

facts so far presented in these pages it would seem that he was right. But

he also dismissed the further claim that Legh was the originator of the arms

which the Inn now bears (the winged Pegasus), and which Dudley adopted as

his device while acting as Christmas Prince. Legh, said Inderwick, "was not

a herald, nor a member of the College of Arms and there is no trace of his
si

ever having been a member of the Inner Temple".

Recently, Professor R.J. Schoeck has done something to rehabilitate 
17Legh as a herald, but confesses that he has no new evidence to suggest 

that Legh was also a member of the Inner Temple. In the remainder of this 

section I want to show that there is, in fact, evidence which points in this 

direction.

Romeus and Juliet was published in November, 1562, and may, therefore, 
have been circulating in manuscript twelve months earlier* Gorboduc 
itself was written as part of the revels. (See below, p. ).

16. Inner Temple Calendar, vol. I, p.lxvi.
17. See, "Gerard Legh", Notes and Queries, vol. 2 (n.s.) p.140. Schoeck's 

evidence is convincing, but it "should be pointed out that if Legh was 
indeed a Pursuivant-at-Arms, then he occupied no more than the third, 
and lowest grade of heraldic officer: "an attendant on the heralds" is
the O.E.D. definition.
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Schoeck quotes the long review of Leqh * s Accedence contributed by 

J»G« Nichols to The Herald and Genealogist, vol.T, 1863, in which Nichols 

claims Legh as a member of the Inner Temple on the strength of the epitaph 

on the monument erected to "Gerard Legh" in St« Dunstanfs in the West* This 

said he was "Interioris Templi Socii" (p.lll), and one must assume that such 

a claim would not have been made unless it could be substantiated*

Just previously, has referred to Legh by the name under which
"IShis burial is recorded in the St. Dunstan’s register: "Mr* Garatt Lee".

Now this is certainly not immediately recognisable as an alternative

spelling of "Gerard Legh", and that is probably why no one up to now has

questioned whether the "Garret Lee" who was admitted to the Inner Temple
19on 7 February, 1561/2 , may also have been Gerard Legh. There can hardly

be any doubt that the two "Lees" are the same person, but is that person 

also Legh? The epitaph in St* Dunstan’s suggests that he is. The dead man 

was not only of the Society of the Inner Temple; in addition, he was interested 

in heraldry:

Scrutare solebat
Vivens clarorum magna trophaea vivum.

The entry relating to Garret Lee's admission to the Inner Temple clinches 

the matter in my opinion, since he was granted a special admission without 

payment of any dues at the very time when others, like Arthur Broke, were 

being granted the same privilege for their assistance at the revels.

Direct proof that Legh assisted the Inn in this way does not seem to 

exist. The record merely says he was "specially" admitted. Yet anyone who

18. The date of Legh's burial is 15 October, 1563. Gough refers to his own 
article on the records of St. Dunstan’s printed in Collectanea Topographic; 
et Genealocfica, vol.IV, 1837, p.117.

19. Admissions Register, f. 31, See, Liner Temple Calendar, vol.I, p.224. 
Garret is noted by E.G. Withycombe, Oxford Dictionary of English Christian 
Names, 2nd edn., 1950, p.124, as "the usual Middle English pronunciation" 
of the name Gerard, and that "Garret is given as a Christian name by 
Camden 1605".



had read his account of the revels will have noticed that the only part of 

it in which he becomes really expansive is in the detailed analysis of the 

Christinas Prince’s arms- The masque of Desire and Beauty is merely described 

in a way in which any spectator might have reported it* But he has a keen 

eye for the order of precedence at the Prince’s feast, and when he deals with 

the Prince's blazon he becomes highly technical. And this is not unexpected, 

since the chief object of including the account of the revels in his handbook 

is to offer a practical illustration of the principles of heraldry with which 

he has been dealing- As a man steeped in the subject he could have written 

the passage from memory aided by notes taken on the spot. But in view of his 

special admission, it seems possible that he actually composed the Prince’s 

blazon, and was recommended for the task by Richard Argali, a member of the 

Inn who wrote a commendatory preface to the Accedence when it appeared in 

1562- It is even possible that Leqh actually plaved the part of the herald 

who explains the blazon to the audience-

All this must remain mere speculation at the moment, but at least it 

would appear that the Garret Lee admitted to the Inner Temple in February 

1561/2 is the Garett Lee, alias Gerard Leqh, who was buried in St, Dunstan's 

in the West in December, 1563; so it follows that Gerard Legh the heraldist 

must now be regarded as a member of the Inner Temple,

The Arms of theInner Temple

The second claim that has been made on Gerard Legh’s behalf is that he 

suggested the coat of arms now displayed by the Inner Temple (the winged 

Pegasus), and that the 1561 revels were the occasion on which the arms were 

introduced. As we have seen, this claim was also rejected by Inderwick, but 

if Legh can be reinstated as a heraldist and member of the Inn, then it must

- 8 -

be reconsidered
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Equally important is the question why this particular device was adopted* 

All four Inns of Court, as befits ancient and honourable societies, have coats 

of arms, but the Inner and Middle Temples appear to have been somewhat casual 

and belated in the adoption of their particular insiqnia: the winged Pegasus 

at the Inner Temple, and the Aqnus Dei at the Middle. Writing in 1615, when 

the Middle Temple was some two centuries old, Sir George Buc said that ,rthe 

gentlemen and fellows have not as yet to my knowledge fand Buc was himself a 

member of the InnJ chosen any ensign." A few years later, according to the

Middle Temple "Brerewood" manuscript, the Society had adopted the crest of 
the Lamb of God, but the precise date of adoption cannot be determined.*^

In choosing this crest the Middle Temple acknowledged itself as one of 

the territorial heirs of the crusading order of the Knights Templar, since 

the two Temples occupy the area between the Strand and the Thames where the 

Knights once had their English headquarters. But the Inner Temple's crest, 

Pegasus argent on a field azure, has no apparent relation to the Templars, 

and none to the Society's historic and continuing function as a legal centre. 

Seventy years ago F.A. Inderwick, the editor of the Society's records, could
poonly comment that "it is consecrated by a user of more than three centuries".

Nevertheless, the crest's origin and significance, and its appropriateness 

to a society of lawyers, have been matters of dispute in the past, and my 

object here is to suggest a reasonable, if somewhat unexpected, explanation 

of the crest's existence.

The most plausible explanation put forward in the past in Inderwick's;

20. "The third University of England", appendix to Stow's Annals (ed. Howe, 
1631) p. 1072.

21. The"Brerewood" manuscript cannot be dated later than 1635, however. The 
Society of the Middle Temple may have taken a hint thrown out by Sir George 
Buc to the effect that since the Inner Temple already had the device of 
winged Pegasus, the Middle Temple might choose either of the Knights 
Templar's insignia: the two knights on one horse, or the Agnus Dei.

22. Calendar, vol.i, p.lxvi.
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it is certainly the most ingenious. He points out that one of the Templar's 

devices was that of a horse carrying two knights, symbolizing the charity, 

humility and poverty of these knights of Christ. So Inderwick suggests that 

through ignorance (perhaps, we might add, through the weathering of an 

exterior carving or interior fresco) the two figures were turned into a pair 

of wings. "Similar changes and mutilations of signs and badges frequently 

occur," writes Inderwick, "and it is remarkable that in the early English 
coins instances of such transformation are not uncommon." This explanation 

covers the origin and significance of the badge; its appropriateness to a 

society of lawyers rests only on the fact that they succeeded the Templars 

as occupants of the buildings.

A quite different explanation was suggested by the Hon. Daines Barrington

in a letter to the Society of Antiquaries in 1788. "In 5 Elizabeth (the Inner
Temple) assumed arms and seal by the suggestion of Master Gerard Legh, an

herald of that time, who was a member of this Inn of Court. This device was
23a Pegasus luna on a field argent." This statement is so full of errors 

that it might be thought to be quite invalidated# Legh may or may not have 

been a herald, but The Accedence of Armorie nowhere suggests that he had a 

hand in choosing the Pegasus device. And as the book was first published 

in 1562, and relates to the Inn's Christmas festivities of 1561, even 

Barrington's date of 5 Elizabeth (1562/3) is slightly wrong. Finally, 

Barrington incorrectly describes the field of the device, which is azure0 

Despite all this, Barrington's suggestion is worth pursuing.

In every detailed description of revels at the Inns of Court we find 

that the Christmas Prince adopted a device and established an "Order of 
Knighthood", and it was not unusual to choose a device which was appropriate
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to him in some way or other. Thus at Grayfs Inn in 1594 the leader of the 
revels was a newly-arrived student called Henry Helmes, whose device and 
order were that of the Helmet* Puns of this kind are not unknown in 
legitimate heraldry; they would be regarded as quite acceptable during a 
student "gaudy”•

When we examine the circumstances at the Inner Temple in 1561, however, 
it does not seem as though this kind of situation could have obtained there.
As we have seen, the occasion was a very special one, and though Dudley’s 
title, "Prince of Pallaphilos", was doubtless chosen as a compliment to 
Queen Elizabeth, the "Order of Pegasus" appears at first sight to be a 
quite arbitrary choice. Certainly there was nothing in the arms of the 
Dudley family which might have suggested it.

Was Pegasus, then, already in use as the Inner Temple's device, having 
been arrived at along the lines suggested by Inderwick? Or was it adopted 
on this occasion, as Barrington believed? (His contention receives support 
from Sir George Buc, who, writing much nearer the event, in 1615, says that 
Pegasus was "taken for the device... in the reign of the late Queen".) I 
beleive the latter explanation to be the more likely. Although the governors 
of the Inner Temple broke with tradition in inviting a mature outsider, rather 
than a student, to be Master of the Revels (and in appointing several members 
of the Bench to assist him) in other respects, so far as one can judge fix>m 
Legh's account, the festivities of 1561 followed the usual pattern. It would 
not be surprising, therefore, if a traditional explanation could be found for 
choosing Pegasus as the festal device.

Such an explanation can be found in the account of the dispute with the 
Middle Temple preserved in the Parliament Book of the Inner Temple. For here 
Dudley is described not only as "knight of the most noble order of the garter"



Here was an obvious24but also as "master of the Queers Majesty^ horse", 

basis for an heraldic pun; and indeed what could be more natural than that 

the Master of the Queen's Horse should be translated into the head of the 

Order of Pegasus during his rule over Christmas festivities?

This explanation still leaves open the question as to why Pegasus 

became the permanent device of the Inner Temple. The answer, as I have 

already suggested, seems to be that both Temples behaved in a remarkably 

casual way over adopting and formalizing their insignia. As J. Bruce Williamson 

remarked in his History of the Temple, "it is a curious circumstance that 

neither of the Temple Societies seems to have taken any steps to obtain proper 

legal sanction for the arms they use by assumption"There is certainly 

no record which would enable us to date precisely the adoption of their 

respective insignia by the two societies. Pegasus, if I am right in my 

surmise, simply "caught on" and was adopted in default of a more potent 

alternative.

The Order of Events

Legh has left us only a summary account of the revels but it is not 

difficult to reconstruct the order of events. His description reads as 

though he is dealing with the happenings of a single day, and this may well 

be the case. But as we have seen, the expense was considerable, and Gesta

is evidence that the revels could be spread over an extensive period 
26of time. What can be said, with some degree of certainty, is that the 

items recorded by Legh are very similar to some of those found in Gesta Grayorum 

or be Prince d1Amour. (Some comments on these parallels will be found in the 

Notes at the end of the text.)

24. Calendar, vol.i, p.217.
25. J. Bruce Williamson, A History of the Temple, London, London, 1924, p. 372, 

n. 4.
26. The revels at Gray's Inn were, in fact, unreasonably protracted, from

20 December, 1594, to Shrovetide in the following February. See, Bland, 
£$£££) Gesta Grayorum, pp.xiv, xv.
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The events fall into the following categories:

(i) The masque of Desire and Beauty.

Cii) The feast of the Prince Pallaphilos.

(iii) The feast ended, the High Constable does honour to Mthe ambassadors of

foreign nations"• These would include quests from the other Inns,

particularly Gray's Inn with which the Inner Temple had close social
27ties, as the Middle Temple had with Lincoln's Inn*

(iv) Presentation of twenty four knights to the Prince.

(v) Presentation of the Prince's coat of arms.

(vi) Installation and arming of the knights of the order of Pallaphilos.

(vii) A procession to "the Temple" (presumably the Temple Church) for 

some form of "sacrifice".

(viii) Return to the Hall of the Inn where the proceedings are brought to
28a conclusion with dancing.

This is not too crowded a programme for a single day, but it may have extended 

over a longer period of time.

Editions of the Accedence of Armorie

By the standards of the time Legh's work was something of a best-seller. 
After its initial publication in 1562, it was reprinted in 1568, 1576, 1591, 1597 

and 1612. Parts of his account of the revels were reproduced by Dugdale in his 

Qrigines Juridiciales (1666 and subsequent editions), and by J. Nichols in his 

Progresses of Elizabeth, (1823) vol.i, p.131.
In preparing Legh's account for this edition, I have modernised his 

spelling and his punctuation in the belief that what was required was a

27. See the article on "The Ancient Amity" in Sir Frank Douglas MacKinnon,
Inner Temple Papers, London, 1948, p. 68.

.11 I «■ I 1— IMI I ■ III II I I irp.«<. Il'l ■ ' I I f|-~ | I I T. *

28. We are told that, before the dancing took place, "prizes of honour for 
tilt, tourney and such knightly pastimes" were "prepared". This suggests 
that these entertainments were to take place on a later occasion.
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readable version;, The text is based on the first edition (f.202 onwards), 

but certain obscurities have been checked against later editions and where 

their versions throw light on a difficult passage these have been followed 
in preference to the original.

A Note on Gorboduc

The records of Inns of Court revels which have come down to us suggest

that by the second half of the sixteenth century a broad pattern of events

had been established. There was a Christmas Prince with a fetinue of

attendants: the Prince inducted a certain number of them into a mock order

of chivalry; there was a feast at which the Prince entertained his followers

and guests invited from other Inns and from outside the legal circle; there

was a masque; and there was a play, sometimes performed by a professional 
29company, sometimes written by a member or members of the Inn itself. The 

latter was the case at the Inner Temple in 1561 when Gorboduc (or Ferrex and 

Porrex) was written by Thomas Sackville and Thomas Norton.

Gorboduc is often referred to as the first English tragedy in blank 

verse, and its theme (division of a kingdom between two princes followed by 

fratricide, civil war, and an uncertain succession) has been regarded as a 

comment on the contemporary political situation in England. I would like 

to suggest, however, that there is also a more immediate topicality in the 

play which I do not think has been remarked on before. As we have seen, the 

occasion of the revels was the Inner Temple's victory over the Middle Temple 
in the dispute over Lyon's Inn. I suggest that Sackville and Norton may have

29. Shakespeare's company performed the Comedy of Errors at Gray's Inn in 1594.
30. Both were young men of maturity and experience: Sackville was twenty five 

and Norton twenty nine. Both had been members of Parliament in 1559, and 
had been at the Inner Temple since 1555.

31. See, for example, J.W. Cunliffe, Early English Classical Tragedies, Oxford
1912, p. Ixxxii. "
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chosen their plot with one eye on these immediate circumstances, whatever 
larger political implications they may have had in mind. For generations 
the Inner and Middle Temples had existed peacefully side by side, dividing 
the area of the former Templar monastery between them. It is not stretching 
credibility unduly far to see in Ferrex and Porrex, the two brothers, a symbol 

of the two Inns, and a symbol of their quarrel over Lyon’s Inn in the battle 

over the division of the kingdom. The events of 1561 Issued happily, but
Sackville and Norton may well have felt the need to underline the moral and

. 3?many passages xn the play can be regarded as doing this. If the quarrel
had not been settled peacefully, it might have had serious consequences for
the Benchers as senior members of the legal profession, for the students they
taught, and for the Inns of Court system as a whole.

32. See especially the speeches of the Councillors in Act.I, Scene ii
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LEIGH* S INTRODUCTION

1Gerard; But ere you depart, as I first began with a shield of antiquity, 

worthily borne of old for honour*s sake, so I will end likewise, with a famous 

escutcheon of renown, whose first bearing did wholly spring of the former cause.

He beareth azure, a Pegasus argent, called the horse of honour, whose
2condition Sorares XXIII, Emperor of Assyria, honoured so much for his swift 

course as he judged him not framed of the gross mass of common horses. And
3therefore Sir Geoffrey Chaucer built unto him (after of his own nature and 

condition) a house called Fame, a place meet for the horse of honour, whose 

original (the poets fain) was when valiant Perseus, the solder of the goddess 

Pallas, in dangerous fight achieved by help of her glittering shield the 

battle against Medusa, the daughter of King Phorcius^who when he had severed 

the head of this ugly monster, straight gushed out the streams of blood in 

such abundance as thereof grew the flying horse, to show forth the fame of 

so happy a conquest; who, taking flight towards the heavens (where he is now 

fixed) strake with his feet the highest top of Mount Helicon, from whence 

immediately rose the fountain (Hippocrene) wherein the Muses take their 

delight and bathe. Which fountain sithence in all ages hath sufficiently 

watered the growing plants of the pleasant countries adjoining. And lately, 

so with clear streams hath abounded (as exceeding the old limits), burst forth 

the banks, reaching themselves to countries farther distant, sweetly moisting 

the soils thereof. And amongst other, pleasantly washed over the old forworn 

Temples, dedicate to the goddess, as places meet for Pallas* Muses to inhabit 

and make their pastime: where now is placed a soldier that doth defend the 

same, named Pallaphilos, the High Constable of the Goddess herself, Marshall of 

the Inner Temple, whose magnificent court, with rare devising of the gods
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themselves, brought such admiration to heaps of ruder number that although I
4might see it, yet could I not approach it by the length of Strabo's kenning, 

when from far he saw the navy of Puny. And therein I thought me in Tantalus* 
pain to swim in so sweet dews on every side, yet not able once to assay 
thereof*

Legh: I have heard you aptly describe this horse, wherein I commend your 

compendious instruction; and by the way you touched a prince, a soldier of 
Pallas, whose honour you seem much to allow* I pray you, therefore, seeing 
our talk tendeth to honour, let us not omit the worthiness of such a person 
who, as it seemeth, deserveth fame, even by nature to show forth his praise. 
Therefore let me understand at length what you mean therein.

Gerard; If you will attend I will, as my memory serveth, utter as I can 
the man that I mean, and show you what I saw in his court touching arms and 
martial prowess (as things whereto I took best regard and meetest for my 
faculty). Other matters which appeared for solace of mind by help of all 
the liberal sciences flowing so abundantly (as it seemed, indeed, the Muses 
had their abiding), I will pass over for lack of skill to utter the excellence 
thereof to such as sleep in Parnassus hill and have tasted of Helicon or drunk 
with Hesiodus* flowing eloquence, to set forth the praise according to the 
worthiness; and will return to that I began with: arms, a matter meeter for 
a soldier*

LEGH'S ACCOUNT OF THE FESTIVITIES

After I had travelled through the east parts of the unknown world to 
understand of deeds and arms, and so arriving in the fair river of Thames, I 
landed within half a league from the city of London, which was (as I conjecture) 
in December last. And drawing near the city, suddenly heard the shot of double
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5cannons in so great a number, and so terrible that it darkened the whole air: 

wherewith, although I was in my native country, yet stood X amazed, not knowing 

what it meant® Thus as I abode in despair, either to return or continue my

former purpose, I chanced to see coming towards me an honest citizen, clothed

in JV] long garment, keeping the highway, seeming to walk for his recreation, 

which prognosticated rather peace than peril. Of whom I demanded the cause of 

this great shot, who friendly answered, "It is", quoth he, "warning shot to the 

officers of the Constable Marshall of the Inner Temple, to prepare dinner."

"Why", said I, "what is he of that estate, that seeketh not other means to

warn his officers than with such terrible shot in so peaceable a country?"

"Marry", saith he, "he uttereth himself the better to be that officer, 

whose name he beareth".

I then demanded what province did he govern that needed such an officer.

He answered me the province was not great in quantity, but ancient in true 
nobility® A place, said he, priviliged by the most excellent princes, jjprincessj 

the high governor of the whole island, wherein are the store of gentlemen of 

the whole realm, that repair thither to learn to rule, and obey by law, to yield 

their fleece to their prince and commonwealth: as also to use all other exercises 

of body and mind whereunto nature most aptly serveth to adorn by speaking, 

countenance, gesture, and use of apparel, the person of a gentleman. Whereby 

amity is obtained and continued, that gentlemen of all countries in their young 

years, nourished together in one place, with such comely order and daily 

conference, are knit by continual acquaintance in such unity of minds and manners 

as lightly never after is severed, than which is nothing more profitable to the 

common weal®

And after he had told me thus much of honour of the place, I commended in 

my own conceit the policy of the governor, which seemed to utter in itself the 

foundation of a good commonwealth. For that the best of their people from tender
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years trained up in precepts of justice, it could not chose but yield forth a 
profitable people to a wise commonwealth* Wherefore X determined with myself 
to make proof of that I heard by report*

The next day I thought for my pastime to walk to this Temple, and entering 

in at the gates I found the building nothing costly* But many comely gentlemen 

of face and person, and thereto very courteous, saw I pass to and fro, so as 
it seemed a princess port to be at hand* And passing forward, entered into ag
church of ancient building, wherein were many monuments of noble personages 
armed in knightly habit, with their coats depainted in ancient shields, whereat 
I took pleasure to behold*

Thus gazing as one bereft with the rare sight, there came unto me a herald, 
by name Pallaphilos, a King of Arms, who courteously saluted me saying, for that 
I was a stranger and seeming by my demeanour a lover of honour, I was his guest 
of right, whose courtesy (as reason was) X obeyed, answering I was at his 
commandment *

"Then'', saith he, "ye shall go to mine own lodging here within the 
palace, where we will have such cheer as the time and country will yield 

us*"
Where, I assure you, I was so entertained as nowhere met I with better 

cheer or company. And after we had thus well reposed us, in convenient time
7he led me into his office of arms* The keeper thereof was his Caligate Knight

8named Diligence, where lay comely couched books of ancient gests, deeds of 
honour, chronicles of countries, and histories of sundry sorts* There were 
also the orders of coronations, creations, dubbings, musterings, campings, with 

peaceful progresses, weddings and christenings, orders of robes royal, and 
honourable triumphs and mournings; curiously hanged and decked with maps of
sundrie countries, describing their situations and commodities* Above the rest

9 . .was a valance, where were escutcheons of the honourable estates now living
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within his province. Within all these sat his Pursuivant (Trusty) and his
Messenger (Swift)j studiously keeping those monuments from wormy Wemes,"^

And further within there was a separate room for his private study9 wherein
sat his Herald Marshall; and afore him lay four ledgers of huge volume, all
of single coats. And upon shelves round about were couched his seven years'

visitations, upon a sideboard lay straight pedigrees ascending and genealogies
descending, and Ramus, And upon the valance of that study were escutcheons
of imperfect bearing. Also, within a press, closely kept, Icty divers reversed 

12coats. And on his right hand stood a fair armour, which at a triumph by 
misfortune fell into the field; and on the left hand the banding^ of a good 

steed; also a sword with a gauntlet,

"All these", quoth he, "be not yet redeemed,"
And after he had thus showed me the order of his study, he led me towards

the palace of his Prince, To pass the time with pleasure and by the way [be"l
14 Jbegan to tell me a tale, the effect whereof I will recite,

"A gentleman," quod he, "named Desire, walking for his pastance^ in 

the fair fields, beholding the beautiful shapes of Dame Nature's deckings, 
suddenly felt the air of pleasant Eolus, the breath of Fame, who sweetly 

recounted to him Dame Beauty's gifts. Which done, as he suddenly came, so 
likewise vanished unknown, whereat the gentleman not a little marvelled. In 
which amaze Governance him saluted, saying 'Be not aghast, for I, Governance, 
shall be your shield; and even yonder cometh Grace, who also will be your 
protector,* Wherewith Grace likewise him embraced, 'I thank you both,' 
saith the gentleman, »I was somewhat astonished at the sudden coming and 

return of Eolus till comforted by Governance, And I rejoice my so happy 
chance to meet you here, whom so long I desired to see.' 'Well,' saith 
Governance, 'seeing we are so well met, we will this fair day (wherein Phoebus
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showeth himself) walk for our recreation to the Tower of Doctrine*• Whither 

when they came, comely Countenance Portress friendly them saluted and 

required them to pass in, taking Governance by the hand, and conveyed them 

to the Arts Liberal, where Dame Congruity received Desire with his companions, 

and them instructed in all the orders of their house. And after a time they 
had thus abiden there, Desire chanced to espy Dame Beauty passing to and fro 

in the Tower of Solace, who he earnestly beholding, praised much her comely 

shape and wished her company. Minding to press forth into her presence, and 

ready to enter in at the door, Danger depainted his blushing face and would 

not suffer him to approach, wherewith he received grief. For remedy herein 

he made suit to Counsel, declaring that with beholding Beauty he was entrapped 

unwares, and desirous to acquaint himself with her qualities, he thought to 
offer her his service, but thrust back by Danger durst not attempt his suit.

Counsel bade him not despair, though dainty Danger and forward Fortune had
. . *given him repulse* 'The means herein, saith he, 'to spy them is to acquaint

yourself with Wisdom, whose sway is such in this court that dainty Danger, with

her pewmate Fortune, dare not appear in his presence. For he lifteth aloft

such as to him seemeth good, and treadeth down their darlings like weaklings,

void of any refuge. Therefore, whoso will pleasure win, let him with Wisdom 
17first begin. And then no doubt your lady will pity your plaint, and the rather

when she seeth that by diligence you seek to obtain her service. For hard is

the heart that love pierceth not. Let Troilus be to you herein a mirror, how

oft he languished wrapped in Venus' bands, yet |^inj time obtained the love of

the untrue Cressida, and after sorrow he eftsoons obtained joy. See also 
18Pontus that loved Sidonie, with what careful travail and unquiet rest the 

unhappy corpse was turmoiled, with a restless head, till Time obtained her



grace to grant him favour, who after rested in great felicity- Examples a
thousand more may be found herein. Wherefore, leave off this ruth and seek

to live by hope, till Time may prepare the blind boy to pierce her tender

heart and force her to yield to Nature's best. Then shall ye see the gliding

looks steal forth and show themselves the messengers of love, whose sugared

vapours knitteth Venus' consent, and after the sighs doth ease the melting
heat- Wherefore, sorrow no more, for surely Opportunity and Time overthroweth
strongest towers- And think you then the silly woman may resist? /no, no,'

quoth he, 'therefore proceed- Time will espy when Nature shall prevail-'
'Alas', quoth this gentjleman], 'she is beside all ornaments of Nature, of

noble parentage, rich in possessions and large of dominion- I doubt therefore

Disdain, with scornful looks*' 'What though,' quoth Counsel, 'withdraw not yet
19your suit, for he that spareth to speak, spareth to speed- Yield not, although

20she say nay- The womanly guise is evermore to delay- But none so strong that 
is invincible-' And then Counsel, entering into the closet of Secrecy, took 
his leave, bidding him proceed* And thus after he had well digested Counsel's 

advice, he went to the house of Chivalry where he was let in by the porter, 
Strength, and embraced of Youth and Pleasure who accompanied him through the 
hall of ancient foundation, and so into the presence chamber, richly arrayed 
and tapestried with arras curiously wrought, containing the siege of Thebes, 
where sat knights passing the time at chess- There were philosophers and 

astronomers who drove the day away with their studious games- And in the 

midst, under a rich cloth of ancient and sumptuous work, sat chaired Honour0 

To whom the gentleman humbly him inclined, showing his‘long desire to see his 
majesty, who welcomed him, and after enquiry made of his further behaviour, 
Wisdom, Magnanimity and Fortitude recounted to Honour the good report of this
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desirous gentleman and what perils he had assayed to attain to his presence.

In recompense whereof Honour commanded Due Desert to dub him knight of the 

field* Audacity bore his helm, Courage the breast-plate. Speed held his 

spurs, and Truth gave him the charge. Which done, accompanied by Courtesy 

and his brother Nurture, he passed forth to the palace of Comfort where he 

met Fellowship of Knighthood, with Perseverance* There he was armed with 

Hardiness, wherewith he vanquished the serpent with nine heads, whereon were 

charactered these nine several names; Dissimmulation, Delay, Shame, Misreport, 

Discomfort, Variance, Envy, Detraction and Doubleness, enemies to knighthood. 

And then he sacrificed in my Prince’s temple to the goddess Pallas who, to 

continue his honour, joined him in marriage with Lady Beauty, and satisfied his 

desire; with whom, after he had continued in long joyful life, he was arrested 

by crooked Age, and driven for the assurance of his forthcoming to find 

Surety, Policy and Avarice. And anon after was summoned by Death to appear 

at a day appointed in the chamber of Felicity, there to render account of 

the charge committed to his rule* Living Fame, with her servant Memory, were 

appointed to hear the account and engross the books thereof, and finally write 

up his epitaph for his discharge, in memory of his true honour. And after this 

order, finished in the chamber of Felicity, there appeared Forworn Time, in 

dark shape, with fashion as I shall show you* An old man, tall and strong of 

person, having long wings and covered overall with swallow feathers; in his 

right hand, a burning fire; in his left hand, an horologe; a sword surely 

girt® His legs were in bright armour and he was marked with the seven planets, 

in this wise; on the hinder part of his head was Saturn; on his forehead, 

Jupiter; in his mouth, Mars; on his right wing, Sol; on his left wing, Mercury; 

at his breast was Venus; and above his waist was horned Diana in the wane.

This disguised shape fell at discord with Fame, rebuking her presumption in 

that she said her praise should be for ever, saying he would not only deface
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all her honour, but all things on earth. And whilst he stood in this 
boasting, came Eternity, apparelled in white vesture, with a triple imperial 
diadem, and said to him, ’First the high God made heaven his own dwelling 
place, although his power is everywhere^ and there is Eternity, where Time 
may not abide, but is carried always towards his own end. And as my maker 
had no beginning, so shall I never have ending. All other things perish 
and lose their memory. I alone. Eternity, am invincible. And he that loveth 
God, doth his will, as a knight vanguishing the devil, the world and the 
flesh, whose virtue shall live with me, Eternity, in the sight of the highest."

And as this tale ended there happened such noise of shot as if it had 
been at the battery of Buloigne, whereat X marvelled, thinking myself not in 

safety.
"Fear not," quoth Pallaphilos, "for it is the Master of the Ordnance that 

scoureth his shot to try their level, to be in readiness when the Prince shall 
command."

"Well," quoth I, "it is well foreseen, in peace to provide for war."
Thus talking, we entered the Prince's hall where anon we heard the 

noise of drum and fife.

"What meaneth this drum?" said I.
Quoth he, "This is to warn gentlemen of the household to repair to the 

dresser. Wherefore, come on with me, and ye shall stand where ye may best 
see the hall served."

And so from thence jhej brought me into a long gallery that stretcheth 

itself along the hall near the Prince's table, where I saw the Prince set, a 
man of tall personage, of manly countenance, somewhat brown of visage, strongly 
featured, and thereto comely proportioned in all lineaments of body. At the
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21nether end of the same table were placed the ambassadors of sundry princes.
Before him stood the Carver, Server, and Cup-bearer, with great number of
gentlemen waiters attending his person, the Ushers making place to strangers

of sundry regions that came to behold the honour of this mighty captain. After
the placing of these honourable guests, the Lords Steward, Treasurer, and

Keeper of Pallas* Seal, with divers honourable personages of that nobility,
were placed at a side table near adjoining the Prince on the right hand. And
at another table on the left side were placed the Treasurer of the Household,
Secretary, the Prince’s Serjeant of Law, the four Masters of the Revels, the
King of Arms, the Dean of the Chapel, and divers gentlemen pensioners to
furnish the same. At another table on the other side were the Master of the

Game and his chief Ranger, Masters of the Household, Clerks of the Green Cloth 
22and Check, with divers other stranaers to furnish the same. On the other 

side against them began the table jof the Lieutenant of the Tower, accompanied 

with divers Captains of Footbands and Shot. At the nether end of the Hall 
began the table \ofj the High Butler and Pantler, Clerks of the Kitchen, Master 

Cook of the Privy Kitchen, furnished throughout with the soldiers and guard of 
the Prince. All which, with number of inferior officers placed and served in 
the Hall, beside the great resort of strangers, I spare to write. The Prince 
so served with tender meats, sweet fruits, and dainty delicates, confectioned 
with curious cookery, as it seemed wonder, a world to serve the provision. And 
at every course the trumpets blew the courageous blast of deadly war, with noise 
of drum and fife, with the sweet harmony of violins, sackbuts, recorders and 

comets, with other instruments of music, as it seemed Apollo*s harp had tuned 
their stroke. Thus the Hall was served after the most ancient order of the 
island, in commendation whereof I say, I have also seen the service of great 
princes in solemn seasons and times of triumph, yet the order hereof was not
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inferior to any0 -

But to proceed« This herald Pallaphilos, even before the second course 
came in, standing at the high table, said in this manner: "The mighty Pallaphilos, 

Prince of Sophie, high Constable-Marshall of the Knights Temple, Patron of the 
honourable order of PegasusS" And therewith crieth, "A largesse

The Prince, praising the herald, bountifully rewarded him with a chain 
to the value of an hundred talents* I assure you I languish for lack of 
cunning ripely to utter that I saw so orderly handled, appertaining to service* 
Wherefore I cease and return to my purpose*

The supper ended and the tables taken up, the High Constable rose and 
a while stood under the place of honour, where his achievement was beautifully 
embroidered, and devised of sundry matters with the ambassadors of foreign 
nations as he thought good, till Pallaphilos( King of Arms came in, his Herald 
Marshall and Pursuivant before him, and after followed his Messenger and 
Caligate Knight; who, putting off his coronal, made his humble obeisance to 
the Prince, by whom he was commanded to draw near and understand his pleasure*

Saying to him in few words to this effect: "Pallaphilos, seeing it hath 
pleased the high Pallas to think me to demerit the office of this place, and 
thereto this night past vouchsafed to descend from heaven to increase my further 
honour by creating me knight of her order of Pegasus, as also commanding me to 
join in the same society such valiant gentlemen throughout her province whose 
living honour hath best deserved the same, the choice whereof most aptly 

belongeth to your skill (being the watchman of their doings and register of 
their deserts), I will ye choose as well throughout our whole armies (as also 
where) of such special gentlemen as the goddess hath appointed, the number of 
24, and the names of them present us; commanding also those chosen persons 
to appear in our presence in knightly habit, that with convenience we may 
proceed in our purpose*"
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This done, Pallaphilos, obeying his Prince's commandment, departed; 
and after a while returned, accompanied with 24 valiant knights, all 

apparelled in long white vestures, with each man a scarf of Pallas' colours, 
and them presented with their names to the Prince, who allowed well his 
choice, and commanded him to do his office*

Who, after his duty to the Prince, bowed towards these worthy personages, 
standing every man in his ancienty as he had borne arms in the field, and 
began to show his Prince's pleasure with the honour of the order much to this 
effect*

"If, valiant, the action of virtuous deeds, Achilles' power in field,
23 24or Phirrus' policy in camp, or Scipio's fortune in manly conquest, deserve 

statues of perpetual memory, then you, whose force Fortune followeth, whose 
prowess spreads abroad, whose conguests great filleth the world with admiration, 
deserve to be crowned with renown, that by politic government, and long-tried 
skill have happily achieved that [which] by others was attempted* Like the 

inheritors of those ancestors who, for the common state neither spared labour, 
loss of liberty, nor life, and all in advancement of the same, whose bodies 
although now dead, yet their virtue lives aloft, to the honour of you, their 
posterity* And as we see the forworn stock, clasping the young and happy 
graft, closeth his shaken rifts, and is revived as young again; so you, as 
blowing buds of perfect root,- whose virtues keep moist the old honour, pursue 
the tried steps of so good beginning; and have attained (to your great honour) 
in time to bring forth so happy government as we now behold with admiration; 
so placed in tip of high estate, as Pallas had couched the cornerstone, which 
cannot swerve if courage linked with loyalty fail not to support. Which if it 
happen, as the goddess forbid, the honour gained with loss of so many friends.
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blood of mighty enemies, destruction of so many rich regions, fertile soils, 

populous cities, ‘heaped together in so many years, shall in a moment turn your 

conquest to perpetual infamy, with ruin of the whole,. For that state is well 
gained which honour continueth0 The Prince, well weighing jthatj this work, 

so great, so new, obtained with so many perils, even tempered with blood of so 

many enemies, cannot assure itself with many friends, neither long abide without 
that unity wherein it had its being, hath therefore chosen by oracle divine a 

sonnet of Pallas0 knights, answering her nature and condition^ Whereas she 

is daughter to mighty Jove, nothing inferior to her father, so policy to her 

is proper, that the rather, these natural powers (armed wisdom) working in you 

her knights, ye may, like soldiers of so mighty a patroness, continue and 

advance the glory already gained, which brought to ripeness, you shall be 

partakers of the fruit herein, with one yoke to lead forth and live in one 

consent5 not as slaves overwhelmed with the drunken dregs of sloth, neither as 
subjects to greedy gain, but as free bom, of noble minds (unspotted in filth 

of this vain life) press on as companions in arms* That he of you, and you 

of him, being several members, may create and conjoin one unseparable body, as 

the whole may support the parts, each part serving his place to uphold the whole* 

For things divided carry their only strength, which being together double their 

enduring* This union, a knot indissoluble, linked with your consents in so 

honourable a fellowship, is a sure shield to this estate, against all throws of 

Fortune* This union, perfectly rooted, may so thoroughly work with every of 
you [that] as with the father's patrimony, the same may descend to the posterity, 

so as your loyalty, linked with fidelity to this state and honour, may seem to 

have no end* This perfected, the rest of the building must needs become 
invincible, to the well framing whereof ye are coupled in amity, the entry 
and harbourer of high honour* And as heretofore those works of Nature have
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well declared you fraught with noble minds, so hope X hereby ye will nothing

decline from ancient fame, neither become forgetful of so great a benefit, nor

as forwearied soldiers betake you to careless rest* But rather follow Fortune's

ensign (with offered occasion) to prefer your commonwealth* Considering that

valiant courages suffer no peril unattempted to increase their double honour,

that when the body is dead, the fame yet liveth with Gods, the only puff of
26whose praise kindled the heart of Ninus to establish the Assyrians' monarchy,

2 V 28Arbactus to translate the same to the Medes, Cyrus to the Persians, great

Alexander to shoulder it to the Macedonians 5 and lastly stirred the Roman

courages, whose name thundered Rome, to the terror of the world, to daunt those
mighty nations, and forced them to yield their conquests jjto?J Rome and honour.

So in all times and ages, and amongst all nations, prowess prevailed, and policy

ruled with high honour in triumph* And the noble mind, whose restless head

feeleth no travail, seeketh to attain fame, the reward of glory and conquest.

Wherefore, having presently a Prince, a guide to your well-doing, a patron of

true nobility, no less skillful in martial feats than ready with armed hands

in your defence and honour, whose magnificence this enriched escutcheon,

authorised by truth and men of my skill, doth sufficiently declare. Although

to the worthiness I cannot show forth the excellency thereof, yet in discharging

my duty to arms I will seek what may be found, following the plain paths of the

bearer. And as hereunto I am not ignorant of the divers kind of emblazure,

with their distinctions used in heroical discipline, some by colour and metal,

stones of virtue, as by the heavens, so mean I not to handle the baser manners.

But rather, following the excellency of the person whose honour I have in hand,

use the emblazure thereof by heavens, fittest for the coat of so noble a prince
and leave the inferior sorts as meet for meaner personages.”

And thus much said in effect, he showed the achievement with his rod, and 

proceeded to the emblazure of the whole coat, briefly expressing the causes of
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bearing linJ every part thereof,
29"The high and mighty Constable beareth Mars, a chief indented two bars 

Sol, on an escutcheon of pretence,Jove, and two flasks,Sol, a Dragon
32Mars, an Eagle Saturn, under one imperial crown, all within a collar accideled,

divided with doubled PP, endorsed with a tablet of the order of Pegasus. The
33targe of the highest goddess Pallas of crystalline colour set on a torce,

Luna and Jove, mantelled Sapphire, doubled Pearl. All which assisted are by 
the strong Hercules and skilful Atlas." And then he began to show the causes 
of bearing of every piece as he emblazoned them.

"This first part of the shield uttereth unto you, the beholders, that by 
the jewelly field, with chief and bars or, is signified the furious and armed

P i . ElMars whose glowing hest [JiasteTj thirsty bloody revenge. Yet herein such power 

not wholly ruling, barred by pleasant Sol, whose countenance carryeth mirth, 
and lightly bringeth joy to the face of the whole earth, whose nourishing heats 
suppress the cruel colds of Dame Juno's cloudy air, enemy to all buds and plants, 
that in time they may yield ripeness to man's relief. Resembled is to the 
condition of this Prince, that as he is fierce and fiery as Mars, armed with 
targe and sword to oppress tvranny and Gorgon nations, the enemies of virtue 
and quiet government, so likewise by bloody punishment to tear the bowels of 
their rooting lusts and quench his hot desire, whose cursed members so dissevered, 
bringeth joy to the lust and peace to the whole body, that each may duly yield 
to the common head. Also by Sol is further signified his exceeding bounty, 
rewarding with honour the deserving captains. As further declareth his line 
and progeny, taking root from Jove by lineal descent; heir to Proculus^4 son 

of Cadmus, son of Phormio, son of Nomos, lineal heir to Perseus, captain and 
brother to Pallas, conqueror of the foul Gorgon, son of his father the high
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of his own brainy who, as he is descended from these by natural procreation, so 

their proper titles, patrimony and fortune justly he doth possess. Wherein

descending from the first root to his own name, I will recite every several 

title, acreeable to every several name, after the nature and chance of their 

lives; and in order of descent join them together in form of a style wherein 

you shall perceive our Prince the very heir of true nobility by natural

procreation:

Jupiter: solus summa felicitas.

Pallas: sapientia et fortitude.

Perseus: politia et magnanimitas.

Nomos: ratio et justicia.

Phormio: patientia et labor.

Cadmus: exilium et adversa victoria.

Proculus: industria et fortuna.

Pallaphilos: virtus et scientia.

All which naming Pallaphilos, and so ascending upwards, maketh this style

and title of your Prince, the lover of wisdom, leader of fortune, victor to

wavering chance, which patience directeth with .ruled law, till prevailing
35policy, set on by courage giveth the overthrow to tyranny, placing wisdom to 

subdue chance, and govern all in all,

"And as in the shield the azured field is resembled to the mighty Jove, 

whose excellence by nature is compared to the clear firmament, being of itself 

the most pure work of the Almighty, supporting the shining planets with all 

the orderly motions thereof, so it showeth the peerless prince his orderly 

moving with provident policy and sinoular justice, the pure imaae of Pallas1
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Kingdomo And as.in the azured heaven Dan Phoebus hath his being, that rising 
in the east throweth his reflections against the west and giveth light throughout 
the whole that our dim sights might behold the wonderful work of the workman, so 
in this simple shield the flasked gold yieldeth forth in the purity of the 
azured field therein contained; signifying the shining prowess reigning in the 
bearer, whose acts by arms make clear the excellency of the person, joyful to 
the beholders* And the fiery dragon with eagle sable nowed under a crown 
imperial, the one chiefly ruling, soareth in lofty skies; the other of more 
unweildy substance abideth amongst men fierce and terrible, whose one ear fast 
clapped to the earth, and tail stopping the other, withstandeth the enchanter*s 
drift, well discloseth his subtle nature; are yet thought two mighty contraries 
herein made one; resembled to the crowned Pallas, chief governor under the 
high firmament and lowest earth, ruling all contraries by one power, wisdom, 
withdrawing each force by mutual accord to serve place with their peculiar 
property, for man’s relief and want*

"The environed order of Pegasus, pendant upon a collar accideled, divided
with PP endorsed, declareth compassing foresight constant in love of wisdom,
whose name uttereth his nature by PP endorsed "Pallaphilos patron of Pegasus",
which is (to) say, wisdom well-spring of fame, agreeing with his word, volat

37alta ad sidera yirtus*

"And the targe of the mighty Pallas of crystalline colour, set on a
38torce Luna, and Jove mantelled Sapphire doubled Pearl, signifieth that this 

targe of the celestial gods showeth the incestuous life and filthy act 
committed by Medusa, daughter to King Phorcius, who spared not a public 
place for holy rites, yea, the sacred temple of Minerva, to practise her 
filthy lust with that same god Neptune whereof, as she openly fled the
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discipline of womanly shamefastness, she was by the god^s decree for her so 
foul a fault? bereft of all Dame Beauty’s shape, with every comely ornament 
of Nature’s decking0 The gliding eye, framed to fancy amorous lust, turned 
was to wan and deadly beholdincio And for those golden and crisped locks rose 
foul and hideous serpents, the worst of wayward asps* Thus every seemly gift, 
transformed into loathsome annoyance of a beauteous gueen, is made a beastly 
monster, horrible to mankind, a mirror for Venus’s minions* So the dark 

senses of that Gorgon lady, whilst wondering at the monster of her own shape 
that she beheld in the shining shield of her enemy, was suddenly bereft of 
all those her wonted witchings* And now, not able to alter the present enemy 
into her crooked form after the wonted manner, stood thus amazed till severed 
was her ugly head, borne on Pallas’ targe, from her carrion body to pay the 
debt of her deserved trespass* This showeth to you a prince, a patron of virtue, 
the very knight of Pallas, whose zealous affection preferreth religion, whose 
chaste disposition defendeth places consecrate to gods from filthy profanation.39 

And the offenders therein, with destruction of themselves, as monsters of nature, 
he plagueth with perpetual infamy, whose despatch giveth place to virtue, raising 
fame to the glory of honour prepared for ever*

"And as the torce is by nature wreathed with pure colours of wise love and 
pale Luna, mantelled of the first, doubled of the second, so it uttereth the 
natural hasty behaviour of the bearer, neither abounding in hot desire, neither 
oppressed with qualmy cold, apt to unweildy sloth; but, with interchangeable 
government of each disposition, suppresseth the growing pride of both, who is
found of modest behaviour, apparelled with (the mantle of secrecy and counsel

40(by Pallas’ help), to him a natural garmento All which are by Atlas and

Herculess the one for knowledge in the heavens, the other for his twelve monstrous 
labours, to the profit of mankind, are said to sustain the world upon their
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shoulders, uttering to us hereby the further properties of Pallas' soldier 
to be skilful in knowledge and able to abide the travails of the earth*

"So have you her knight an armed Mars, a champion politic in field to 
fight, or at home to defend, an ordered justicer without respect, merciful 
to the meek, enemy to monstrous tyranny, bountiful to the virtuous; and 
clothed with secrecy and counsel, the chief dominator in earth and skies, 
who so ruleth the whole as no part may fall, agreeing with his device, whose 
virtue shineth by fame in the house of honour* Such a prince, your companion 
in order, is nowhere found* So mighty Mars doth govern you, as the golden 
sphere hath now disclosed, whose wisdom leadeth Solomon whose conquests excel 
Alexander's, whose labours to Hercules* are nothing inferior, whose power 
yoketh the mighty and maketh free the bound, to whose government every 
estate offereth unrequired their obedience* All which time hath tried, and 

your eyes have made true, wherein the duty of mine office urgeth me not to 
be silent, especially being of Pallas' faction, an ancient soldier, preferred 
by skill to office of arms, whose continuance carryeth with it authority to 
judge of nobility and acts martial tending to honour; so holden in the first 

age as reverenced by Lybian fathers, honoured by great Alexander, supported 
by Octavian the Emperor, crowned by Charles the Great; and confirmed by law 
of nations, registers of truth; whose duty is in battle to judge without 

corruption, to attribute without regard to continue to posterity; and prefer 
to fame the victorious deserved honour; wherefore the fowls of the air, beasts 
in earth, fish in seas, with all Dame Nature's motion, witness Pallas9 wisdom, 
and bid me pronounce the honour of this estate with glory and fame perpetually 
to endure*

"Approach ye, therefore, approach ye noble gentlemen, who serve so mighty 
a patroness, with so worthy a captain, in so high a fellowship, and receive 
the guerdon of your travail, the honour now offered; that your living fame may 
never perish till couching cowardice by shameful flight, and raging vice by
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deadly dent, are -forced to fly the face of the whole earth* Then your virtue 
shall prick forth Pegasus? to live aloft with eternal Felicity, who ruleth all 
in all,ro

Thus his persuasion ended, they were called forth one by one according 
to their ancienty, and upon every one attended seven Knights that bore the 
pieces of his armour* And, kneeling in open sight, was by the Herald armed 
with the helm of Fortitude, who bade him manly to abide^by Wisdom, the 
blustering blasts of swelling Envy and forward Fortune* Then was he likewise 
armed with the breastplate of Courage, that willingly he should pursue vice, 
fearing no peril, being armed with virtue* After to him was delivered the 

targe of Pallas, for his defence, manfully to invade or politically to defend* 
Then was he girt with the sword of Justice, to measure by desert and cut 
short the monstrous head of growing Pride* Then were delivered to him the 
spurs of Speed, to prick therewith the horse of Fame* Then was he covered 
with the mantle of Pallas, triple colours, Argent, Or, and Purpure; that by 
simple truth, secret counsel, and good advice to forecast ere he attempt, and 
then by speed to prosecute with effect* Then lastly was put about his neck 
the collar of Pallas" order, with pendant Pegasus, to link together with loving 
consent his armed defence* That so by Pegasus he might to Honour mount, a 
place for a virtuous conqueror* And for better assurance hereof. Truth held 
the sword whilst he was sworn by the cross thereof, which was thus;

Wisdom, the guide of armed strength,
Upraise your knightly name,
By force of prowess haut to climb.
The lofty tower of Fame;
Advance your honours by your deeds,
To live for evermore
As Pallas’ knights, by Pallas’ help,
Pallas serve ye therefore*

And this ended, the High Constable dubbeth him with sword, bidding him arise
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lenight, by living. Virtue* All which observances finished, Pallaphilos biddeth 
them go offer to Pallas the first-fruits of their gotten virtues, giving thanks 
to the goddess with sacrifice* And so they departed towards the Temple in such 
order as they came, saving accompanied with two noblemen to every of them* And 
before them were all sounds of Mars his music and officers of arms in their 
order*

Their sacrifice done, they returned in like sort to Pallaphilos1 hall, 
where they prepared prizes of honour for tilt, tourney and such knightly 
pastimes* And after, for their solace, they masked with Beauty’s dames, 
with such heavenly harmony as if Apollo and Orpheus had showed their cunning.

At length the High Constable departed the hall* Anon after, the squires 
of the body prepared to rest, and the ushers commanded to avoid, and so I 
departed to Pallaphilos9 lodging where I lacked no entertainment*
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The Officers at the Revels

This list is given by Dugdale? Origines Juridiciales, 1680, p0 150* The 

titles assigned to the various officers are, of course, those they assumed 

for the duration of the revels*

Besides Lord Robert Dudley who, as Prince Pallaphilos, was "Constable 

and Marshal" of the Revels, the following acted as his attendants and officers* 

Mr* Onslow, Lord Chancellor*

Anthony Stapleton, Lord Treasurer*

Robert Kelway, Lord Privy Seal*

John Fuller, Chief Justice of the King's Bench*

William Pole, Chief Justice of the Common Pleas*

Roger Manwood, Chief Baron of the Exchequer*

Mr* Bashe, Steward of the Household*

Mr* Copley, Marshal of the Household*

Mr* Paten, Chief Butler*

Christopher Hatton, Master of the Game* (He was afterwards Lord Chancellor 
of England)*

Mr* Biaston,

Mr* Yorke,

Mr* Penston,

Mr* Jervise,

Mr* Parker, Lieutenant of the Tower*

Mr* Kendall, Carver*

Mr* Martyn, Ranger of the Forests*

Mr* Stradling, Sewer*

And there were fourscore of the Guard: besides divers other not here named.

Masters of the Revels,
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Dugdalets Description of 
Christjnas ai: the inner Temple

Dugdale (Origines Juridiciales) has left a description of the way Christinas 
feasts were organised at the Inner Temple in the sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries0 His description is, to use his own words, "extracted out of the 
accounts of the House", and must therefore be regarded as an omnium gatherum 
rather than as a set of rules to be followed on every occasion,. He nowhere 
mentions a Christmas Prince, for example, but suggests that the ceremonial 
revolved around the "Lord Chancellor",, (It will be noted that this official 
heads the list of the Prince's officers on p® 0$) No doubt this was the norm 
which was varied to meet particular occasions? and anyone familiar with the 
records will know how the Benchers altered their regulations from time to time 
to meet changing conditions,. Nevertheless, what Dugdale has to say provides 
a useful background to Legh's account of the 1561 revels0 The extracts are 
modernised from the third edition of his work, 1680, pp0 153~1570 The omissions 
are only minor, and mainly concerned with such details as the cutlery to be 
used and the prices of individual meals„

The Christmas Officers

First, at the Parliament kept eo„ on the even at night of St* Thomas the 

Apostle (21 December) officers are to attend, according as they had been lonq 

before that time at a former Parliament named and elected to undergo several 

offices for this time of solemnity, honour and pleasance* Of which officers, 

these are the most eminent: namely, the Steward, Marshall, Constable-Marshall, 

Butler, and Master of the Game,, These officers are made known and elected in 

Trinity Term next before; and to have knowledge thereof by letters, if in the 

country, to the end that they may prepare themselves against All Hhllowtide 
[l November], that if such nominated officers happen to fail, others may then 

be chosen in their rooms* The other officers are appointed at other times 

nearer Christmas day*

ooo And at such a Parliament, if it be fully resolved to proceed with 
1such a grand Christmas, then the two youngest Butlers must light two torches,

A grand Christmas denotes a full-scale occasion, with feasting on a lavish 
scale and a variety of entertainment* The Middle Temple records distinguish 
between this and a solemn Christmas, but the difference is obscure*
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and go before the. Bench to the upper end of the Hall, who, being sat down, the 

ancientest [most senior] Bencher delivereth a speech briefly to the whole Society 

of gentlemen then present, touching their consent, as afore„ Which ended, the 

eldest Butler is to publish all the officers’ names appointed in Parliament? and

then, in token of joy and good liking, the Bench and Company pass beneath the
, phearth, and sing a carol, and so to boyer0

Christmas Eve

The Marshall at dinner is to place at the highest table’s end, and next to 

the Library, and all on one side thereof, the most ancient person in the Company 

present, the Dean of the Chapel next to him, then an Ancient, or Bencher, beneath 

himo At the other end of the table the Sewer, Cupbearer and Carver0 At the 

upper end of the Bench table, the King’s Sergeant and chief Butler? and when 

the Steward hath served in and set on the table the first mess, then he is also 

to sit downa

Also at the upper end of the other table, on the other side of the Hall, are 

to be placed the three Masters of the Revels, and at the lower end of the Bench 

table are to sit the King's Attorney, the Ranger of the Forest, and the Master 

of the Gameo And at the lower end of the table on the other side of the Hall, 

the fourth Master of the Revels, the Common Sergeant, and Constable-Marshall.

And at the upper end of the Utter Barristers' table the Marshall sitteth when 

he has served in the first mess. The Clerk of the Kitchen also and the Clerk of 

the Sauce Tub, when they have done their offices in the Kitchen, sit down. And 

at the upper end of the Clerks' table the Lieutenant of the Tower, and the 

Attendant to the Buttery are placed.

2o The hearth was then in the centre of the floor of the Hall. To "pass beneath" it 
is to go to the lower (or west) end of the room, opposite the Bench, or high 
tablea - This would bring the company to the "screens", or corridor between 
the Hall and the Buttery where a "boyer" or issue of drink was waiting for them. 
An illustrated account of the building is given in E.A.Po Hart, The Hall of 
the Inner Temple. London, 1952o a. 0) bdow.
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At these two tables last rehearsed, the persons there may sit upon

both sides of the table, but of the other three tables all are to sit upon

one side oco

At the first course the minstrels must sound their instruments and

go before, and the Steward and Marshall are next, to follow together, and

after them the Gentleman Server, and then cometh the meat* Those three

officers are to make altogether three solemn curtsies at three several

times between the screen and the upper table, beginning with the first

at the end of the Benchers’ table, the second at the midst, and the third

at the other end| and then standing by, the server performeth his office*

When the first table is set and served, the Steward’s table is next

to be served; after him, the Masters9 table of the Revelsj then that of

the Master of the Game? the high Constable-Marshall; then the Lieutenant

of the Tower; then the Utter Barristers’ table; and lastly the Clerks’

table0 All which time the musicians must stand right above the hearth side,

with the noise of their music, their faces direct towards the highest table,

and that done, to return into the Butfcary with their music soundingo

At the second course every table is to be served as at the first course

in every respect; which performed, the servitors and musicians are to resort

to the place assigned for them to dine at, which is the valets’ or yoemans*
3table beneath the screen* Dinner ended, the musicians prepare to sing a 

song at the highest table, which ceremony accomplished, then the officers 
are to address themselves, everyone in his office, to avoid [clearj the 

tables in fair and decent manner, they beginning at the Clerks’ table, thence 

proceed to the next, and thence to all the others till the highest table be 
solemnly avoided*

This lowly position suggests that at this stage in the proceedings 
the musicians are hired servants, not members of the Xnn*

3o
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Then after a little repose, the persons at the highest table arise, and

prepare to revels, in which time the Butlers and other servitors with them are
4to dine in the Libraryo

are portersAt both the doors in the Hall
5 To each of them is allowed ato view the comers in and out at meal timeso

cast of bread and a candle nightly after supper*

At night before supper, are revels and dancing, and so also after supper 

during the twelve days of Christmas* The ancientest Master of the Revels is 

after dinner and supper to sing a carol or song, and command other gentlemen 

then there present to sing with him and the Company, and so it is very decently 

performed*
Christmas Day

Service in the Church ended, the gentlemen presently repair into the Hall 

to breakfast, with brawn, mustard and malmsy*

At dinner the Butler appointed for grand Christmas is to see the tables 

covered and furnished*00 At the first course is served in a fair and large 

boar’s head, upon a silver platter, with minstralsy* Two gentlemen in gowns 
are to attend at supper, and to bear two fair torches of wax next before the 

musicians and trumpeters, and stand above the fire with the music, till the 

first course be served in through the Hall* Which performed, they with the 

music are to return into the Buttery* The like course is to be observed in 

all things during the time of Christmasc The like at supper*

At service time this evening the two youngest butlers are to bear two

4* The records of the Inn do not suggest that there was anything in the
nature of a Senior Common Room or Combination Room adjacent to the Hall® 
The Library may have been used for this purpose when required* As the 
opening of this section of Dugdale’s description indicates, the Library 
was immediately adjacent to the high table at the east end of the Hall*

5* A necessary precaution against gate-crashers, both at meals and at other 
times during the revels* It was probably insufficient supervision which 
resulted in the "Night of Errors" during the Gray’s Inn revels of 1594* 
See Bland, Gesta Grayorum, pp* xii, xiii, 31-35*
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torches in the Genealogia0 A repast at dinner is 12d which strangers of 

worth are admitted to take in the Hall* and such are to he placed at the 

discretion of the Marshallo 
Sto Stephen°s Day fsoxlng Day^

The Butler appointed for Christmas is to see the tables coverede, *Young 

gentlemen of the House are to attend and serve till the latter dinner* and 

then dine themselves0

This day, the Server, Carver and Cup-bearer are to serve as afore0 After 

the first course served in, the Constable-Marshall cometh into the Hall, 

arranged with a fair, rich, complete harness, white and bright and gilt, with 

a nest of feathers of all colours upon his crest or helm, and a gilt pole-axe 

in his hand? to whom is associate the Lieutenant of the Tower, armed with a 

fair white armour, a nest of feathers in his helm, and a like pole-axe in his 

hand? and with them sixteen trumpeters, four drums and fifes going in rank

before theme, And with them attend four men in white harness from the middle
V 8upwards, and halberds in their hands, bearing on their shoulders the Tower;

v/hich persons with the drums, trumpets and music, go three times about the

fire0 Then the Constable—Marshall, after two or three curtseys made, kneeleth

down before the Lord Chancellor? behind him the Lieutenant? and the^jkneeling,
the Constable—Marshall pronounceth an oration of a quarter of an hour’s length,
thereby declaring the purpose of his coming? and that his purpose is to be

60 The only explanation of this term that occurs to me is that it was an 
imaginary family tree of the kind which the King at Anns produced in 
the 1561 revels to prove the descent of Prince Pallaphilos from Jupiter*
(See pQ P] above)Q In this case the Genealogy would presumably refer to 
the ’’Lord Chancellor” o

7o This would appear to be the kind of armour worn for a passage of arms 
at the barrierso See illustration0

8o A Lieutenant of the Tower was appointed as one of the officers at Gray's 
Inn in 15940 At the "trial” which followed the "Night of Errors” there, 
certain persons were "commanded to the Tower" as a punishments, See Bland, 
opocito, p0 340 See also pQ (ID below* The "Tower” may have been a model 
of the Tower of London, but it might have been no more than portable stocks* 
These existed in the Inner Temple in 1611/12, and in a record of unrest at 
the Middle Temple (Minutes of Parliament, II, pQ 773) the students are 
accused of putting the Steward in the Stocks, "Which they call their Tower"*
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admitted into his Lordship5s servicer.

The Lord Chancellor saith that he will take further advice therein,.

Then the Constable-Marshall standincr up, in submissive manner delivereth 

his naked sword to the Steward, who giveth it to the Lord Chancelloro And 

thereupon the Lord Chancellor willeth the Marshall to place the Constable- 

Marshall in his seat? and so he doth, with the Lieutenant also in his seat 

or place0 During this ceremony the Tower is placed beneath the fire*.

Then cometh in the Master of the Game apparelled in green velvet, and 

the Ranger of the Forest also, in a green suit of satin, bearing in his hand 

a green bow and divers arrows, with either of them a hunting horn about 
their necks» Blowing together three blasts of venery, they pace round about 

the fire three times0 Then the Master of the Game makes three curtseys, as 

aforesaid, and kneeleth down before the Lord Chancellor, declaring the cause 

of his coming, and desireth to be admitted into his service, etc0 All this 

time the Ranger of the Forest standeth directly behind himo Then the Master 

of the Game standeth upo

This ceremony also performed, a Hunstman cometh into the Hall with a fox 

and a purse-net? with a cat, both bound at the end of a staff? and with them 
nine or ten couple of hounds, with the blowing of hunting hornso And the fox 

and the cat are by the hounds set upon and killed beneath the fire0 This sport 
finished, the Marshall placeth them in their several appointed places0 ^

It is difficult to accept, as some writers have done (e0go Ao Wigfall Green, 
The Inns of Court and Early English Drama, Yale, 1931, p066), that real 
animals were involved in this part of the entertairmento Dugdale states 
quite precisely that the kill took place beneath the fire, i0eo on the 
side nearest the screens, and this would have been difficult to guarantee 
if actual animals were used? he also says that the Marshall places '♦them'1 
in their appointed places» This may mean simply the Master of the Game, 
the Ranger and the Huntsman, but I incline to think that the pronoun must 
also refer to the men playing the part of the animalSo But the chief 
objection to absolute realism is the difficulty of staging a hunt in a 
chamber measuring 70 feet by 29 feet, set with at least six large tables 
and busy with servants and officialso Needless to say, this ceremony has 
its roots in folk lore0 Wigfall Green gives a number of references0
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Then proceedeth the second course7 which done and served out, the 

Common Sergeant* delivereth a plausible speech to the Lord Chancellor and 

his company at the highest table, how necessary a thing it is to have officers 

at this present, the Constable-Marshall and the Master of the Game, for the 

better honour and reputation of the commonwealth, and wisheth them to be 

received etc0
Then the King’s Serjeant at law declareth and inferreth the necessity; 

which heard, the Lord Chancellor desireth respite of further advice0 Then 

the ancientest of the Masters of the Revels singeth a song, with the assistance 

of others there present0
At supper the Hall is to be served in all solemnity, as upon Christmas

Day both the first and second course to the highest tableo Supper ended, the

Constable-Marshall presenteth himself with drums before him, mounted upon a

scaffold borne by four men and goeth three times round about the hearth, crying
10out aloud, A_ Lord& A Lord & etc0 Then he descendeth and goeth to dance etc,, 

and after he calleth his court, everyone by name, one by one in this manner,.

Sir Francis Flatterer of Fowleshurst, in the County of Buckingham0 

S_ir_Randle Rackabite of Rascal Hall, in the County of Rakehello 

Sir Morgan Mumchance of Much Monkery, in the County of Mad Popery*
11Sir Bartholomew Baldbreech of Buttocksbury, in the County of Breaknecka

10o Dugdale may be at fault here0 The Oxford Dictionary says that the cry 
A Hallfl A HallS is an exclamation to clear the way, or make sufficient 
room in a crowds especially for a dance, which is the case hereQ Sir 
Frank MacKinnon, discussing ’’The Last Revel and the Ritual of Revels" in 
his Inner Temple Papers, ppD 70-87, quotes an account of the ceremonies 
dating from the seventeenth century in which A HallS is used in this wayP 
Sir Frank also draws attention to a similar use in a speech by Capulet 
in Romeo and_Juliet, I, v, when the dancing beginso

lla A similar list of nonsense names may be found in he Prince D9Amour, London,
1660, pQ 50, where the jury summoned to the trial of "Carolus Asinius Bestia, 
a discontented lover", answer to such names as "Vinius Bibulus of Maltsbury"« 
The humour is what one would expect from an undergraduate raga
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This done7 the Lord of Misrule addresseth himself to the banquet? which 

ended with some minstrelsy, mirth and dancing, every man departeth to resto 
Sto JohnlDay j^27 Decernberj

About seven o’clock in the morning the Lord of Misrule is abroad, and if

he lack any officer or attendant he repaireth to their chambers and compelleth

them to attend in person upon him after service in the Church, to breakfast

with brawn, mustard and malmsey© After breakfast ended, his I/Ordship’s power

is in suspense until his personal presence at night, and then his power is 
12most potento

At dinner and supper is observed the diet and service performed on St© 

Stephen’s Day© After the second course served in the King’s Serjeant, oratorlike, 

declareth the disorder of the Constable-Marsha11 and of the Common Serjeant who 

defendeth himself and the Constable—Marshall with words of great efficacy© Hereto 

the icing’s Serjeant replyeth© They rejoin etc©, and whoso found faulty committed 
to the Toiler, etc©^

If any officer be absent at dinner or supper times, if it be complained of, 

he that sitteth in his place is adjudged to have like punishment as the officer 

should have had, being present© And then withal he is enjoined to supply the 

office of the true absent officer in all points© If any offender escape from 
the Lieutenant into the Buttery, and bring into the Hall a manchet14 upon the 

point of a knife, he is pardoned, for the Buttery in that case is a sanctuary©

After cheese served to the table, not any is commanded to sing©

12© Not only potent, but often transgressing the allowable limits of behaviour 
even during a student rag© The records of the Inns contain many iniunctions 
designed to restrict the activities of the Lord of Misrule and his followers©

13© A mock trial of this kind both tested the participants’ powers of advocacy 
and educated the younger students in the conduct of a case© There is a 
similar trial in Gesta Grayorums but here there was really something to 
complain of; the breakdown of arrangements on the evening when representatives 
of the Inner Temple were invited to Gray’s Inn as guests© See n© 5 above©

14© A small loaf of fine wheaten flour©
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New Yearns Day

In the morning, breakfast, as formerly0 At dinner, like solemnity as 
on Christmas Eve0

15.pancfuetting Night

It is proper to the Butler's office to give warnino to every House of

Court of this banquet, to the end that they, and the Inns of Chancery, be

invited thereto to see a play and masque0 The House is to be furnished with

scaffolds to sit on, for ladles to behold the sports, on each side0 Which

ended, the ladies are to be brought into the Library unto the banquet there;
and a table is to be furnished with all banquetting dishes for the Lord

Chancellor in the Hall, where he is to call to him the Ancients of other

Houses, as many as may be on the one side of the table0 The banquet is to
'l cbe served in by the gentlemen of the HouseQ

The Marshall and Steward are to come before the Lord Chancellor's mess* 

The Butlers for Christmas must serve wine, and the Butlers of the House, beer 

and ale, etc* When the banquet is ended, then cometh into the Hall the 

Constable-Marshall, fairly mounted on his mule, and dev.iseth some sport for 
passing away the rest of the night*

Twelfth Day

At breakfast, brawn, mustard and malmsey, after morning prayer ended*
And at dinner the Hall is to be served as upon St* John's Dav*

15* Dugdale gives this section a separate heading* It Is not certain, therefore., 
whether what, follows refers specifically to New Year's night or whether it 
describes an occasion which could fall at any time during the twelve days 
of Christmas* At Gray's Inn in 1594 the entertainment of the guests from 
the Inner Temple and elsewhere was planned for Innocents' Day Q?8 December], 
fell into disorder, and was repeated without interruption on 3 January*

16* A clear example of the point made at the beginning of the Introduction 
(p* above*) that revelling was part of the pattern of life at the Inns, 
where education in the social graces was regarded as part of their function*
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THE BARRIERS, 1616

GUILDHALL LIBRARY MANUSCRIPT 4160
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INTRODUCTION

1The subject-matter of this manuscript lies on the very frontier of 
literature and the theatre0 The barriers’ nearest relative on one side is 
the joust, and on the other the masque, since they combined feature of both 
sorts of entertainment, offering at once a display of military skill and of 
histrionic ability,. The masque, because of its association with Ben Johnson 

and other Jacobean playwrights, and with Iniqo Jones and the physical 

development of the theatre, has undisputed claims to consideration in the 
history of the drama® By comparison, the barriers are a somewhat obscure 
variation of those courtly entertainments which Bacon referred to in an 
essay of 1652 as "Triumphs', and which he dismissed as 'Toyes's-

'For lusts, and Tourneys, and Barriersg The Glories of them, 
are chiefly in the Chariots, wherein the Challengers make their 
Entrys Especially If they be drawne with Strange Beasts; As 
Lions, Beares, Cammels, and the like; Or in the Deuices of 
their Entrance; Or in the Brauery of their Liueries; Or in the 
Godly Furniture of their Horses, and Armour® But enough of 
these Toyes 0" 2

In spite of Bacon's abrupt dismissal of them however, these toys played
their part in promoting entertainment under Elizabeth and the first Stuarts,
and deserve to be taken into consideration® If further justification is
needed, it lies in the fact that the present manuscript is a rare survivor
of this form of Triumph® Only Ben Johnson's libretto, Speeches at Prince 

3Henry's Barriers comes as close to it in kind as it is distant from it in 
quality®

A further link with Johnson is provided by the occasion of the performance, 
which was the creation of Charles as Prince of Wales, in succession to his

I® The manuscript consists of six folios, of which Id, 5d, 6 and 6d are 
blank® The handwriting Is small and clear® There are no clues as to 
the author or authors®

?o "Of Masques and Triumphes®" The essay is discussed in W®W® Lawrence, 
Those Nut-Cracking Elizabethans, London, 1935, p® 130®
CoHo Kerford and Percy and Evelyn Simpson (ed®), fen Johnson, vol0vii, 
Oxford, 1941, p® 321®

3®
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dead brother Henry, on 4 November, 16160 John Chamberlain, fulfilling his 

role of Court Correspondent, writes to Dudley Carleton on 12 Octobers-

8 The Prince°s creation is appointed to be the 4th of
next month, with much solemnity of Tilting, Barriers, 
and a Masque by the Inns of Courto9 4

Naturally, the Inns themselves had heard of this arrangement a little 

earlier than Chamberlain, good as he was at gathering and passing on news0 
At a Council held on 11 October at Lincoln9s Inns-

9 It is desyred that Mr0 Attorney Cbey], Mr© HLtchcocke,
Mro Brooke and Mr<> Jones, would give a meeting with the 
Benchers of the other three Houses, toemorrowe, in the 
afternoone, at the Rolls, to conferre touching© the 
Barryers at the creation of the Prince, as ys desiredo9 5

At a Council the next days-

°Mro Chr Brooke, Mr0 William Jones, two of the Masters of 
the Bench, Mr0 William Hackwell, Mr0 John Harrison, Mro 
Edward Oldsworth, of the Barre, and Mro Anthony Page and 
Mro Thomas Shepherd, under the Barre, are appoynted to be 
agents for this House touching the Barryers and such other 
things as shal be necessarie for that service0 9 6

At the Middle Temple, also, preparations on 11 Octobers-

0Messrs© Bastard and Martyn, Masters of the Bench,
Hoslcyns, To Warre and Malet, Masters of the utter 
Bar, and Bevis and Bate, under the Bar, are interested 
to take care concerning the barriers at the creation of 
the Prince, and for provision concerning the furnishing 
of them with armour and other necessaries09 7

Obviously, time was shorto The Inns would have to work fast to be ready 

within a montho Performances of this sort were expected to be elaborate in 

their settings - hence the employment of a man like Inigo Jones - and excellent

40 State Papers Domestic, James I, vol© 88, no0 121o Chamberlain9s letters 
are an invaluable source of information0 There are two editions s Sarah 
Williams, Camden Society, 1861, and NoE© McClure, 2 volso, Philadelphia, 1939e

So JoDo Walker (ed©). Black Books of Lincoln° s Inn, London, 1897, volo ii, p0 1860
6© Black Books, Ibid0
70 CoHo Kopwood (edo), Middle Temple Recordsg Minutes of Parliament, London

1904, volo ii, p0 610o
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in their texts - hence the employment of poets of- the calibre of Ben Johnsono 
On this occasion the setting seems to have been elaborate enough (if we may 
judge from the description of the triumphal arch and the expense to which 
the "gown-men" were put), but the text is hastily written in prose that is only 
mediocre, and the performance itself did not please0

To take the expenses first0 The Council of LincolnInn, at a meeting 
on 22 October,

“oooo agreed that there shalbe a taxacion towardes the 
performance of the Barryers at the Prince*s creation, 
of everie Bencher or Associatte at xl s apeece, 
everie Barrester of seaven yeares and above at xxx s, 
and everie Barrester under seaven yeares at xxs9 and of 
everye gento xiis iiijdo0 8

At Gray’s Inn, a Pension was held on 17 October, where it was agreed that 
the members of that house should pay at rates identical with those at Lincoln's
r 9 Inna

At the Inner Temple the sum was not worked out until after the 
performance, on 6 Novembers-

’Where forty of the gentlemen of the Inns of Court (whereof 
ten of this society) were appointed to be barriers at the 
Court, 4 November, in honour of the creation of Charles,
Prince of Wales, which they have performed accordingly, 
forasmuch as the charge thereof being great, is to be 
defrayed by the general taxation of this House, it is 
ordered that every bencher shall pay 30so, every utter 
barrister above seven years'1 standing, 20so, every utter 
barrister under seven years’ standing, 15so, and all other 
gentlemen, lOjio, 0oo Provided always that the gentlemen 
that performed the said barriers be not charged by this 
acto’ 10

A later entry shows that £229q 19sa 0do was received by the Treasurer of the 
11Inner Temple0 It is probable, therefore, that between them the four Inns

80 Black Books, p0 1870
9q HoJo Fletcher (ed0) Pension Book of Gray’s Inn, London, 1891, volo 1, p0 222»
10o JDnderwick Calendar of Inner Temple Records, ii, 99o The names of the forty

participants are listed on p0 belowa
Ibido, p0 104o11
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spent about £1,000 on the performance, and this sum, thouqh not excessive if 

compared with what was spent on similar occasions, is still ouite large,
All the same, the performance did not please. On 9 November, Chamberlain 

writes to Carleton:-
* I had almost forgot that our Ynnes of Court gentlemen 
carried themselves but indifferently at the barriers, the 
night of the Prince’s creation; but specially in theyre 
complements, wherein they were not so graceful as was to be 
wished and expected; but in requital they played the men at 
the banquet.’ 12

William Beecher, also writing to Carleton on the same day, has the same story 

to tell:
’The Prince’s creation is lately passed over with a great 
deale of braverie, thouqh there were no solemn triumphs 
acted, but only a combat of barriers performed by the Inns 
of Court; which, according to custome, was much desired and 
sollicited from the Court, and contemptibly censured after 
the performance.' 13

A contemporary account of the Prince’s creation gives a little detail
of the actual barriers, as distinct from the text by which it is surrounded

•At night to crowne it with more heroicall honours, fortie 
worthie Gentlemen of the noble societies of Innes of Court, 
being tenne of each House, every one appointed in way of 
honourable combate to break three staves, three swords, and 
exchange ten blows apeece ••• begun thus each to encounter 
the other.' 14

The essential formality of the combat at barriers is here guite plainly brought
out. It is an encounter on foot between contestants who fight across a

15horizontal pole (the ’barrier*) hung with decorated cloths. Its object

12. State Parers Domestic, James I, vol. 89, no. 17. From early in the 
reign of James there is a noticeable change in the students' attitude 
towards discipline and in their willingness to take part in state 
occasions. The point is discussed in Williamson, History of the Temple, 
London, pp, 286-287, and in Philip J. Finkelpearl, John Marston of
the Middle Temple, Camb., Mass., 1969, chap, v,

13. State Papers, ibid., no. 15.
14. J. Nichols, Progresses of James I, London, 1828, vol. iii, p. 213. See p. 

below.
15. There is a good article by Viscount Dillon, ’’Barriers and Foot Combats” 

in Archaeological Journal, vol. Ixi, (1904), p*Q •
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was to show the contestants1 skill in swordsmanship, thouqh in a performance - 

Hike the present one, where all 'shone all alike', there would be no ouestion 

of actually beating one's opponento It no doubt grew out of the foot combat 

which took place when the contestants in a tourney were unhorsed, and was 

better suited to an indoor performance than iousting0 In any case, by the 

opening of the seventeenth century the iousting of knights in armour was 

virtually a thing of the past, and as Bacon indicates, it was spectacle rather 

than real military skill that the audience expected0 In a word, the barriers 
1ie nearer to the masque than to the tournamento

As Miss Welsford has shown, the masque and the barriers developed pari 

passu gathering elements from many sources0 The chief point of resemblance 

between them is that they have libretti with some slight plot-motivationo The 

chief difference between them is that in the masque there is a certain amount 

of 'audience-participation' which is absent from the barriers0 However elaborate 

the setting, and however developed the dialogue and the singing, sooner or 

later the spectators of both sexes are taking part in the dancing that becomes 

the inevitable conclusion of a masaueo In the barriers, however, the actual 

combat could only be carried out by men0 William Beecher seems to hint to 

Carleton that a performance of the barriers was chosen in preference to a 

masque on this occasion in order to avoid the participation of one particular 
member of the audience

'I thinke the Courtiers did nothing bycause there was a 
loathnesse that the Prince should have been a acter, and 
bee would have been loath to have been none» there is a 
whispering that they discover in him somewhat a weake and 
crasie dispositionD’ 17

160 Enid Welsford, The Court Masque, Cambridge, 19270 Cf0 also 5000 the 
mimetic tourney promoted the advance of the Masque towards dramatic 
action 000,9 Ben Johnson, edo cito, volra ii, pQ 255o

1^° boc0 cito On the other hand, Prince Henry was a master of the tilt at
an early age, and took part in a barriers in 16100 See BenJohnson, edo 
cito, volo x, pp0 508-514o
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Another point of difference between the two forms of entertainment reflects 

the origin of the barriers in the joust* For the plot-motivation of the barriers 
is a debate which can be decided only by a passage of arms.

•From the time of Edward III the institution of the tournamentt 
always hovering on the verge between battle and sport, had 
passed readily into a dramatic game between fictitious characters 
in an imaginary cause.' 18

It Will be seen that the present performance differs slightly from its 

predecessors in this respect. It begins as though it intends to follow the 

pattern of the second half of Johnson's Hymenaei (1606), in which a debate 
between Truth and Opinion on the relative virtues of the single and the 

married.states is first put to the arbitration of arms, and is finally settled 

by the intervention of an angel. But the colloquy between Truth and Occasion 

in the present text turns into something better described as a prompted 

monologue, of a conventionally satiric sort, and the occasion of the barriers 

themselves lies outside the exchanges between the two characters. Truth turns 

out, in fact, to be merely the herald of the martial performers.

This unsuccessful departure from precedent and the mediocre quality of 

the oexfc are sufficient reasons in themselves why the performance did not 
please. If the joust itself was also indifferently performed (as Chamberlain 

hints), the reasons for the Court's censure are plain. Little, or nothing, 

need be added by way of introduction. The editor makes no great claims for 
the text. It has seemed worth while putting into print, however, because it 

provides one more example of a form of entertainment that is still insufficiently 
documented.

The poem which follows the text of the performance was brought to my notice 

after the above was written. There is no doubt that it refers to this
particular performance, celebrating it in verse no more distinguished than the

18. Ben Johnson, ed. cit., vol. ii, p. 255.
19. It is discussed in Bodleian Library Record, vol. ii, p. 86.
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prose of the text0 The third verse confirms that the students Splayed the men 

at the banquet'1, but it is difficult to accept the implication of the last verse, 

that men of the eminence of Burbaoe, Field and Condell were associated with the 

nerformancGo
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Occao

(f 2d)

THE TEXT OF THE BARRIERS

The Barriers presented by 
the tower Innes of Court 
At the Princes Creation

The Inscription of the Triumphal Archa 
Honori perpetuo0So

Carolo, serenissimo, Wallo Princ0 invictiss9 FoRo Jacobo 
Augustiss, et potentiss, mago Britan0 Frano Hib0 et Insul 
adiacento Impo Princo iuvent o religion Justic0 clemeno 
fortitudin0 aliaecumque patern0 virtuo imitatori immutabilia

The Obilisice
LeXo paxo protectlo0 SecuritasQ 

The Shieldes of the Pages 
The Britane Kniqhts0 A goulden f3eece0 

The Word
Alter mittatur Jason 

The Cicilians Aetna flaminge 
The Word 

Poena Gigantum
The Craetanso The Character of Jup0 with a thunderbolt

The Word
Jovis incunabula magni 

The Ciprianso An alter with harts offeredo 
The Word 

Deae Paphiae

Occasion enters breathless, and panteinge0

No end of snatching at poore occation everie man would have me, 

and no man use me well, if everv hayer of my loclce were a gibbett, 

what noble hanging there would be i.ipon yt& how was I'naught at 

below the stayers^ and yet when they had me, they let me file 

through theire fingers, nay heere above the stayers the great ons 

tales occasion to do twenty thingss, I was indeed safe and secure 

noe where till 1 came into this sacred precence, which I see 

affordes protection and commandes good manners, I will here pr ooo 

the cause of my coming =,

Truth having entred slilye at occasions heeles

caches her by the lock
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Occa. Whyl hpw now! What are thou that durst use such uncivil1 action

here! where the mynde and the body should eonforme to nothing but

reverence*

Truth* I am truth and therefore do speake as I meane, to keep the

handefaste I have of thee.

Occa* Truth. I have heard of such a creature, the daughter of tyme

borne in a clock-house, bred in a dongeon, and as soone as shee
came into company, banisht from common conversation, and of long

2not heard of, but super-annuated amongst men.

Tr. Occation thou art the blossom of tyme, and yt ill befits thee to

scorne the branch. I am good ould Saturns daughter, and whilst

he lyved and raygned I swayed under him, no league, treaty, contract,

perswation, or motion made but by my counsell. But when my brother

Jupiter tooke the scepter, and thinges grew worse, and worse, tis
3trew I left men and with Austraea fled to heaven.

Occ* Heaven is fitest for thee, thy morosity will sower the earth,

what fate or fortune brought thee downe from heaven?

Tr. Pate drew me downe indeed, that in revolution of tyme promised

interteynment in a part of this world. But what place travell

must teach me. Thus I can only describe yt that the place of

my rest must be in an Island wherein the government of a myghty

prince, guided by wisdom, guarded with love, and assured by heaven

in perpetuall succession.

Occ* That were a happy Hand indeed: but hast thou found yt yet?

Tr- I hope I shall.
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Occ.

Tr*

Occ«

Tr.

(£3)

Occ,

Tr,

Occ.

Tr.

What grounds hast thou for thy hope?

The certeynest in the world. X have tried the worst and therefore 
the best is to come.

As how?

As thus, being ordered by fate to discende to earth my first

footeing was in terra firma, finding the continent infinitly

spacious and inhabited by men of several1 natures and conditions

I bethought me (as travellers doe) with what kynde of people to

consort, and repose. Wherfore remembering that in my brother

Jupiters time I left the country people least altered from the

first principles, I betooke my selfe to the country, thinking

the armes of simplicity readiest to embrace truths. There at

the first the women, children, and fooles flockt about me and

made me president of all theire counsells, but my rewardes were 
4but A.

Acornes, I believe, beife, and turnips, or bacon and colewortes 

for a seconde course.

Nay, good sweete fare of the best of natural gyftes; but without 

art or composition, and often invited, yet never but when the wife, 

and husbands were at oddes, and where the discourse was nothing els 
but a mutual1 rippings up of falts.

This was amongst the dregs of the people.

Nay fayth I was with the gentry also, and divers of them seeing 

me a virgin would have married me to theire sonnes and heiers; 

but when the contract was to be perfected the fathers evidence 

were at pawne at the usurers, and the sonnes dronk with wyne and
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Occ.

Tr.

Occ*

Tr.

(f 3d)

Occ.

Tr.

Occ.

Tr.

tobacco at the market townes, so I resolved to looke out some 

people tuned to a better strayne of civility, and to the citty 

I repayred.

To take up cloathes upon creadit I think, for you are but bare 

now, and then I beleeve you were stark naked*

So you might well imagine, for the prentices seeing me cried out, 

what doe you lack? I thought the!re wordes had been to ones of 

compassion but they were wordes of course; for indeede had they 

considered it well, thev, and theire masters lackt nothing but me.

Why truth? had you nether money for present payment, nor honesty to 
keepe daye?
I would have bought some Cloathes, but in all the citie there was

scarse a true measure to meets my stuffs nor a true weight to weigh

my money, but indeed the special reaon that made me flye thence, was
5that the marchants threatened to transport me, and the women to 

trime and paynte me out in colours, I (hearing of a famous place 
called an Academie, a seat of learned men) resorted thither*

Noe doubt your enterteynment there was excellent.

Such as you shall heare, I suddenly came upon theire exercises.

What exercises?

Such eager, and empty disputations, as thou occasion hastbeen often 

afflicted and tired with-all, which being to long to rehearse I will 

on to another discourse. But when they had descried me they put on 

theire grave robes, and ranked them selves in squadrons, and out 

stept a delicate pedanticall fellow sprucely and philosophically 

disguised, and enterteined me with a flowry oration the effect whereof 
(I thank my memory) X remember not, only this I remember that he seald
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Occ.

Tr.

(f4)

* 6up his light Calimanco oration for feare of ravelling, with the
7name of an ancient Roman knight. Sir Wolstan Dixi.

Was this all the Academicall enterteynement.

Noe there was assigned unot me other welcome one rightly qualified 

and ignorant of noe-thing, he led me about to shewe me the several1 

dwellings of the Muses, I tould him X came to seek them, who had 

ben longe a seeking me, the 7 noble sisters; but he answered me 

most curteously, that they were chained up in their libraries, 

ergo I could not see them; but for them selves (he said) they had 
severall indices of theire meaning, when they had occasion5to 

conferr with them* X demanded farther (for he seemed grave, and 

a man of forrayne use) where the morall virtues are and tould him 

I was one of then; he first smelling to his fingers and craving 

my name, Indeed, Lady, we have the morall virtues too, but we use 
them not save when we act them upon the stage for enterteinment 

of strangers. In good tyme Sir said X, and which of you art 
discretion X pray, discretion sayd he why lady thats a rural and 

no Academicall virtue; Learned Academician then sayd I, sure if 

you employ the sciences and virtues in this sort, I wonder how 

you grow so wise, It is the ayre of the place (quoth he) though 

it have but a morish, and fenny scituation, for yf the gravest 

philosopher here should be but one yeare from hence he would 

prove noe wiser than a Town-clarke. Now then trust me Sir sayd 

I, thinke I shall like the ayer better than the company, and soe 

began to withdraw myself, Noe quoth he Ladie you must see our 
Buttrie first, for he was reckoned amongst them a very fine scoller,
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Occ.

Tr.

Occ*

and a great company keeper*

This was noble interteynment indeed, 1 wonder you contynued 
there noe longer*^

Noe faith I was not intreated, they let me goe very willingly 

but probabile my wayting gentle-woman they courted, and wonne 
from me, proore [sic] probabile, every one luging in hir armes, 

and amourously calling of hir subjectum circa guod soe I left 

them, and followinge my good starres, I arived at last in 

this noble Island renowned through all the world, where in my 

way hither, I fell in upon a company of armed men, what they 

are I knowe not, but sure I am they put me in a shrewd feare, 

they marched slowly, but I made hast, and coming hither was at 

first kept out of the gate till seeing every one ready to 

entertayne thee, I slipt in under they robe.

Feare not trught thou art a welcome guest to this presence and 

halle here as in a Temple, these armed knights thoue overtookest 

are thy vowed champions, men composed of those severall compositions 

which singely did gyve thee distast, and had I not been interrupted 

by thee at my entrance, I had at first made knowne the occasion 

of theire coming hither. Knowe then that they are knights of the 

four most famous Islands of the world great Brittaine, Cicily, 

Cyprus, Creete, who drawne by the universal frame (sic) of this 

great solempnity, ar come hither to express by feats of armes, 

the right, and hardy observance which they owe to this glorious 

Sonne, and fayer Daye Starre.

By the way as they came, they handled divers courtly, and 
knightly positions, of which some few are these.
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That an ounce of opinion is of more weight unto
9Ladres than a pounde of merite.

That virtue is the sauce of Love, and beauty 
the food.

That to debate whom a Mistress loves best is 

always a Moote-poynt.

That a Civill man by putryfaction makes as 

good a Taverns Ruffian, as any young Rorer by 
practice#

10That a gowne—man upon good occasion may crack 

the coxcome of a profest Swaggerer without danger 
of the Duell#

That most talkative Ladies have more powder in
theire haire than in theire braynes*

11That the verdugale aspiring to the shoulders is 

the least impediment to Tilt, and Turney.

That the only means to have the love of many 

Ladies, is to love none trulye.

That the smoke of Tobacco do’s not necessarily 

argue the fire of the Spirit.

That an amorous knight ought to spend more time with 

his Barber, than his Armorer.

That a Mistress whose face is within the Statute of 

forgery, may justifie a servant whose fyngers are 
within the Statute of fraudulent conveyances.

That a Mistress is a more lovely thing when she is 

false and kynde than when she is true and forward.
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All these they argued, and disputed very sharply, but the last 

with that earnestness that upon the maintenance, and difference 

of opinions they syded them selves, and vowed to make it theire 

Quarrelle. The Britaines, and Cypriots gentle by nature, and by 

the influence of theire great patroness more indulaent, and pliant 

to the favoure of Ladies hold the affirmative, That a Mi.stress 

is more worthy of love, being false and kind, than when she is 

true and froward. The Cretans and Cicilians iealous and distrustfull 

hould stifly the contrary, which Question must now by combate be 

decided. And you truth in good tyme are happely heere arrived to be 

their Judge, who now are ready to enter the lists. And behould 

theire issue from under the Arch Triumphal1.

They fight which being done 
Occasion speaketh again*

Noe more, this question hath been sharply, and longe inough debated 

and now. Truth, thou must determine, to which side the honours of 

this debate is due.

The sentence of Truth.

To shew which best did merite, were to showe,

Which finger of the hande did gyve the blowey 

The Knights of Britane, Cicill, Ciprus, Creete,

Lyke severall beames, that in one sunne doe meete,

Shone all alike, And nothing doth excell.

But hee whose valour made them all doe well.

It onely now remaynes, that for these Champions of truth, whose 

indevours shall every be ready at your Majesties beck, we beg this 

favour, that when they or theire fellows shall neede accesse to your 

royal presence, Occasion may be theire ushe.ro 

And in all mistakings truth may be theire Interpreter.

finis.
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POEM TN PRAISE OF THE BARRIERS 

MSS. Bodleian^ Eng, po^t, c»ll? f, 7?

Brave Mars and mighty Pallas

Come help me to remember , . ..

The noble acts, and worthy facts 

Performed in November.

By Barriars stoute and sturdie 

Young Gentlemen for propper

Whoe had thei r Hose, as men suppose
1?bedawbed with lace of Copper.'

This proiect was invented

their purses beinge shallow

Sure by a Prince, a subject si.nce 

I meane the owld Prince Swallow.

Confirmed by the Benchers

soe spruce, soe wn se, soe wittie

With a trick i’th’lawe, not worth a strawe 

to cousen Court, and Cittie.

Bid understanding bl .inde you 

or eye sioht dotinae asses
To thinke your owne, better then ours

which 1 cokes but thorough your glasses
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But happie was this Proiect

thrice happie was this Monday

To Jenninqes owld, and Burbige bould,
13Natt PeiId, and Harry Oindy*
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A Contemporary Account: of the Barriers

J. Nichols, Progresses of James X, London, 18?8, includes the following 

account in vol. Ill, pp. 212-214, under the title "Middleton's Account of 

Prince Charles's Creation, 1616". ;

PRINCE CHARLES HIS CREATION

The dayes Triumph ended, to the great honour of the City, and content of

his Highnesse, who out of the goodnesse of his love gave the Lord Maior and

Aldermen many thankes, on Monday following, the Lords' and Peeres of the Realme
1being all assembled at Whitehall, his Highnesse then proceeded .xn this maner 

2to hxs Creation. ;
First went [the Prince's Gentlemen according to their degrees; his Learned 

Counsell; the Drummes;J the Trumpets; then the Heralds and Officers of Armes 
in their coates; [the Earle Marshall with his vierqe; the Lord Chamberlaine 

with his white staffe;J next followed the Knights of the Bath, beeinq sixe-and- 

twentie in number, apparelled in long robes of purple sattin, lined with white 

taffata; then Sir William Segar, Knight, alias Garter Principall King of Armes, 

bearing the Letters Patents; the Earle of .Sussex the Purple Robes; the Traine 

borne by the Earle of Huntington; the Sword by the Earle of Rutland; the Ring 

by the Earle of Derby; the Rodde by the Earle of Shrewsbury; the Cappe and 

Coronet by the Duke of Lenox, Lord Steward; his PRINCELY HIGHNESSE, supported 
by the Earles of Suffolke and Nottingham, came bare-headed, ^followed by the 

principall Gentlemen of his Chamber,J and so entred the great Hall, where the 

King was set In his Royal Throane, and the whole State of the Realme in their 

order.

1. Where, we learn from Camden and Howes, the Archbishop of Canterbury was 
present, the Barons and Bishops were placed on the West side in their 
ordinary apparell, and the Lord Mayor and Aldermen of London, in their 
scarlet robes, with the Judges and King's Learned Counsell on the East 
side. NicholsT no~te

2. The Ringers at St. Margaret's, Westminster, were "paid for ringing at the
icing's coming to Whitehall the 3d day of November, and at the Prince his 
Creation on the 4th of November, 5s." ^Nichols's notej (

I .
' t ’
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The Prince*made lowe obeisance to his Majestie three times; and after 
the third time, when hee was come neere to the King, hee kneeled downe on 
a ^ich pillow or cushion, whilest Sir Ralph Winwood, Principall Secretarie, 

read his Letters Patents; then his Majestie, at the reading of the worxls 

of investment, put the Robes upon him, and girded on the Sword, invested 

him with the Rodde and Ring, and set the Cappe and Coronet on his head*
(when the Patent was fully read, it was delivered to the King, who delivered 

it to the Prince, kissing him once or twice, At the putting on of the Mantle, 

and delivering of the Patent, the trumpetts and drummes sounded^]
With which ceremonie the Creation being accomplished, the King arose, 

and went up to dinner; but the Prince with his Lords dined in the Hall, and 

was served with great state and magnificence, accompanied at his table with 
divers great Lords, as the Earle of Suffolke, Lord Treasurer; '-the Earle of. 

Arundell, Lord Marshall; the Earle of Nottingham, Lord Admirall; the Duke 

of Lenox, Lord Steward; the Earle of Pembroke, Lord Chamberlaine; the Earles 
of Shrewsbury, Darby, |25jntingdon^| Rutland, and Sussex, the iPrince sitting 

in a chaire at the upper end, and the rest in distance about fours yards from 
him, one over against another, in their degrees, all which were those that 

were employed in severall offices of honour about his Royall Creation, jjfhe 

Earl of Southampton acted as Cupbearer, the Earl of Dorset as Carver, the Lord 

Compton as Sewer, and Dr. Sinhowse, the Prince*s Chaplain, sayd graceJJ At 

another table in the same rowme, on the left-hand of the Prince, sate the 
Knights of the Bath, all on one side, and had likewise great service and 
attendance. [After some musique the Song of forty parts was song by the 

Gentlemen of the Chappell and others, sitting upon degrees over the Screens 

at the north end of the Hall, which was sung agayne by the King*s commandment, 

who stood as a spectatour in the roome over the stayres, ascending to the
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Great Cham£>er*J About the middest of dinner, Sir William Segar, Knight, 

alias Garter Principall King of Armes, with the rest of the King's Heralds 

and Pursuvants of Armes, approached the Prince's table, and with a lowde 

and audible voyce, proclaimed the King's Stile, in Latine, French, and 

English thrice, and the Prince's in like manner twice; then the trumpets 

sounding, the second course came in; and dinner done, that dayes solemnitie 

ceased.

At night, to crowne it with more heroicall honour, fortie worthie 

Gentlemen of the Noble Societies of Tnnes of Court, being tenne of each 

House, every one appoynted in way of honouable combate to breake three 

staves, three swords, and exchange ten blowes apeece, (whose names for their 
worthinesse I commend to fame), beganne thus each to encounter the 6ther.
And not to wrong the sacred antiguitie of anie of the Houses, their names 

are heere set downs in the same order as they were presented to his Majestie

of the

Middle Temple, MASTER STROWD. MAISTER IZORD.
Graves Inne, MATSTER COURTHOP. MAISTER CALTON.

Linednes Inne, MASTER SKINNER. MASTER WINDHAM.

Inner Temple, MASTER CROW. MASTER VERNON.

Middle Temple, MASTER ARGENT. MASTER GLASCOCKE

Grayes Inne, MAISTER WADDING. MAISTER ST. JOHN

Lincolnes Inne, MASTER GRIFFIN. MASTER FLETCHER.

Inner Temple, MATSTER PARSONS. MAISTER BROCKE.
Middle Temple, M. BENTLEY, SENIOR. MAISTER PEERE.

Grayes Inne, MAISTER SELWYN. MAISTER PASTON.

Lincolnes Inne, MASTER SELWYN. MASTER CLINCH.

Inner Temple, MASTER CHETWOOD. MASTER SMALMAN.

Middle Temple, MASTER BENTLEY, JUN. MASTER BRIDGES.
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Grayes Inne MAISTER COVERT MAISTER FULKES

Lincolnes Inne MAISTER JONES. MAISTER GOOGE.

Inner Temple MAISTER WILDE. MAISTER CHAVE.

MASTER WANSTED MASTER GOODYEERE.

Grayes Inne MAISTER BURTON MAISTER BENNET

Lincolnes Inne MASTER HITCHCOCKE MASTER NEVILL,

Inner Temple MASTER LITTLETON. MASTER TREUE.

Nichols attempted to identify a number of these names, but not with complete 

success, and in any case some of his identifications must be questioned. He 

overlooked the fact that the participants in the Barriers had to be young men; 

for example; it is hardly likely that "Master Strowd" was John Strode, who 

because Treasurer (i.e. senior administrative officer of the Bench) at the 

Middle Temple in 1613. This is much more likely to be the William Strode 

who was admitted as a student in 1612. And so with many others in the list 

who were admitted in the years 1611-15, or called to the bar of their respective 

houses soon after 1616. The most famous name is that of "Master Littleton", 

called to the bar of the Inner Temple in 1671, and successively Solicitor 

General (1634), Chief Justice (1639), Lord Keeper (1640), and a Baron of

the realm,
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NOTES

X. THE INNER TEMPLE REVEL

1. Gerard* Legh's book is written in the form of a dialogue between 

G and L. who are obviously named after the author himself*

2* Sorares XXIII*

3. Chaucer. It has been suggested that Chaucer’s Hous of Fame was 

written for a revel at the Inner Temple. See, R.J. Schoeck, "A 
Legal Reading of Chaucer’s Hous of Fame”, University of Toronto 

Quarterly, vol* xxlii (1954), p. 185. Schoeck admits that his 
idea is very conjectural; my own objection to it is the fact that

it
Chaucer was carried to the House of Fame by an eagle. If Legh had 

grounds for saying that Chaucer built the House in honour of Pegasus, 

why did he not use the flying horse as his means of transport? But 

Pegasus does not make even a brief appearance in the poem*

4. Strabo’s Kenning,, According to various classical authors, a Sicilian 

Greek at the time of the First Punic War had such long sight that 

from Cape Lilybaeum (Marsala) he could see and count the Punic fleet 

leaving the harbour at Carthage. Pliny, Natural History vii, 85 

quoting Varro, calls this superman "Strabo".

5* double cannons* That this description is no exaggeration can be

seen from the following account, written in January, 1621/2* "The 

Gentlemen of Graye's Inne, to make an end of Christmas, on Twelfe- 

night, in the dead time of the night, shot off all the chambers they
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had borrowed from the Tower, being as many as filled four carts. The 

King, awakened with this noise, started out of his bed, and cryed, 

'Treasonl treasonJ• etc., and that the Cittie was in an uprore, in 

such sort (as it is told) that the whole Court was raised and almost 

in armes, the Earl of Arundel1 running to the Bed-chamber with his 

sword drawne as to rescue the King's person." Harl. Ms. 389, quoted 

in John Nichols, Progresses of James I, vol. TV, pp 751—52.

6. a church of ancient building. The Temple Church.

7- Caligate Knight. It is not easy to define this term. O.E.D. notes

the derivation from caliga, a military half-boot, and quotes an example 
of use from another part of Legh's Accedence. The implication seems to 

be that a caligate knight is not of noble blood. Various books on 
chivalry which I have consulted throw no light on the subject, although 

Scott uses the term (to comic effect) in Waverley. Readers of the 

novel will remember that the Baron of Bradwardine holds his barony by 

the service of pulling off the King's boots (caliqae) after a battle.

8* books of ancient gests. Compare Bland, Gesta Grayorum, p. 16: "Then

the Sollicitor, having certain great old Books and Records Lying before 

him...." These would seem to be a traditional part of the trappings 
at the Christmas revel.

9* Escutcheons. Legh would appear to be describing the Hall of the Inner 
Temple (the former refectory of the Knights Templar) which was rebuilt 

in 1866. In Legh's day the arms of various members of the Inn were
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displayed in the windows, and others may have hung upon the walls.

10. wormy wemes* Attacks by worms.

11. Ramus. Petrus Ramus, or Pierre de la Ramee (1515-1572), founder of the 

Ramist school, of philosophy which challenged Aristotelianism and the 

tenets of Scholasticism*

12. reversed coats. The comment by A.C. Fox-Davies, A Complete Guide to 

Heraldry, pp. 72-73, is worth ouoting: "The subject of abatements is one 

of those pleasant little insanities which have done so much to the 

detriment of heraldry. One, and only one can be said to have had the 

slightest foundation in fact; that was the entire reversal of the 

escutcheon in the ceremony of depredation, following upon attainder

for high treason.1'

13. barding. The caparison of a horse, frequently carrying armorial bearings.

14. a^tale. Although Legh calls what follows a tale, it is without doubt the 

description of a masque.

15. pastance. Pastime, recreation.

Pewmate. Fellow-occupant of a pew; hence companion. Legh's use of the 

word antedates the O.E.D. quotation of 1596.

17. Therefore...beg!n This is a couplet which Legh had presumably remembered 

from the performance of the masoue*

18. Pontus. The reference is to Ponthus et la Belle Sidoyne, a French prose 

romance of the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century, in which 

Ponthus is King of Galicia and S.idoine the daughter of the King of
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Brittany. According to the Dictionnaire des lettres francaises^ vol. IT 

Paris, 1964, it was a very popular work until the opening of the 

seventeenth century: besides twenty eiqht manuscripts, there were some 

twenty editions in various European languages.

19. He that snareth to speak. A proverbial saying going back at least as 

far as Gower's Confessio Amantls.

20. Yield not... delay. Another couplet.

21. ambassadors of sundry princes. Representatives of the other Inns of 

Court and Chancery.

22. Clerks of the Green Cloth and Check. An example of how closely the 

revels at the Inns of Court followed actual practice. The Board of 

Green Cloth was a department of the royal household which dealt with 

expenditure and the maintenance of T aw and order within the precincts 
of the palace.

23. Phirrus. If this is a reference to Pyrrhus, King of Epirus, 318-272 B.C., 

it is rather unfortunate, since his name is traditionally associated with 

the idea of a "Pyrrhic Victory", one gsined at too great a cost.

24. Scipio. Either Scipio Africanus the elder, or the younger, both famed 

for their exploits in the second and third Punic Wars respectively.

25. Sonnet. Twenty four knights were chosen (p. above), and this does 

not correspond with the idea of a poem of fourteen lines. There is 

even less connection with the looser employment of "sonnet" in Legh’s 

day to mean a lyric poem.

26. Minus. The supposed founder of Nineveh, from whom this capital of

the Assyrian empire takes its name
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27. Arbactus» Arbaces, founder of the Median empire,

28. Cyrus. King of Persia in the sixth century B,A.

29. a chief indented two bars. A chief is the area across the upper half 

of a shield, separated from the rest by a line or lines which could 

be of various designs. In this case the separation is made by two 

lines of saw-tooth bars.

30. An escutcheon of pretence. A shield containing a coat of arms which 

is superimposed on a main coat. The shield is small and is placed 

centrally on the main blazon.

31. two flasks. Flasks, or flaunches (sometimes also called voiders) 

are formed by segments of circles which project into the shield 

from each of the upright sides.

32. accideled.

33. a torce. A wreath or twisted ribbon of two colours surmounting a 

helm. Now spelled torse.

34. Proclus, etc. What follows here is a typical undergraduate sguib.

The names in this "Genealogy" of Pallaphilos seem to have been chosen 

to provide the flattering mottoes that follow them. Thus if the Cadmus 

mentioned is the legendary founder of Thebes, then "exilium et adverse 

victoria" will apply to that part of his story when he had to spend a 

few years as a slave to expiate the killing of the dragon son of Ares. 

Nomos is law personified. Phormio may be the Sparton who entertained 

Castor and Pollux, not knowing who they were. The next day it was 

discovered that his daughter had disappeared, and in her room were two 

statues of the gods and some silphium (the plant of Cyrene). Proclus
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could be the Julius Proculus who told the Roman senate of the 

apotheosis of Romulus as Quirinus. (Idw, i,16„) The popularity 

of this story is attributed to the propaqanda of the Julian family 

who wanted to be associated with the foundinq of Rome* This would 

make both Phormio and Proculus the names of people who were 

indirectly concerned with epiphanies of qods* But the connection 

is rather tenuous*

35* giveth the overthrow to tyranny* Perhaps a reference to the occasion 
of the revels*

36• nowed* Knotted•

37# volat alta ad sldera virtus. The modem version of this motto is 

volat ad aethera virtus.

38* mantelled Sapphire, doubled Pearl* Mantling (a representation of 

drapery) on the helmet derives from the cloth covering designed to 

protect the helmet from stains or rust. It consists of a "tincture”, 

or colour, doubled with the metal of the shield* See the description 
of the shield of the Prince of Purpoole in Bland, Gesta Grayorum, 

pp* 14—15, and notes* There are a number of resemblances between the 
two blazons.

39* defendeth places ***** filthy profanation* Possibly another reference 

to the quarrel with the Middle Temple.

apparelled **»* (by Pallas* help). A further reference to Dudley's 
intercession with the Queen.
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41• Lybian fathers. The reference is rather obscure. The phrase suqgests 
the Egyptian fathers of the early Christian Church (4th-5th centuries, 
A.D.). But if this is the case, then the reference is out of chronol oc7ical 
order in relation to Alexander, Octavian and Charles the Great, On the 

other hand, the phrase ’’in the first age” suggests the golden age of 
classical mythology.
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II. THE BARRIERS

1. Paper rubbed: possibly ♦proclaim1.

2. Super-annuated. Earlier than OED.

3. Austraea. Sic in Ms. Astrea, daughter of Zeus and Themis, lived among 

men in the golden age, but their wickedness in later ages drove her to 
the sky.

4. my rewardes were but A. I do not understand this allusion.

5. threatened to transport me. Earlier than OED. Transportation of criminals 
began in 1597.

Calimanco. Var. of calamancho, wool and satin material. Applied 

pejoratively to language by Lyly, Midas, IV, iii.

7. Sir Wolstan Dixi The point of this reference is not altogether clear.
Sir Wolstan Dixi had died in 1594. He had, however, subscribed £50 towards 

the foundation of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, in 1584, and left further 

money to the College for fellowships and scholarships. He is perhaps 

intended, then, to stand as typical of the contemporary supporters of the 

kind of activity being mocked at in Truth's description of the Academy.

But this would be a somewhat unkind de mortuis, as Dixi 'had a high character 

as an active magistrate and charitable citizen' (DNB). The only other 
possible reason for bringing in his name that occurs to me is that the 

Court of 1616 was more than a little influenced by Roman Catholic ideas; 

and as a supporter of Emmanuel College Sir Wolstan's Puritan principles 

might suggest him as a suitable butt for the occasion. Either explanation, 

however, seems somewhat belated in 1616.

This satirical kind of attack on the universities is frequently to be met 

with in Elizabethan and Jacobean literature. For an easily available 

comparison, see Nashe's The Unfortunate Traveller.

8.
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9. a pound of merite. Presumably a cynical variant of the proverb that an 

ounce of descretion is worth a pound of learning,

10, qowne-man. Member of the legal profession. Earlier than OED,
11, verdigale. Farthingale.

12. Lace of Copper, An ornamental trimming, OED quotes nothing earlier than 

1681.

13. Richard Burbage (1567? - 1619); Nathaniel Field (1587 ~ 1633); Henry 

Condell (d. 1627). I have not been able to identify Jennings, The 

poet may have intended "Hemmings", i.e. John Heming (d.1630), the 

co-editor, with Condell, of the first folio of Shakespeare's works, 
and an associate of Burbage.



GESTA GRAYORUM
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INTRODUCTION

When J. Nichols published the Gesta Grayomm of 1594 in his Progresses
and Public Processions of Queen Elizabeth, 1788 and 1823, he appended to it

a fragment which he called "Part Two"* This consisted of prose passages

corresponding to three sections of the "parent" work, a fourth passage which

has no exact counterpart in the 1594 text, and a version of The Masque of 
1Mountebanks« The three parallel passages are: proclamation of the accession

of the Prince of Purpoole, with a challenge to anyone who dares dispute his 
title (Bland, p* 14); articles under which the Princefs knights are to conduct 

themselves (Bland, pp. 38-43); and claims of the Prince»s officers to certain 

privileges and territorial rights (Bland, pp» 17—19)* The final section, 

dealing with some ‘'uncertainties which have arisen concerning his Highness's 

prerogative," is without parallel in the earlier text, but the Mountebank's 

Masque corresponds to the masque of Proteus and the Adamantine Rock in the 
earlier Gesta.

At the time he published "Part Two" Nichols obviously thought it was 
an immediate sequel to Gesta Grayorum* In his Progresses of James I* 1828, 
he was able to put the record straight* First, he summarises one of John 

Chamberlain's letters, of 7 February 1617/18:

On the 2d, which was Candlemas-day, the Students of Gray's 

Inn performed the Tilt of Henry Prince of Purpoole, and the 

Masque of Mountebanks, concluding with a "Song for the 
Entertainment of the Lord Chancellor ]sir Francis Bacon) 
at Gray's Inn, on Candlemas-day and of other Lords".1 2

1. The reader is reminded that the 1594 revels have been edited by the present 
writer, Liverpool University Press, 1968.

2. Jh a further letter of 21 February to Sir Dudley Carleton, Chamberlain 
reports that the masque was also performed at Court, but calls it a show.
"I cannot call it a masque, seeing that they were not disguised nor had 
vizards*" Quoted in H*A* Evans, English Masques* London n.d* [1925/ ,
p* XXXV.
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Nichols then continues in a footnote:

The date of these revels is now clearly ascertained both 

by Mr. Chamberlain’s letter of Feb. 7, and by the song in 
honour of the Lord Chancellor Bacon.3

In editing Nichols I have treated the prose passages and the masque 

as separate items, and in the case the former I have not thought it as 

necessary to annotate every crux in the text. Some of the legal jokes 

are very similar to those in the earlier revel, and their bawdy nature 

reflects, of course, the undergraduate level of the entertainment. Anyone 

who has worked in this area must surely echo what A.P. Rossiter had to say 
in his Angel with Horns:

There is something pathetic in the detailed scholarship which 
laboriously strives to conjure from its grave every ghost 

of an expired laugh# "Lighthearted bawdry" has its point... 
but only the best of points can stand heavy-handed annotation.^ 

Philip J. Finkelpearl reiterates this view in contrasting The Mountebanks* 

"the broader and more mature range of interests in the earlier 
revels". For him, "the unending succession of brief quips" on sexual topics 
"conveys a sense of obsession".5

3# .cfo,» vo1* SVf P* 466. Nichols says he saw Chamberlain’s letter and
the song for Chancellor Bacon in a manuscript belonging to a James Boswell 
whjch was sold in 1825, and further that his version of "Part Two" was 
also printed from a manuscript. Both now seem to have disappeared.

4* Angel with Horns, A.P. Rossiter, London, 1961, p. 70.
5# John Marston of the Middle Temple. Philip J. Finkelpearl, Cambridge,

Mass*, 1969, p* 60. The contrast between the moral tone of the earlier 
revels and the later is somewhat overstated.
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Nichols is the only scarce for "Part IVo", but the masque survives in 

three complete manuscripts and a fragment, as well as in a version printed 

by J*P* Collier. The manuscripts are located as follows:
(i) Gray * s Inn. This includes the song for the entertainment of 

the Lord Chancellor*

(ii) British Museum. Additional Mss, 5956.

(iii) Huntingdon Library. HM 21.

(iv) Bodley. Ashmole Mss. 36-7. (Fragment only)

If J.P. Collier can be believed there was also a manuscript in the Duke of 
Devonshire’s library when he edited his Five Court Masques for the Shakespeareg
Society in 1848. Is there any reason to disbelieve him? He was, of course, 

a forger on occasion; but would he have run the risk of discovery on this 

occasion? Introducing the volirne as a whole he emphasises that the Duke of 

Devonshire "has always laid open the stores of his library for the use> of 

the Shakespeare Society". It would have been unwise, to say the least, to 

fabricate a provenance which could have been disproved in an instant, and to 

express the Society’s thanks to the Duke "for the opportunity of printing this
7valuable relic".

Where Collier may be open to suspicion is in attributing the masque to 

John Mars ton. He says that the playwright’s name was on the cover of the 
manuscript (though not in his hand), and further that the text was "corrected 

in several places in his own handwriting, which entirely agrees with other 

extant specimens". Finkelpearl, in his detailed study of Marston (see n. 5

6. It forms part of a volume which also contains Peter Cunningham's life of 
Inigo Jones, and comments on his masque sketches by J. Planch^.

7. Some years ago Mr. Sidney Race dismissed the Masque of Mountebanks as a 
complete Collier fabrication, but the existence of Nichols' version, printed 
sixty years earlier, as well as the manuscripts listed above, disprove
his case. See Notes and Queries, vol. 197 (1952), pp. 54-56, and a reply 
by Kenneth Muir, ibid, p* 150.
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above), does not even raise the matter, and it seems improbable to me for a 

reason connected with one of the traditions of the Inns of Court at this 
period* This is, that when concerted action was required, the Inner Temple 

would pair off with Gray’s Inn, and the Middle Temple with Lincoln’s Inn.

Even though Marston had severed his connection with the Middle Temple by 

1617 and was an active man of the theatre, it is unlikely that the organisers 

of the revels at Gray's Inn would turn to him.

That the masque was written with law students in mind is quite obvious.

The undergraduate bawdy and the legal tags (causa patet, etc.) bear witness 
to this in themselves, but the references to "the Court of Purpoole" and "the 

gallant sprite of Graia" identify the occasion quite precisely. It cannot 

be said that its literary value is very high, and it certainly cannot stand 

comparison with other Inns of Court masques of the period, either in this 

respect or in its scenic devices. Only the "Last Song" has some of the 

qualities of the best Elizabethan lyrics, and the sole pieces of stage setting 

mentioned are the maypoles from one of which a nymph's head appears.

In the course of the involvement of the Inns of Court with the masque, 

an involvement coincident with the masque's history, there must have been 

dozens of examples comparable to The Masque of Mountebanks. Hastily penned 
by a member of the Inn, or by a hack writer for the theatre, they served 

their turn and were quickly forgotten. The Masque of Mountebanks has 

survived by a lucky chance and must now stand as one example of all the rest©

Because of its lack of literary qualities there seemed little point in 

deciding which one of the four existing versions was the best, and then 

erecting an apparatus of collation from the remainder. All the sources have 

been used to produce a readable version using Nichols's text as a basis, since

8. Norman Ault was right in rescuing this song from obscurity and including 
it in his Elizabethan Lyrics, 1949, p. 529.
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it is integrated with the text of the Gesta. Obvious mistakes, e.g. lugge 
for slugge* have been silently corrected, and where one or other of the other 
versions has portions of text which are not in Nichols, these have been added 
in square brackets.

It would appear that the occasion of these revels left no mark on the 

Gray * s Inn records, so that we cannot tell (as we can in other cases) what 

the expenses were. The editor of The Pension Book of Gray’s Inn, however, 

adds a footnote to an entry for 6 February, 1617, in which he points out 

that a masque was performed at Court during this month, quoting a letter of 

22 February, 1618, from Sir Gerard Herbert to Dudley Carleton which goes 
into more detail than Chamberlain1s.

Grayes Inne maske was the Thursday night after: was very well 

liked and the dances well performed of the Gentlemen: the ayres 

and dances well devised. Some of the dances danct by the voices 

of boyes instead of musick which songe excellently well, and 
which gave more content then musicke... The maske ended the 
prince of Perpoole and all the others of the maske were brought 

by my Lord Chamberlayne to Kiss the Kinges hand, his Majestie 

gracinge them and thanckinge them for their paynes. Afterwards 

the Kings had them to the presence where a greate banquett was

provided for the gentlemen where after the ICinge wild them fall
. gto it he departed.

There is no doubt that this was The Masque of Mountebanks, and this repetition

9* Pension Book of Gray * s Inn, 1569-1669. ed. R.J. Fletcher, London, 1891, 
p. 229. Herbert1s letter is calendared in State Papers Domestic, James I. 
1611--1618, London, 1858. ~ -------
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at court of a masque originally prepared for domestic entertainment at an
10Inn of Court was probably quite usual at the time.

As for the song for the entertainment of the Lord Chancellor, it is the

kind of eulogy we would expect of Gray*s Inn at this time. Francis Bacon

was then the Inn's greatest alumnus, and although his high office meant

that he was no longer active in the Inn's affairs, he still had lodgings

there and was remembered for his great services in laying out the gardens*

He had been equally active in assisting at the revels from his student days

onwards. "I trust," wrote his Puritan mother to Anthony Bacon, "that they

will not mum, nor masque, nor sinfully revel at Gray's Inn." But this was

In 1594, and revel they did, from 20 December to Shrovetide, and Francis
11Bacon may well have penned some of the material. Nor was this the only 

occasion.. He played some part in devising the dumb shows that preceded 

each act of The Misfortunes of Arthur, presented by members of the Inn during 

Christmas 1587/8; in a masque at court in 1595; in Beaumont and Fletcher's 

masque of the four Inns on the occasion of Princess Elizabeth's wedding in 

1613; and in a performance of The Masque of Flowers in 1614. Though, as 

we saw above, he dismissed jousts, tourneys and barriers as "toys", elsewhere 

in his essay on Masques and Triumphs he speaks approvingly of what these 

entertainments can be at their best. It is appropriate, therefore, that the 

Gray's Inn song in his honour should bring these texts to their conclusion.

10. The Masque of Proteus and the Adamantine Hock, which formed part of the 
Gesta Grayorum of 1594, seems to have been performed only at the royal 
court. See Bland, ed. cit., p. 76.

11. See Bland, ed. cit., p. 44 and relevant notes.
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THE TEXT OF GESTA GRAYORUM, "PART TWO"

THE PRINCE OF PURPOOLE'S TITLE

"The Right High and Mighty HENRY the Second, by the free election and 

consent of the Empire, Prince of the illustrious and potent dominions of 

Graia and Purpulia, Archduke of Stapulla and Bernard!a, Duke of the Superior 

and Inferior Holbumia, and Leatherlania, and Futulania, Marques of the 
new-in-habited Province of St, George, Khiqhtsbridqe, Blomesbury, and all 

the adjacent Illands and Creeks, County Pallantyne of Pancras, County of 

St, Giles, Vicount of the plesant and fertile countryes of the greater.and 

lesser Cunnilania and Midlerowe, Baron of Mount Jerome, and the Cantons of 

Islington, Kentishtown, Totnam and Paddington, Great Guardian of the Amazonian 

Forest of Clarkenwell, Turnbolia, and St, John*s of Jerusalem, and of all 

those spatious Parks, Freewarrens, Chases, and Purlieus towards the North-East 

Passage, General of the invincible Forces against the savage and barbarous 

incursions of the Vulturine Ballives, and trecherous ambushments of the 

Harpian Catchpoles, Main-pemor and Grand Protector of the distressed Christians, 

against the Jewish Inquistion of usurious, corrupt Chevisance, and Sovraigne 

Founder of the most noble Order of the Cressent,

"Heare you this, my Lords, and all true Knights and Gentlemen bearing of 

arms. That If any shalbe soe hardy as to deny any of those dominions, 

seigniories, territories, or provinces, to be lawfully subjected to the 

glorious government of the gracious Prince, or shall Impeach the true and 

loyall right of his Excellency to any of his dignities, royaltyes, and titles; 

his valiant Champion is heare ready to make them good, uppon his person, in 

single combatte, at the utterance, at the utmost, and doth challinge him to 

the fight, here proferringe his gauntlet, the gage of his knightly performance
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thereof, according to the inviolable ordinances of the High Court of Chivalry 
and the Law of’ Arms.

A Flourish after the Ceremony

Articles to be observed by the eights of the most noble Order of the 

Cressent, which his Highness Soveraigne Founder of the same, in his speciall 

wisdome, and for the preservation of the honour thereof, hath thought it fit 

to annex to the charter of creation, and publish at his solempne installation.

1. Imprimis, You shalbe and continue loyall and trusty to his 

Excellency your Soveraigne, and Soveraigne of this your Order, having 

your swords and wills still ready at command, without being Penconers or 
Intelligencers of any his neighbour States or Provinces, to discover, or 

undermyne, his counsells or dissigns.

2. You shall not undertake any single combatt within his KLghnes 
domynions at the sharpe, nor crosse the seas with intent to fight, and 

return without any performance.

3. If any of you borrow money, it must be done honorably, by great 

somes, and that upon your worde, repaying it, without fayle, according to 
the Empire, Ad Graecas Calendas.

4. If any of you have vowed service to some great and worthy lady, 
then doe it honorably, not kissinge her glove when you may kisse her bare 

hand, nor her bare hand when you may reach her lipp, nor her lipp when “you 

may doe her more knightly service.

5. Although the Amazons of Tumbolle, Clarkenwell, and Cunnelanea, 

confederate with the brave and roaringe boyes, have lately rebelled, in 
the vacancy of the empire, and done much hurt to the Natwagi, his Highnes
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deer subjects, by buminge, spoylinge, and other outragious courses; let 

none of you be too hardy, in hostile manner, to enter her by day or by 

night, or dare the attempt of her subduing; for his Highness is not yet 

resolved of that great expedition.

6. Noe Knight of this honorable Order shall holde himselfe 
accomplisate in the attchivemente of his ancestors.

7. No Knight of this Order shall calculate his nativity for the 

findinge out of his Mistress, nor wooe by Constallation; neither shall

he think to merit her favour because her friends have made up the matter.

8* You shall not on purpose be out in any measure, to tread uppon a 

Ladye's toe; for thereby you shalbe put to enquire out her lodginge, rather 
otherwise she would find out yours.

9. You shall not sweare to any Lady, but by the ensigne of your 

honourable Order; soe shall you have like liberty of inconstancy as she 
hath.

10. You shall not presume to whisper his Highness in the eare, 
walkinge or sittinge in state, to make his subjects believe you are 

gracious with him, therby to abuse his loyall subjects in preferringe of 
suite.

11. It is his Highnes* pleasure, that younger brethren only be 

capable of this Order; for his Highnes's intention is to advance brave 

and undertakings spiritts, to the intent they may be still crescent in 
performance.

12* Noe Knight shalbe seen in publique without his Crescent, nor be 
found in his chamber unfurnished with one sufficient launce, a short sword, 

and pistole charged with two bulletts, to be ready for any sudden service.

13. Every one of you shalbe handsomly quallifyed with one mistress, and 

no more; for love is the whetstone of valour.
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14. You shall take heed you forgett not your respect to the ladle, 

though her gentlewoman be the handsomer.
15. You shall not be tradinge with sittezen's wives, nor pawne your 

fleshe for your clothes.
16. None of you shall undertake to right a Lady cladd in steele, for 

she takes uppon her to rectefy her owne cause.

17. You shall weare bootes and spurs, more to shew your knighthood, 

than to save silk stockings, garters, and roses.

18. You shall call no Lady cozen to avoyd suspicion in accesse, nor 

suffer millityes to increse, as far as in you lyeth to prevent them.
19. You shall make no slight inquisition about false or sophisticate 

haire, teeth, breste, or compleccions, but beleive each one in her owne arte.

20. You shall not soe much as suspecte a Lady's breath; but, if you 

finde any thinge faulty, rather in charity attribute it your owne,

21. You shall not, on any festivall or other day, weare any favours 

ravished from Ladyes, nor father any uppon her bowntyes which come by your 
owne purchase.

22. You shall keepe no Lady in awe with any scape you knowe by her; 

nor mistake a blush for a fault, a smile for a consent, or a frowne for a 

denyall.

23. You shall bestowe playes, coach-hire, suppers, and banquets, freely, 
without expectance of rewards, for those acquitalls will prove your downefall.

24. You shall judge charitable of a jury of boxes, vialls and gallipotts, 

in a Ladyes chamber, gessinge them to be phisicall rather for the body than 

for the face, and a bed towsed rather than made that day than spoyled in the 

aftemoone.

25. You shall hold noe correspondency with noe foolish Knight because 

he hath a handsome Lady; for you cannot hope to better him, but you may make

her worse
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26. You shall not make an inventory of your good parte to any Lady, 

nor of any Ladyes good parte to herselfe; but leave that task to both your 

executors,

27. Let none of you be soe absurde in his discourse with any sublunary 

bewty, to trouble her with outlandish syllables, or to tell her of Tonningalees, 

and bushell of leakes, or that an old wife first invented virginall keyes, by 

striking her tounge in hir singinge against her loose teeth; but rather let

him imploy his mothers language in some particular subject in verse, wherein 

may be required more performance than protestation.

28. You shall carry yourselves courtiously and knightly to all that 

shall visite this his Highness*s Palace of Purpoole, and especially to Ladyes 

and Gentlewomen, givinge that soft sex noe cause of distast, but shewinge 

yourselves as forward and able to leade a measure in peace, as a march in wars.

This heare you, right valiant and worthy Knights, you in whome for your 

undoubted prowesses it hath pleased his Excellency, in his especial favour, to 

conferr the honour of his resplendent Order. These are the articles and 
observances wherunto you are especially obliged. You are therefore to 
demeane yourselves right wisly and worthely, observinge each particle of 

them most inviolably; for if you shall degenerat from your noble originall, 

and violate your faith towards your Soveraigne, you are with shame and dishonour 

to be degraded from this illustrious Order, to have your coate-armor reversed, 

your spurs hewen from your heeles, and an utter disability of bearings arms 

shall lye reamediles on you and your posterity for ever.

Claimes of his Highnes* Officers

1. John Lorde Admirall claimes to holds the Manor of Parbreat of his 

Highnes, in capite, rendringe at every corronation a silver bason and a towell, 

and holdings his Highnes*s head if he shall chance to fall sea-sick.
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2m The said Lords Admirall claimes to have all egives of barnacles, 

breedings uppon old thiclces, the carkases for the MenialIs of the Houshold, 

and the guiles for the Clarks of the Admiralty to make pens of#

3. His Highnes Master of the Holies claimes the office of keepings 

all records, as well close as patent, and allsoe by a small charter the 
custody of the pipe-roles, with this proviso, that all fairs Ladyes and 

Gentlewomen may make search therin without any pecuniary fees.

4. His Highnes Master of Requests claimes the antient allowance

of 20 li. weight of quicke silver, for the answeringe of peticions before 

they be delivered; and that none be admitted to peticion his Highnes in 
dogge-dayes.

5. His Highnes Master of the Ordinance claimes to have all peece 

guld in the touch-hole, or broken within the rings, togeather with all 

burnt and unsufficient charges and scowringe-sticks, as fees and avayles 

appendant to his office, and to place the ordinance himselfe against the 

intended place of battery, but not to enter the breach in person unles it 
be fairs and free from fyer.

6. His Highnes honourable Knights of the Cressent clayme the utter 
circules, the circuler resolution of a day and a night, when their measures 

they may change, and then enter into the first quarter of their new measures, 

and then into the middle, and soe still cressent td.ll there measures come to 

the full.

7. His Highnes Master of the Ceremonyes claimes the privilige of one 

complement to sevrall companyes, and the allowance of a congee when the 
tounge is not at leisure.

8. His Highnes Master of the Revells claimes to daunce with the 

handsomest Ladye, though she have not her best clothes on: to kisse her 

first though his betters be in presence, and to take her downe though she 

be never so high.
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9. The Gentlemen Ushers claime that none may come into his Highnes 

presence that have eaten any clathms or windy meate, uppon forfeiture of 

her pomps to his Highnes Revill Admirall.

10# The Gentleman Porter of his Highnes Tower claymes to have the 

utmost garment of every man committed, and the inmost of every woman, and 
to take with his owns hand, provided allwayes it have not the marke of the 
cloth in it#

11# The Vice Admirall claymes, that if any Cittizen*s wife consent 

upon the Narrow Seas to cuckold her husband uppon the land, that her smocke 

may be forfeited, to make sayles for his Highnes ships, for his Highnes 

voyage against the Great Turk.

Claimes of Common Persons

1. Peter Strike-dye claimes the Manor of Game Parke, with the liberty 
of cheatinge, to hold ymeadiatly uppon his person, by the service of a quick 

eye and a ready hand, and rendringe a foole to the stocks as often as he shall 

fayle in his service; and averreth his tennure to be but common, stockningo 
in calce, and not in capita.

2. Paxnell Lotrix of Purpulia claimes the Manor of Wash-cleane, to hold 

by the service of quotidian bed-makinge, rendringe a cleane shirte on Satterday, 

and travellinge at his owne charge quoties opus fuerit, and for his service 

claymeth to be pumpe-free within his Highnes dominions.

3. Rawbone Dishwash claymes the Manor of Scullion Denn, as parcell of 

the Manor of Cookinge, to hold in Mutton Fee Farme, and to be quitt of all 
services, except suit of dresser and delivery of potage, as service in grosse 
by prescription.

4. Phillipe Sluggutt, a Common Sewer of his Highnes meat and drinke, 

claimes a large and easy seat in Port Esquilyn, after his table service 

thereon, to make drope-shote for his Highnes fowle-taker.
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5. Thomas Joynter, of his Highnes Pallace of Purpoole, claymes 

liberty and usage of settinge riding-snares in Cunelania, Rently, Rucette,

and Fullwood's Rents loope-holes, with licence to preoccupate any man's servall 

gaines in any of the places aforesaid.

6. Willfull Desire, knowne bayly of the Honour of Ladyes, claimes 
suite service of all the Knights of the Cressent, as of common right, that 

every one of them may bears a man in her moone, and by the swelling of her 

gown be knowne to be a cressent Lady.

7. Jeffrye Wisacres claimes a hide of arable land in Cunelania, by 

teachinge a goose to singe salve, salve, to the Major of Letherlania, when 

he rides to take his oath.

8. Captains Dangerfull claymes to be Captains of his Highnes Artillery- 
yarde, by havinge in a readines ten thousand Cittizens well disciplined, all 

able and sufficient men to fight in feast.

9. Sympn Armstrongs claimes the waste in Horslydowne, by helpings 

his Grace's mistress on horseback when she rydeth a huntings, provided 
his hande slipes not.

10. Peter Pricipian, regarder of the forrest of Amazonia, claimes 

nightly a white doe, and to be free from all tolls except pawninge, for 

which he is to furnish dayly the hall of his Highnes Pallace of Purpoole 

with a sufficient number of buckhornes, for the Yeomen of the Garde to 

hange their hatts.

11. Capringe Kate, of Clarkenwell, claymes to hold of his Highnes 

five cunyborowes of his Manor of Tornwell, by night-service, to hold play 
for five Gentlemen Ushers, each of them with a ferret and two tumblers, 
weekly.

12. Winifride Wagtayle, of Wappinge, claimes to hold of his Highnes

a messuage called the Purfleet, in Breech Lane, in smokings, in cheife, by 

frayilty tantum.
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13. Richard Seacole claimes to hold of the Prince, in soccage, the 

burrows of New Castle, of the Sincke Port, for the transportings of 
complexions to the Great Turk's seraglio, in advancement of his Highnes 

revenues*
14* Peter Pinchpoole claymes to hold the Manor of Knavesbury in Petti 

Serjanti, by two marks rent, and by beings his Highnes bayly errant.

15. Ferdinando Fartwell claimes to hold by the demeasnes of 

Troppington, by one whole service, viz. to blow his Recorder backwards 

in consort at his Highnes corronation.
16. Megg Martiall claimes to hold the free Maner of Pickthatch, as

of the forrest of Tinnekolia, rendringe two couples of rich conyes, and one 

milke white, and one of her seisen.
17. John Chapton claimes the Vicaridge of Pancras, to preach out in 

a Platonicall years.
18. Thomas Tastwell claimes to hold the Manor of Totnam Court, as of 

the Barrony of Mount Jerome, by beinge ale-caller to his Highnes Houshold.

19* Gregory Partihood claims to hold the Manor of Ferringdon infra, 

London, as of the Manor of Cockinge, by ringinge Bow-bell at his Highnes 

corronation.
20. Farhell Leftlege claimes to hold the Piscary of Clarkenwell, as 

of the Middle-row, rendringe ten dozen of maids and flounders for Highnes 

tent provision.
21. Truston Slovenbancke claimes to hold the Bayliwicke of Fullilanen, 

by bearinge a stander in thexpedition against the Amazons of Clarkenwell.

22. Humphry Alechops claimes to hold the Townshipe of Hogsdon, as of 
the Manor of Pimlico, rendringe messe of creaime, and a cowdy of cake, and 

all for his Highnes Cittizens on Sundayes and Hollidayes.
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23. Lawrence Stronger claimes to hold the Towne of Hbckly in the Hole, 

as of the Manor of Robbinge, by service of repairinge the bridge betwixt the 

two gulfes, as often as it shalbe broken or decayed by travellinge*

24. Abraham Silliman claimes to holde the Assart of Goathood, by 

breaking© a Speech of nonesence to his Highnes on New Year's-day, and for 

that to be exempt, and put out of the jurisdiction of the Court of Wards.

25. Simion the Salter claimes to hold the Manor of Stradlinge and 
Crincleham, by dancinge of French syncopate at his Highnes corronation.

26. The inhabitants of Upper and Neither Holbornia clayme to holde 

their houses in capite, by ellectinge discreet and wise officers; but they 

humbly pray to be discharged of that tenure, as of impossibility.

27. The inhabitants of Cunilania holdinge of your Highnes, by 

rendringe 24 virgins at thinstallation of your Highnes Knights, humbly 

pray, that because the Savage of Saremia (vi et armis) have entred and 

fyred their freholde, they may be discharged of that tenure for 21 yeares, 

and ever hereafter to render 24 knowne and tryed women.

28. The inhabitants of Middle-rowe claime to hold the capitall messuage 

of Scalepelane in cheife, as of his Highnes Manor of Calvaria, rendringe yearly 

xii Gregorians.
29. The auntient famile of the Woolsack© claimeth to have a victuallinge- 

house within his Highnes territoryes, rendringe 100 puddings dayly for the 

victualling© of his Highnes Guard.

30. The Priories of Cunnington claime to hold as of the Burrow of Greter 

Cunilania, in Borough English, to finde a ringe for his Highnes Knights to runn, 

at every corronation.

31. John the Pander claimes to hold of his Highnes, as of the Burrough 
of Mount Jerrome, two tenements called the Cunyborowes, lyinge in Stinke 
Court, by townage in capite, to finde three Flanders mares yearly, for sixe 

of his Highnes Blacke Guard, to ride uppon any Requiem.
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32* Nager the Indian claimes to hold a messuage in Smock-rowe, 

called the Pipps, by petty serjanty, to have ready at all times in the 

messuage six pipps of sovraigne tobaccoe, well conditioned, and allsoe 

tenn standers of ale, and two feminine drawers for his Highnes menial 

servants to repose themselves in the said messuage 24 howers in one 

day, and noe more,

33, Symon the Rorer claims to hold of his Highnes, in free and 

common soccage, and without fealty, one atient rowe of houses lyinge in 

Punck-allye, to provide yearly six reclaimed cheffs to trimme, and to 

furnish his Highnes carrs, uppon an expedition to be made from his Honour 

of JUstice-hall to his Highnes office of Tiburnia, and also to serve 

himselfe in the same expedition if occasion serve,

34, The Scribe claimes the manor of Nonerinte, by providing sheepe- 

skins and calves-skynes to wrape his Highnes wards and idiotts in.

35, Corsive Shippinglasse claimes to hold as of his Highnes, as of 

the Middlerowe, by the verge, a shipe ther, called the Lawritt, to have** 

alwayes in readines a volley of water-squirts, if those parts shall be in 
danger of fyringe,

36, Ananias Nethersole claimes to hold of his Highnes dutchy of 

Letherlanea, a messuage called the Bristle, rendringe ten paire of upright 

shoes for the sheriffs men, and as many turne-overs for the landresses of 

the houshold.

Certayne incertentyes which have lately arisen concerninge his Highnes 

Prerogative in his Wards, Ideotts, Widowes, Lunaticks, &c. wherin the 

Master of the Court of Wards desireth the Resolution of the Lords of his 

Highnes most honorable Privy Councell, and of his Highnes Judge and Councell
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at Law, for the direction of his Judgment in his Decrees, and the Resolutions 

theruppon:

Questio. Whether any of his Highnes Wards ought to adjudged of full 

age during the non-age of his discression, though he hath numbered 21 

yeares?
Responsio* The infancie of the nobler part denominats the whole 

matter, and none ought to be soe fool-hardy to take upon him the performance 

of Knight-service without an head-peece, 'Tis therfor resolved, that all 

such wards shalbe sent to travaile in pursuite of their bewtifull mother 

Experience, with whome Pallas hath left an old rusty helmett; and those 
that by their service to this great Lady can atteyne that prise, ar to be 

deemed of full age. *Tis allsoe resolved, that a ward of 21 yeres, haveinge 

maryed a widdow lady, ought to be adjudged of full age, for though he want 

discretion, she can teach him to doe Knight-service; but if he marry a 

virago, or one wiser than himself, his Highnes may still keepe him as 

his warde, to prevent his wife from makinge him her foole.

Ques. 2. Whether his Highnes ought by his prerogative to have 

primer seisin of the heires female of all his tennants in cheife?
Res. All heires female which be either marryed or marred in the 

life of the ancestor, his Highnes can have no primer seisin; but of such 

as be neither marryed nor marred at the death of thancestor, if he hold 

by escuage, if it please his Highnes he may have escuage: if it may not 

please his Highnes, he may leave it to his Lord Chamberlain when he 

receiveth their homage, or to the Tastor for his Highnes mouth. But 
primer seisin capiendo exitus (as the statute speaketh) he ought not to 

have; for his Excellency might soone over-charge his coffers, and soe an 

heire female beinge granedated, if she take husband uppon it, his Highnes 

should, against lawe, intitle him to be tennante by curtesy, only uppon a 

possession in lawe.
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Qqes. 3. Whether any of his Highnes* wards, which hold by Knight- 
service, shalbe.admitted to sue livery before his valour be found by a faire 
tryal of ladyes?

Res. For one warde to prove his valour to many ladyes, is an Herculean 

labor; therfor the tryall by one lady shall suffice: if she approve his manhood, 

he may sue his livery; if she finde it not, she shall have only an Outer le 
maine.

Ques* 4. Whether his Highnes* wards, notwithstanding the Statute of 
Merton, De villanis sicut burgensibus, may be marryed to the heires of such 

citizens as be lined with fox, and will warrant them double guilt, and that 
the foreman never leade them to the Stillyard to drinke Renish, nor to the 

suburbs to therrectinge of a May-pole, to eate caks at Pimlico, or to see 

how the pips lye in the new water-works?

Res. If the father be lined with black fox, it is no disparagement; 
for it is a rich furr, and may patch a lion's skin; and tho the father be 

lined with any other fox, be it Reynarde fox, Canary, Muscadine, or Mamsy 

fox, yet if the daughters be faced with white lambe, well silvered, and hath 

noe guilt, it is no disparagement. But if the wief of such cittizen hath 

ben fured with white bastard, it is a disparagement. Allsoe if the foreman 

hath lead the daughters to the places in the case mentioned, and it be 
perceived that like thould fox she hath preyed for herselfe, it is a 
disparagement, unles it be holpen by the statute Circumspect^ agatis.

Ques. 5. If, uppon survey of his Highnes* widdowes, it be found that 

any of them be marryed to cover the familiarity of her servant or cosey, 

which her vertingale could no longer obscure; whether she shall pay a fine 

for doing it without licence, because it was in case of necessity?

Res. She, notwithstanding such necessity, casu proviso, ought to pay 
a double fine, for that without license she hath had th'use of two of his 

Highnes subjects; and the husband ought to be punished uppon the statue of 

maintenance, for medlinge with a pretensed and broken title.
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Ques* 6* If any man playing at Gleeke, in whose hand the knave is an 

honour, shall make him out into stocke, least that five knaves be found in 

the packe, whether he ought to be adjudged in the custody of the Court of 

Wards?

Res, He ought to be adjudged in the protection of that Court, for that 

in his choice he hath preferred the foole before the knave,

Ques, 7, Whether the covetous shall starve in plenty, and the prodigall 

that brings himselfe to penury, ought to be adjudged within the survey and 

governance of his Highnes Court of Wards, as well as ideotts, since they all 
agree in naturall foolery-

Res, Theise ben formerly imbarked in the shipps of fooles; and if his 

Highnes admirall hath not seised them as wrecke by sea, the Master of the 

Wards is to provide for them as Ideotts by land,

Ques. 8. The feodary of the superior and inferior Honylania hath 

certefyed, that whereas the Committee of Dulcebella, one of his Highnes 

female wards, hath placed them with Libidinosa, an Italian schoolemaster, 

to leame the languages, he, findinge her capable of soled instruction, 
taught her rules of gramar, viz. the English Syntaxis, and Propria quae 
maribus, &c, and proceedeth soe farr as Impliciti laqueis nudus uterque 

jacet; whether the Committee shall loose his interest, in regard this 

disparagement grew per accedens?

Res* The Committee in this case shall loose his interest, for, uppon 

the whole matter, this disparagement grew per insidias, and the schoolemaster 

ought to be schooled by thordinary, uppon the canon de Clerico venatore.

Ques, 9, If any offend uppon purpose to be committed to the Tower, 
whether he ought not rather to be committed to the tuition of the Court of 

Wards, with power to be delivered to his Highnes phisicians, untill the 

mallignity of that humour be purged?
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Res. His Highnes is pleased, in comiseration, rather to receive them 

into his protection of ideotts, than comitte them to the Tower as traytors: 

yet soe that, if his phisick will not worke, they shalbe admitted to fellowship 
in the Colledge of Bedlam.

Ques. 10. If any of his Highnes subjects shall sell his land, by takinge 

up comodityes by rattules and hobbi-horses, or to purchase monopolies; whether 

he shall pay a fine for such alienation, because that his folly hath procured 
his Highnes a wiser tenants?

Res. His Highnes Lord Treasurer will see that his Excellency in this 

case shall have a good fine, because he is not like to have any more fines 

for such alienation untill the buyer*s heire come to fooll age; and his 
Highnes is plesed, for this exchange, that the seller shalbe Post-maister 
between Conylania and Foolania.

Ques. 11. A Burgomaster that hath placed his clymatericall years 

maryeth a young inheritrix that holds per servicium socae; whether this 

intermariage alter the tenure into cornage in capite, to give the wardship 

of his heire; or into dotage, to give the custody of himselfe?

Res. .The tenure is exchanged, and he must now hold pro particula 
in comage in capite, and the rest at will9 not by the rodd, but by coppy 

only» yet in his owne land the custome of burgage is not yet altered, but 

he may devise all to his wife, to make her the better marriage for another 

of his Highnes more able subjects.

Ques. 12. It is found by office, that one of his Highnes widdowes 
maryed without license, and afterwards divorsed Causa sine qua non; whether 
his Highnes may seise for a fine notwithstandinge?

Res. The nullity Causa sine qua non doth not purge the contracting, 
but that thescheator may seize for a post fine, Causa qua supra.
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Ques* 13. A comittee maryeth his ward to a maide borne dumbe; whether 

this (though a defecte in nature) be any disparagement within the Statute of 

Merton, because it rendereth much to the peace of the commonwealth, si partus 

sequatur ventrem?
Res. To be marryed to a maide borne dumbe, it cannot be passed sub 

silencio without disparagement; but if she be but tounge-tyed, and in due 

time may turne from a mute to a consonante, it is noe disparagement, but a 

rare advancement.



The text of the Masque of Mountebanks 

follows at this point* As indicated 

in the introduction, this will be a 

conflation (rather than a collation), 

of the existing versions in print and 
in manuscript.



The Songe for entertainement of the 

lord Chancellor at grais 3he on 

Candlemas day and of other Lords

Chorus Welcome grandees to you all

all our best of wishes fall 

On you now as still they shall

This song was 

songe by 5 

voices to 6 

lutes at the 
Lords first 

comming

Would we knew great lords the way 

Best to welcome you this day 

You deserve our best who thus 

Come and seek to honnor us 
But as men with too much light 

Dazzled, yet not blinded quite 

Or as men haste past theire hope 

Joyned beyond theire wish we grope 

And at somewhat catche and say 

What we wot not that you may

See by that our hartes be filled 

that as yf we were distilled 

Into wonder we give ore 

Using welcom and no more

In the middle of Dinner this song to my lord Chancellor

You are the first in this great Commonweal
2Whose selfe and sire were kepers of the seal

qSprung from that gouldon steme of worthy.*.
Who for his wisedome lives admered yet

And wheras other families decline
In honnor you your Ancestors outshine

Hence sprung your roote and you till cald from us

Both grewe the goodliest trees in Libanus



O that your fate might with our wish agree 

You should be then as fertile as was he 

And put forth Branches ere you lette this ...

cacthe in ms.

Sir Nicholas Bacon, 1510-1579.

The right-hand margin is damaged. 

The bottom edge is worn away.
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INTRODUCTION

To those who have profited by Mr. Desmond Bland’s presentation of some 
early records of Furnival’s Inn1 he will need no introduction. Initially 
interested in medieval literature and especially in the light it can cast upon 
social history, he devoted particular attention to Chaucer, incidentally ex
ploring the tradition that the poet received some professional training at the 
Inner Temple. Sixty years ago the late Dr. Bellot seemingly accepted the 
story on the faith of the circumstantial evidence.2 Had not a ‘Master 
Buckley’ seen in the Inner Temple a record that Geoffrey Chaucer was fined 
two shillings for beating a Franciscan friar in Fleet Street ? And was it not 
reasonable to identify this Master Buckley with the William Buckley or 
Bulkeley, butler and librarian of the Inn in 1564, who was subsequently 
admitted to its fellowship ? Mr. Bland, who concludes that the tradition is 
an attractive possibility although still no more than a plausible theory,3 went 
on to inquire what sort of education would, if the theory were well founded, 
have been offered by the Inn to Chaucer as a young man. Travelling further 
afield, he found himself probing into the arrival of the lawyers in the Temple 
and the development of the Inns of Court in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries. The compilation of the present bibliography was a natural ad
junct to this research.

Fresh treasure trove may yet be discovered. Mr. Bland, concerned to 
decide the points at which his lines should be drawn and the stage at which 
his list should be closed, could offer Dr. Johnson’s disarming plea—‘to 
deliberate wherever I doubted would have protracted the undertaking with
out end and perhaps without much improvement*. The best, we know, is 
the enemy of the good. Be that as it may, some who in the past have lost their 
way while seeking the origins and early history of our legal societies can now 
see how much was written aforetime for their learning. None who in the 
future venture into this field will neglect the signposts this bibliography 
provides.

The writer of an introduction to another man’s work ought not to digress 
into the confession of his own errors. If he dwells at inappropriate length 
on a point of less than primary importance, it illustrates the value of Mr. 
Bland’s compilation. In i960 the Selden Society published the text of a 
Pension Book of Clement’s Inn,4 one of the three defunct Inns of Chancery 
anciently attached to the Inner Temple. In some preliminary pages the 
editor, after mentioning the few surviving relics of Clement’s Inn, stated 
that in 1932 a Cellar Book belonging to the Inn had been offered for sale in

1 Item 479 below.
2 The Inner and Middle Temple (1902) pp. 119-120 (item 236 below).
3 Item 641 below.
4 Item 464 below.

vn
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a second-hand bookseller’s catalogue but that all trace of it had vanished. 
Actually, however, the Cellar Book is still in existence.1 In 1939 it had been 
in the possession of Monsieur Andre Simon who reprinted therefrom its 
recorded entries of the bets made at dinners in Hall.2 It is now in the library 
of Lincoln’s Inn.3 Had Mr. Bland’s bibliography been available, the mis
statement would not have occurred.

But enough, and more than enough, of personal apology. Bibliographies 
are not compiled to correct errors but to guide and stimulate research. At 
the finish of his preface to a recent monograph on the origins of Lincoln’s 
Inn4 Professor H. A. Hollond added a list of works relevant to the Inn’s 
history, the list having been prepared by the learned librarian of Lincoln’s 
Inn, Mr. C. W. Ringrose, to whom, amongst others, Mr. Bland acknow
ledges his indebtedness. In Professor Hollond’s view the publication of the 
list might help interested readers of the monograph to pursue the subject 
further. The items set out by Mr. Bland are deployed on a wider front for 
this same purpose. His scholarly labours should encourage lawyers to study 
the birth and growth of those atavistic organisms from which the two 
branches of the legal profession have been evolved. We have to thank him 
for the collection of so many references to such scattered materials. If he 
can some day find time to write the full story of our legal Inns himself, we 
shall be still more deeply in his debt.

Cecil Carr

x Item 125A below.
* Item 466 below.
* See Law Quarterly Reviewy 77 (July, 1961), at p. 429.
4 Item 448 below.



PREFACE
Anyone who has looked into the history of the Inns of Court, however 
casually, will have found his work hampered by the lack of an adequate 
bibliography. The present compilation is an attempt to fill this gap. It is 
not in any sense, however, a bibliography of legal historyy and no attempt 
has been made to list every book and article dealing with the Inns of Court. 
A certain degree of selection had to be exercised if the reader was not to be 
sent in search of material of quite secondary importance. This reservation 
applies most strongly to the last section, on the legal profession. To have 
attempted to include the biography of every leading English lawyer would 
have unduly protracted the task of compilation, and would probably have 
resulted in a section which rivalled the rest of the bibliography in length. 
I have therefore confined my entries, in the main, to works dealing with key 
figures in the early history of the Inns, and to articles in periodicals which 
might otherwise be overlooked.

Again, in respect of manuscripts, I directed my attention mainly, though 
not entirely, to those items which appear in printed calendars. There may 
well be other important manuscripts in public and private collections which 
I have overlooked; sometimes, perhaps, because of insufficient information 
about them. I would be pleased to receive any information which comes to 
light in this way for inclusion in a revised edition if this becomes necessary 
in due course. For the same reason I would be grateful if any errors and 
omissions could be brought to my notice.

My task has been made easy at every stage by the generous help I have 
received from other people. I must mention particularly the assistance I 
have been given by the librarians of the four London Inns, the late Mr. 
H. A. C. Sturgess, M.V.O., of the Middle Temple, Mr. E. A. P. Hart, of 
the Inner Temple, Mr. C. W. Ringrose, of Lincoln’s Inn, and Mr. B. M. 
Cocks, of Gray’s Inn. During the final stages of compilation I was greatly 
helped by the late Professor V. T. H. Delany; Canon T. R. Milford, the 
Master of the Temple; Mr. R. A. Harrison, of the Law Library, Four 
Courts, Dublin; and Mr. C. O. Herd. It was due to the good offices of Mr. 
K. Howard Drake, Secretary of the Selden Society, that I was able to call 
on such expert assistance. Any errors or omissions that occur in the 
following pages must be attributed, needless to say, to me, and not to 
these collaborators.

My thanks are also due to the Council of the Selden Society for under
taking the publication of this work at a time when rising costs are seriously 
hampering the work of learned societies; and I am particularly grateful to 
Sir Cecil Carr, Past President of the Society, for writing the Introduction.

The University of Liverpool, D. S. Bland
February 1964.

IX
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A. MANUSCRIPT SOURCES
Wholly or partially unpublished MSS, and MS sources of printed works. 
Initials, etc., at the end of an entry indicate present location or source of 
information, followed by classification number, if known.

I. GENERAL
!• Foster, J.: Entries at the Inns of Court, to 1800, 5 vols. (ULC)

See: 2, 390, 391.

2. Foster, J.: Register of all Barristers called, down to 1887, 15 vols. 
(ULC)

See: 1, 390, 391.

3. Inns of Chancery : Christopher Wray (LCJ) to the Council: enquiries 
in I Ch as to recusants, enclosing certificate of those who refuse to 
attend church there, 24 Nov. 1577.

SPD, Ed. VI, Mary, Eliz., 1547-1580, p. 567.
See: 4, 5, 6, 7, 17, 27, 28, 49, 76, 107, 117.

4. Inns of Court: Form of submission by members of IC sequestrated 
for their religion, temp. Eliz. (BM Add. 28571, f. 70)

See: 3, 5, 6, 7, 17, 27, 28, 49, 76, 107, 117.

5. Inns of Court: Abstract of the examinations of such gentlemen of 
IC as have lately been summoned before the Commissioners for 
Ecclesiastical Causes, together with their answers to the interroga
tories put to them, 1569.

SPD, Ed. VI, Mary, Eliz., 1547-1580, p. 357.
See: 3, 4, 6, 7, 17, 27, 28, 49, 76, 107, 117.

6. Inns of Court: Letter from Lords of Council to Benchers of IC to 
expel Papists, 20 May 1569. (MSS of Lord Calthorpe, vol. Ixx)

HMC, 2nd Report, p. 43, 1874.
See: 3, 4, 5, 7, 17, 27, 28, 49, 76, 107, 117.

7. Inns of Court: Letter from the Council to Bishop of London and 
other Ecclesiastical Commissioners, to suppress Nonconformists in 
IC. Copy, 1572. (Lans. 15, no. 74)

See: 3, 4, 5, 6, 17, 27, 28, 49, 76, 107, 117.

8. Inns of Court: Survey of Chambers and Societies of all IC, together 
with certain devices for the government of the worthy and necessary 
sort, and for the exclusion of the unworthy and unnecessary sort 
thereof, May, 1574.

SPD, Ed. VI, Mary, Eliz., 1547-1580, pp. 478 and 553.
Reproduced in: Cal. IT Records, i, App. 3.
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9. Inns of Court: Orders for the government of IC, 1574. (Sloane 2172,
f-45)

10. Inns of Court: A view of the chief Readers, double and single, and 
of the chief barristers, for their practice in the four IC, Jan. 1577.

SPD, Ed. VI, Mary, Eliz., 1547-1580, p. 538.
Reproduced in Cal. IT Records, i, App. 4.

11. Inns of Court: Raising of a subsidy in IC, 1626. (MSS of Duke of 
Buccleugh and Queensbury)

HMC, Report, iii, part vi, pp. 307-8, 1926.

12. Inns of Court: Orders set down by the Judges to be observed by 
Readers in IC, Nov. 1628. (Bath MSS)

HMC, 3rd Report, p. 190, 1872.

13. Inns of Court: Letter from Archbishop Laud to IC, requiring 
certain observances in the conduct of divine service, Dec. 1633.

SPD, Chas. I, 1633-1634, p. 340.

14. Inns of Court: Notes by Ducarel on IC, imperf., late 18c. (Bodl. 
Gough Gen. Top. 11)

No. 17605 in SCWM.

15. Inns of Court and Chancery: Subsidy levied upon members of IC 
and Ch, 1523. (P.R.O. Lay Subsidies, Divers Counties, 240/273)

Reproduced in: Cal. IT Records, i, App. 1.

16. Inns of Court and Chancery: Orders by the Privy Council for the 
government of IC and Ch, 31 May 1574.

Acts of the Privy Council, viii (n.s.), p. 246, 1894.

17. Inns of Court and Chancery: Returns of Papists in the four IC and 
Barnard’s, Thavie’s, Staple, Furnival’s, Clifford’s, Lyon’s, and New 
Inns, 1579. (MSS of House of Lords)

HMC, nth Report, part ii, p. 103, 1887.
See: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 27, 28, 49, 76, 107, 117.

18. Inns of Court and Chancery : ‘A view of the fower famous Colledges 
or Innes of courts, and other inferiour halles or houses of Learninge 
Commonly Called Innes of Chauncrey ...’ (Harl. 1104, ff. 134-39)

Notes on the Inns and drawings of their armorial bearings.

19. Inns of Court and Chancery: ‘A View of all the fower famous 
Colledges or Innes of Courte, and other inferior houses or halls of 
Learning commonly called Innes of Chancery . . .’ (Bodl. Ashm. 
1144, ff. 227-51)

A similar MSS to 18.

20. Inns of Court and Chancery: Of the houses of the Inns of Court 
and Chancery. (Cott. Faust. E.5, ff. 29-39)
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21. Inns of Court and Chancery: Number of Students in IC and Ch, 

in and out of term, 1585. (Lans. 47, no. 34)

22. Inns of Court and Chancery: Orders made by the Keeper of the 
Great Seal for the government of IC and Ch, 15 April, 1630. (Har. 311, 
ff. 504-8)

II. INNER TEMPLE AND MIDDLE TEMPLE 
The two Inns have been treated together because many items deal with both.

23. Brerewood, Sir Robert: History of the Middle Temple, c. 1638. 
(MT)

24. Inner Temple: Original Records.
#(i) Acts of Parliament, 1505 onwards.
(ii) Admission Books, 1547-69; 1571-1830.

(iii) Admissions by Certificate, 1668-1818.
(iv) Admission Stamp Books, 1683 onwards.
(v) Admittances to Chambers, 2 vols., 1554-1667.

(vi) Bar Bonds, 1672-1873.
(vii) Bar Books, 1788 onwards.

(viii) Bar and Commons Bonds, lists of, 1673-1819.
#(ix) Bench Table Orders, 1685 onwards.

(x) Bench Minutes, 1706-1879 (incomplete).
(xi) Book of Communicants at the Temple Church, 1667-1771 

(incomplete).
#(xii) Book of Evidences, 1568-1732.
(xiii) Buttery Books, 3 vols., 1676-85, 1700-10, 1721-1800.
(xiv) Calls to the Bar, 1638 onwards.
(xv) Call Stamp Books, 1695 onwards.

(xvi) Certificate Books, 1725-78, 1809-91.
(xvii) Chamber Account Books, large, 1759-1836; small, 1792. 

(xviii) Chamber Bonds, 1753-1863.
(xix) Chamber Books, 1709-60 (incomplete).
(xx) Chamber Books, index.

(xxi) Chambers, surrenders of, 1685-90.
(xxii) Commons Account Books, 1766-1826.

(xxiii) Commons Bonds, 1672-1879.
(xxiv) Deeds, leases, etc.
#(xxv) General Account Books, 1682.

#(xxvi) General Account Receipt Book, 1682-84, 1688-91, 1649- 
1847, 1851-70.

#(xxvii) Miscellanea, 19 vols., dealing with a variety of matters, 
including historical notes, accounts and estimates, Temple 
Church.

#(xxviii) Miscellaneous Account Books, 6 vols., 1606-1741.
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(xxix) Original Parliaments, 1660-1880.
(xxx) Pensions and Preachers Account Books, 1762-1811.

Documents marked with an asterisk used in the compilation of Cal. IT
Records.

25. Inner Temple: Letter from Chancellor Hatton to IT, on a building 
in the garden, 1591. (BM Add. 29549, f. 23)

26. Inner Temple: Petyt MSS.
HMC, nth Report, part vii, pp. 227-308, 1888.
Also Bodl. Carte 101. (No. 10547 in SCWM).
See: 34, 677.

27. Inner Temple: Certificate of Recusants, Nov. 1577.
SPD, Ed. VI, Mary, Eliz., 1547-1580, p. 569.
See: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 17, 28, 49, 76, 107, 117.

28. Inner Temple: Copy of an address to the ‘Auncientes and Benchers 
of the IT’, 20 May, 1569, from the Privy Council, referring to non- 
attendance of members at Church. (Petyt MSS, no. 538, vol. 47, f. 47. 
IT)

See: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 17, 27, 49, 76, 107, 117.

29. Inner Temple: Address to Qu. Elizabeth from IT, against Mary, 
Qu. of Scots, 1584. (BM Add. 35838, f. 86)

30. Inner Temple: Letter to the Benchers from the Council, requiring 
payment of money subscribed by them towards the loan, 26 Nov. 1626.

SPD, Chas. 1,1625,1626, p. 480.

31. Inner Temple: Accounts of Edward Heath at the Temple, 1628-9, 
1630-1. (BM Egerton 2983, Heath and Verney Papers, vol. 6, f. 13)

32. Inner Temple: Royal letter to IT, asking for subscription in aid of 
St. Paul’s, 1638. (BM Add. 21505, f. 20)

See: 50.

33. Inner Temple: Papers of Sir John Heath. (Treasurer, IT, 1673-74.) 
(BM Egerton 2981, Heath and Verney Papers, vol. 4) Principal 
contents:

(i) Abstract of Treasurer’s accounts, 1618-73 (f- 2) and Heath’s 
original accounts, 1673-74 (f* 59)* Extracts in: Cal. IT Records 
ii, no, iii, 98.

(ii) Agreement between the Bench and Francis Phelps for rebuild
ing King’s Bench Building after the Great Fire, 1667 (copy, 
f. 18).
See: Cal. IT Records, iii, 43.

(iii) Admissions, 1670-77 (flf. 24, 32).
(iv) Accounts of chief butler, steward, etc., 1671-4 (ff. 34-132, 

passim).
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(v) Addresses from IT and MT to Chas. II on the discovery of the 

Rye House Plot, 1683 (copies, ff. 118, 120). MT Address 
printed by Tonson, 1683.

34. Inner Temple: ‘A Sermon preached ... in the Temple Church the 
ixth day of October MDCCVII at the funerall of William Petyt, 
Esquire ... by Edm. Gibson, D.D. . . .’ (Bodl. Rawl. E. 117-8. Two 
copies)

In both some papers about Petyt and his monument, and in the second 
a copy of the foundation deed of the Petyt Library, 1708. Nos. 14351-2 
in SCWM.
See: 26, 677.

35. Inner Temple: Order of the Bencher’s parliament for the admission 
of W. Bedingfield into chambers, 1717. (BM Egerton Add. 2721,
f- 43°)

36- Inner Temple : The state of the cause touching the calling of Benchers. 
(Lans. 106, no. 18)

37. Inner Temple: Notes on lectures given by Readers of IT, 1632-41. 
(BM Add. 42117, ff. i-i37b. Scattergood Collections)

38. Inner Temple, Clement’s Inn, Clifford’s Inn: MSS at Crome 
Court, Worcs., relating to, early 17c.

HMC, 1 st Report, p. 34, 1870.
Now in Birmingham Central Reference Library.

39. Inner Temple and Inns of Court: Names of Benchers and Utter- 
Barristers of IT, and of the students of the several Inns of Court. 
(Lans. 106, no. 17)

40. Inner and Middle Temple: Antiquities of. (Mostyn MSS, no. 152)
HMC, 4th Report, p. 353, 1874.

41. Inner and Middle Temple: Grant of, by Jas. I. (Har. 49, f. 46)
Reproduced in Cal. IT Records, ii, App. 1.

42. Inner and Middle Temple: Early 17c. description of. (IT)
Contains Mostyn’s bookplate, dated 1744.

43. Inner and Middle Temple: Petition to the Protector, to be excused 
a tax of £100 per month, levied by the City of London Commissioners, 
3 Feb., 1654.

SPD, 1653-1654, pp. 383-4.

44. Middle Temple: Original Records.1
(i) Minutes of Parliament, various volumes, from 1500 to 1908, 

except vol. containing Minutes for years 1525-50. (First five 
vols. used as basis of the printed Minutes of Parliament.)

1 A selection from, and conflation of, the catalogue of the Muniment Room at the 
Middle Temple.

2
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(ii) Indexes, various volumes, to Minutes.
(iii) Admissions, various volumes, from 1658. (Consult printed 

Register of Admissions, 305 below.)
(iv) Accounts of Treasurer, Butler, etc., various volumes, from 

1658.
(v) Deeds, leases, etc., various volumes, from 1606.

(vi) Calls to the Bar, various volumes, from 1748.
(vii) Chambers, applications for, rents, etc., various volumes, from 

1747-
(viii) Committees, minutes and reports, various volumes, 19 c.

(ix) Commons, accounts, attendances, etc., various volumes, from 
1762.

(x) Examinations, candidates, results, etc., various volumes, 
1877-1914.

(xi) Finance Committee, auditors’ reports, etc., various volumes, 
1815-1906.

(xii) Lectures and classes, private and public, registers, etc., 
various volumes, 1834-77.

(xiii) Library, minutes, reports, etc., various volumes, 1809-1909. 
(xiv) Moot Books, including New Inn exercises, 1748-1809, 3 vols.

45. Middle Temple: Arms. (Harl. 1042, f. 57)

46. Middle Temple: Numbers of chambers and students, in and out of 
term. (Lans. 106, no. 16)

46a. Middle Temple: Project, with laws, rules, and orders for a college 
for the education of young wits, in the MT. (Cott. Vit., c. ix, ff. 
308-312)

47. Middle Temple: 16c. description. (Cott. Vit., c. ix, ff. 313-317)
Rather badly damaged. Used by Stow (212), Dugdale (179), Herbert 
(189).

48. Middle Temple: Account Book of John Petre. (Essex Record Office,
D/DP A9F)

From Oct. 1567 to Oct. 1570, several entries relating to his residence at 
MT.
Some extracts in: English History from Essex Sources, 1550-1750, ed. A. C. 
Edwards, Essex Record Office, 1953.

49. Middle Temple: Certificate of Recusants, Nov. 1577.
SPD, Ed. VI, Mary, Eliz., 1547-1580, p. 569.
See: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 17, 27, 28, 76, 107, 117.

50. Middle Temple: Royal letter to MT, asking for subscription in aid 
of St. Paul’s, 28 May, 1638.

SPD, Chas. I, 1637-1638, p. 463.
See: 32.
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51. Middle Temple: Petition to the King against the increase of buildings 

in the vicinity, c. 24 Feb., 1674. (Bath MSS)
HMCt 4th Report, p. 233, 1874.

52. Middle Temple: Accounts of Wm. Wynne in chambers in MT, 
I7I5“I9- (BM Add. 41843, ff. 49-62. Middleton papers, vol. xli)

53. Middle Temple: Invitation to Chas. Abbott (later Lord Colchester) 
to become, as Speaker, a Bencher of the MT, with a schedule of the 
expenses involved, 13 Feb., 1802. (Colchester MSS)

HMCy 4th Report, p. 346, 1874.
54. Middle Temple: A relation of some passages of the Reading of Mr. 

[Edward] Bagshaw, Reader of the MT, Lent vacation [March 6], 
1739/40.

SPD, Chas. /, 1639-1640, pp. 521-24.

55* The Temple: ‘Of the Temple in Generali.’ (Petyt MSS, no. 538, 
vol. 17, f. 400, IT)

Description of IT and MT temp. Chas. I.
56. The Temple: Arms. (Harl. 1042, f. 30)

57. The Temple: ‘Interrogatories to be administered unto several mem
bers of the Temple.’ (Petyt MSS, no. 538, vol. 47, f. 342, IT)

58. The Temple: Dr. Micklethwaite and the Temple.
(i) Letter from Secretary Windebank to the Benchers of both 

Societies regarding the dispute with the Master of the Temple, 
Feb. [6?], 1633.

SPD, Chas. /, 1631-1633, p. 529.
(ii) Reply to foregoing, from Benchers, 14 Feb. 1633.

SPD, ibid., p. 536.
(iii) Articles proposed to adjust foregoing dispute, Feb. 1633.

SPD, ibid., p. 552.
(iv) OpinionbyAttorney General on foregoing dispute, Feb. 1633.

SPD, ibid., p. 552.
(v) Order of the King to settle foregoing dispute, [1638 ?].

SPD, Chas. 1,1638-1639, p. 206.
(vi) Order of certain Lords in Council to settle foregoing dispute.

SPD, ibid., p. 206.
See: 59, 60.

59. The Temple: Dr. Micklethwaite and the Temple.
(i) Proceedings between Dr. Micklethwaite and the Temple, 16 

May 1634.
Register of Privy Council, Chas. I, ix, p. 660.

(ii) Dr. Micklethwaite’s second petition to the King, 27 May 1638.
Register of Privy Council, xv, p. 219.
These two items reproduced in: Cal. MT Records, i, 233-5.
See: 58, 60.
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60. The Temple: Dr. Micklethwaite and the Temple. ‘The particulars 
wherein the Master of the Temple findes himself agreeved.’

Schedule of twelve complaints against IT and M and T, with answers by
MT. See, C. G. Addison, History of.. .the Temple, p. 329.
See: 58, 59.

61. The Temple: Proceedings arising out of the Lord Mayor’s visit to the 
Temple, 3 March 1668/9.

Register of Privy Council, Chas. II, viii, p. 239, 248, 258.
SPD, Chas. II, vol. 257, nos. 157, 158.
Reproduced in: Cal. MT Records, i, 235-42.

62. The Temple: Verses on two fires at, temp. Chas. II. (BM Add. 34362, 
f. 71 b)

63. The Temple: Draft Order appointing Mr. Vynes Master of the 
Temple, House of Lords Calendar, 19 Aug. 1644.

HMC, 6th Report, p. 23, 1877.

64. The Temple: Deeds relating to, 5, 6 Geo. II. (BM Add. Ch. 42291, 
42292)

65. The Temple: Expense of rebuilding chambers in Elm Court, 1741. 
(BM Add. 36651, f. 115)

66. The Temple: Description. (Bodl. Gough Maps)
No. 17516 in SCWM.

(y,. The Temple: Historical notes on the Temple and the Templars, and 
a history of the two Inns. (Petyt MSS, no. 538, vol. 17, ff. 386-412, 
IT)

See C. G. Addison, History of.. . the Temple, p. 367.

68. The Temple and Clifford’s Inn: Historical notes on, from records 
in the Tower. (Petyt MSS, no. 538, vol. 17, f. 375, IT)

69. The Temple and Gray’s Inn: Letter from Benchers of the Temple 
and GI to Sir Robert Cecil, 16 Feb. 1602. (MSS of the Marquis of 
Salisbury)

HMC, 7th Report, p. 183, 1878.
See also following entry.

70. The Temple and Lincoln’s Inn : Letter from Benchers of the Temple 
and LI to Sir Robert Cecil, 16 Feb. 1602. (MSS of the Marquis of 
Salisbury)

HMC, 7th Report, p. 183, 1878.

71. Worsley, Master: MSS of Master Worsley’s Book, and three copies. 
(MT)

See: 247, 259.
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III. THE TEMPLE CHURCH
72. Temple Church: State of. (Had. 830, no. 22, f. 166)

73. Temple Church: Transcnpt of the register of burials in, 1623-52. 
(Bodl. Wood B.5)

No. 8576 in SCWM.
See: 358.

74. Temple Church: Marriage licences (18c.) for marriages performed 
in the Church. (IT)

IV. GRAY’S INN
75. Gray’s Inn: Original Records.

(i) Book of Orders, 1569-1800, 5 vols.
(Minutes and Orders of Pension. Source of Pension Book of GI.)

(ii) Admission Books, 1581-1889, 11 vols.
(Source of Foster’s Register and Admissions.)

(iii) Ledgers, 1586-1800, 3 vols.
See: 83, 390.

76. Gray’s Inn: Certificate of such as refuse to attend the church in GI, 
Nov. 1577.

SPD, Ed. VI, Mary, Eliz., 1547-1580, p. 569.
See: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 17, 27, 28, 49, 107, 117.

77. Gray’s Inn: ‘Armes observed in the Hall-Wyndowe at GI,’ 15 June, 
1581 (Had. 2113, f. 107b)

78. Gray’s Inn: The Ancients of GI to Lord Burghley, refusing the 
appointment of Mr. Morison, 2 July 1584. (Lans. 43, no. 10)

79. Gray’s Inn: Arms in GI hall, late 16c. (Had. 2059, f. 203)

80. Gray’s Inn: Pension Roll, 5 Jas. I (P.R.O., E. 163/17/7).

81. Gray’s Inn: Poem on GI Walks, May, 1628 (Bodl. Rawl. poet. 166).
No. 14658 in SCWM.

82. Gray’s Inn : Letter from Chas. I to the Benchers, recommending that 
in the defence of true religion, the gentlemen of the Inns of Court 
should exercise themselves in archery, arms and horsemanship, 28 
June 1628.

SPD, Chas. I, 1628-162(4, P- I8i.
83. Gray’s Inn: Had. 1912.

Compiled by Simon Segar, mid-iyc. Butler and Librarian of GI. 
Contains material from records of GI now lost, including admissions 
1521-1677, and a summary of the more important Orders of pension. 
Copy (c. 1837) in GI Library.
Much of its material included in 390.
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84. Gray’s Inn : ‘ The Orders and anchient standing Constitutions of the 
said Society,’ 17c. (Bodl. Rawl. Statutes, 55)

No. 15908 in SCWM.

85. Gray’s Inn : ‘A collection of sermons preacht in Gray’s Inne Chappell 
and elsewhere . . . Josephi Keble,’ with indexes of preachers and texts 
(c. 1670-1707). (Bodl. Rawl. E. 208-11)

Nos. 14441-4 in SCWM.

86. Gray’s Inn: Letters from John Verney to Sir R. Verney, concerning 
a dispute over building houses in GI, 9 June, 16 June 1684. (MSS of 
Sir H. Verney, Bart.)

//A/C, 7th Report, p. 481, 1878.
87. Gray’s Inn : Humble petition to the Council, by some students of GI, 

imprisoned for riotous conduct, praying for release. (Lans. 106, no. 
20)

88. Gray’s Inn: Arms of the Inn (Harl. 1042, f. 62)

89. Gray’s Inn, Barnard’s Inn, Staple Inn: Names of members, 1585. 
(Lans. 47, no. 35)

90. Gray’s Inn and Staple Inn: Members of GI to Lord Burghley, 
recommending Mr. Thomas Carey to be Principal of Staple Inn, 11 
May 1584. (Lans. 40, no. 38)

V. LINCOLN’S INN
91. Cole, A.: Memo on arms of Lincoln’s Inn. (LI)
92. Hobhouse, Lord: List of arms in Lincoln’s Inn Chapel. (LI)
93. Hunter, J.: Catalogue of Books and Manuscripts, 1828. (LI)
94. Lincoln’s Inn: Original Records.

(i) The Black Books, 1422, continuing.
(ii) Red Book (Finance and Buildings), 7 vols., 1614-1877.

(iii) Account Books (Vacation Commons), 2 vols., 1629-80.
(iv) Treasurer’s Accounts, 1672-81; 1713-22.
(v) Works Department Accounts, 1779-84.

(vi) Cook’s Accounts, 1806-32.

95. Lincoln’s Inn: Names of Benchers, Associates, Utter-Barristers and 
Preachers, no. of chambers, etc. (Lans. 106, no. 15).

96. Lincoln’s Inn: The ‘White Act Book*. (MSS of Dean and Chapter, 
Chichester Cathedral).

(i) Indentures leasing LI for 99 years to Wm. Sulyard, 20 Dec. 
l535’ noted, f. 77b.

(ii) Note of letters patent granting LI to Hy. VIII, 1 July, 1536.
HMC, Report on MSS in various collections, i, 1901, p. 195.
Item (ii) reproduced in: BB, iv, 2848-86.
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97. Lincoln’s Inn: Statement by Bishop of Chichester laying claim to 
LI after expiry of 99 years’ lease granted in 1535 (copy of indenture 
attached) 12 Sept. 1634.

SPD, Chas. 1,1634-1635, p. 206.
98. Lincoln’s Inn: Petition of Barristers and Students of LI, against the 

great increase of buildings near the Inn, 16 Aug. 1641. (MSS of the 
House of Lords).

HMC, 4th Report, p. 97, 1874.
99 Lincoln’s Inn: Catalogue of books, Sept. 1646. (Harl. 7363)

100. Lincoln’s Inn: Inscriptions on the monuments or gravestones under 
Lincoln’s Inn Chapel. (Lans. 843, f. 74)

Transcript by Wm. Sliford, 1741, in LI Library.
101. Lincoln’s Inn: Catalogue of Library, 1744. (LI)
102. Lincoln’s Inn: Record of sale to Lincoln’s Inn, by Francis Capper, 

of land and buildings on the east side of Searle Street, mid-18c. (LI)
103. Lincoln’s Inn: Deed of lease by Lord Foley to Sir Dudley Ryder of 

chambers in New Square, mid-18c. (LI)
104. Lincoln’s Inn: Report of Committee appointed 11 June, 1841, con

cerning the watching of the Inn. (LI)
105. Lincoln’s Inn: Extracts from Council Book of LI in respect to the 

Society’s arms. (Har. 490, f. 65)
106. Lincoln’s Inn: Oaths of the Society and Governors of LI. (Harl. 

160, f. 199)
107. Lincoln’s Inn: Certificate of such as refuse to attend the church in 

LI, Nov. 1577.
SPD, Ed. VI, Mary, Eliz., 1547-1580, p. 569.
See: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 17, 27, 28, 76, 117.

108. Lincoln’s Inn: List of Benchers, 1818. (BM Peel Papers, Add. 
40277, f. 99)

109. Lincoln’s Inn: Index to the Hale MSS in LI. (BM Add. 25471).
no. Lincoln’s Inn: Catalogue of MSS in the same closet with the Hale 

MSS, but given by other hands. Also of MSS not in the closet, and 
of the Hale MSS themselves. (Bodl. Add. c. 40)

No. 27837 in SCWM.
in. Lincoln’s Inn: Questions put to Lincoln’s Inn by the Select Com

mittee on Public Records, 1800, and draft of answers. (LI)

112. Lincoln’s Inn: Law Readings, temp. Chas. I. (LI, Maynard MSS)

113. Lincoln’s Inn: Description (Bodl. Gough Maps)
No. 17516 in SCWM.
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114. Lincoln’s Inn: Six sermons preached at LI and elsewhere (Bodl. 
Rawl. E. 243)

No. 14475 SCWM.

115. Lincoln’s Inn, Gray’s Inn, etc.: Stowe MSS.
(i) No. 697, arms of the IC, etc., f. 92b.

(ii) No. 702, drawings of arms of some of the Readers of LI and 
GI, temp. Jas. I, f. 109b.

(iii) No. 1056, lists of MSS books given to LI by Sir Matthew 
Hale, 1676, and ‘Mr. [William] Prynn’s works in the Library 
of LI’, ff. 86, 89.

116. Lincoln’s Inn, Inner Temple, etc.: Extracts from the registers of 
LI, IT, etc. (Pink MSS, JRL. R. 24457)

117. Lincoln’s Inn and Inns of Court: Order of the Privy Council, 
directing Benchers, etc., of LI and other IC to prefer none who refuse 
conformity to the established religion. (Lans. 109, no. 5)

See: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 17, 27, 28, 49, 76, 107.

118. Lincoln’s Inn, Thavies Inn, Furnival’s Inn: Early 17c. MS con
taining extracts from LI Black Books, notes on history and customs 
of LI, TI, FI, extracts from FI records, drawings and descriptions of 
armorial bearings, etc. (MT, Reading MSS)

Transcript in LI Library by W. P. Baildon.
Extracts reproduced in : 448, 478, 479.

119. Marriott, N. Y.: Reports on war damage in Lincoln’s Inn, 1939-45. 
(LI)

120. Thorpe, Mary S. and Charlotte: Biographical sketches of Lincoln’s 
Inn men (Readers, Treasurers, Benefactors), 1600-1917, whose arms 
are emblazoned in the windows of the Chapel. (LI)

Transcript, 3 vols., illustrations in colour.

121. Underhill, Sir Arthur: List of Treasurers, 1586-1925. (LI)

VI. INNS OF CHANCERY
Barnard's Inn
122. Barnard’s Inn: Pension Books, 3 vols. (GI)

(i) 1620-1758. (ii) 1812-67. (iii) 1867-96.

123. Barnard’s Inn: Deeds, etc. (Dean and Chapter, Lincoln Cathedral)
(i) Deeds, Ric. II-Ed. VI, grants and leases. (D IV/51)

(ii) Deeds, Ric. II-Hen. VI. (D II/67/3)
(iii) Misc. papers, 17c., 18c. (D IV/51)
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Clement's Inn
124. Clement’s Inn: Misc. MSS. (P.R.O. 30/26/74/1-11)

(i) Admission Register, 1656-1790.
(ii) Admission Register, 1790-1883.

(iii) Agreements for erection of chambers, etc. (Entry book with 
signatures.) 1586-1652.

(iv) Constitution and orders, nos. 1-62 (late 15c.—1632/50).
(v) Translation and transcription of preceding, and transcript of 

a missing vol. II, nos. 63-84 (1650-87).
Pension Books, transcript of orders, 1683-1781.
Abstract of deeds, 1661-1780.

(vi) Constitutions and orders, subject index, early 19c.
(vii) Deeds, 1669.

(viii) Traces of seal of above.
(ix) Deed, 1682.
(x) Oaths of supremacy, taken on admission, with signatures, 

1815 ?-66 ?
(xi) Papers and accounts, 1631-1763.

See: 464, 465.

125. Clement’s Inn: Pension Book, 1714-49/50. (IT)
See: 464.

125a. Clement’s Inn: Cellar Book, 1801-15. (LI)
See: 466.

Clifford's Inn
126. Clifford’s Inn: Statutes, 16c. (IT)

127. Clifford’s Inn: Minute Book, 1738-54. (P.R.O. L.C. 9/344) 

Lyon's Inn
128. Lyon’s Inn: Discussion of legal points by a club meeting in Lyon’s 

Inn, Feb.-Mar. 1664/5, Juty> I666. (Bodl. Gough London 14)
No. 18039 in SCWM.

New Inn
129. New Inn: Note of lease granted by Mrs. Lucy Smith to ‘R.S.’, Feb. 

1592/3. (Salisbury MSS)
HMC, Series 9 Report, part iv, p. 290, 1892.

VII. SERJEANT’S INN
130. Serjeant’s Inn: ‘The Order of Serieants Feast’, 16 Oct. 1555. (Bodl. 

966)
No. 3033 in SCWM.
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130a. Serjeant’s Inn : Creation of Serjeants, 1576. (Bodl. Ashm. 1147,1, i 
and ii, ff. 1-46)

Part ii is a fair copy of Ashm. 804, II, i, which was used by Dugdale for 
chap. 46 of Ortginesjuridictales.

131. Serjeant’s Inn: Sir Edw. Cooke’s speech at the installation of eleven 
Serjeants in the Temple Hall, 1614. (MSS of the Marquis of West
minster)

HMC, 3rd Report, p. 214, 1872.
132. Serjeant’s Inn : Notes of Speech of Sir Edw. Cooke at the installation 

of eleven Serjeants-at-Law in the Temple Hall, 1614, explaining the 
symbolical meanings of their coifs, hoods, robes and caps. (Petyt 
MSS, IT, no. 536, vol. 51, f. 134)

133. Serjeant’s Inn: News letter containing a description of the installa
tion of sixteen Serjeants, 31 Jan. 1683. (MSS of G. E. Frere)

HMC, 7th Report, p. 534, 1878.
134. Serjeant’s Inn: Misc. MSS in P.R.O., 30/23/1/1-30/23/7/4.

(i) Minutes of the Board of Green Cloth, 1719-24 (draft); 1776- 
1832; 1827-47 (draft); 1832-65; 1869 (printed); 1871-77 
(draft).

(ii) Treasurer’s accounts: receipts and disbursements, 1726-37;
1767-85; l7^5f 1799“1806; 1822-38; 1839-46;
1846-9; 1849-69; 1869-71.

(hi) Treasurer’s accounts: commons and wages, 1611-14; 1620-4; 
1630-5.

(iv) Treasurer’s accounts: rental, etc., 1621-58; receipts and 
disbursements, inventories, admissions, financial orders, 
1621-73.

(v) Treasurer’s accounts: rents and commons, 1846-9; 1849-65; 
1865-72.

(vi) Cellar accounts, 1861-72.
(vii) Treasurer’s vouchers, 23 packets, almost consecutive from 

1706 to 1874.
(viii) Correspondence, July, 1658; 1817; 1830-57.

(ix) Correspondence, papers and accounts, consecutive from 
1658 ? to 1868.

(x) Deeds, leases, etc., 27 documents, 1648-1847.
(xi) Fire-insurance, policies, receipts, misc., 1715-31; 1802;

1830-75-
(xii) Tax assessments, 1806-19.

(xiii) Parish rates, 1826-7; tax assessments, 1831-49.
(xiv) Purchase of fee simple of Inn, erection of new chambers, 

minute books, reports, correspondence, accounts, 1832-9. 
(xv) Act of 3 and 4 Wm. IV, confirming purchase of Inn, 1833. 

(Printed)
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(xvi) Sale and winding up of Inn, correspondence, accounts, 
1873-83. Leases, cases, opinions, minutes, plans, auctioneers’ 
inventory, sale catalogue, etc., 1817-79.

(xvii) Sjt. Wm. Payne’s account, with list of records of Inn, 1861; 
income and expenditure, statement, 1869.

VIII. KING’S INNS, DUBLIN
I35* King’s Inns, Dublin : Humble petition of Walter Usher, of Dublin, 

Alderman, to the Judges of the KI, touching the land and inheritance 
of the Inns, etc. (Marsh’s Library, Dublin, no. 104)

IX. DRAMA
136. ‘The Barriers’: Text of production presented by the four Inns of 

Court at the creation of Prince Charles as Prince of Wales, 4 Nov. 
1616. (Guildhall, 4160)

Reproduced in: 520.

I37* * The Barriers ’: Poem in praise of foregoing. (Bodl. Eng. Poets, c. 11, 
f. 72)

Reproduced in: 520.

138. Browne, Wm: Inner Temple Masque, 1615. (Emmanuel College, 
Cambridge)

In his edition of 1954 (see: 557a) Gwyn Jones refers to another MS,
formerly at Hopton Hall, and then in the possession of Lt.-Col. J.
Chandos-Pole.
See: 524, 548, 554, 557a, 572, 637.

139. Gray’s Inn: Cast of comedy at GI, 16 Jan. 1587. (Lans. 55, No. 4)
Reproduced in: Malone Society Collections, part II, pp. 179-80.

140. Gray’s Inn: Speeches in the Shrovetide Masque of Proteus, Gesta 
Grayorum. (Harl. 541, f. 138)

See: 523, 549, 551, 563, 635.
141. Gray’s Inn: The Maske of Flowers, 1613. (GI)

See: 536, 550.

142. Gray’s Inn : The Masque of Mountebankes [performed at GI; to which 
is appended] the Songe for Entertainment of the Lord Chancellor [Bacon] 
at Graies Ine, on Candlemas day [1617] and of other Lords. (GI)

See: 143, 144, 529, 614, 615.

143. Gray’s Inn: The Masque of Mountebankes. (BM Add. 5956)
See: 142, 144, 529, 614, 615.

144. Gray’s Inn: The Masque of Mountebankes. (Bodl. Ashm. 36-7)
See: 142, 143, 529, 614, 615.

145. Gray’s Inn: Letter from Sir Herbert Gerard to Carleton, describing 
GI masque, 22 Feb. 1618.

SPD,Jas. 1,1611-1618, p. 523.

J5
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146. Inner Temple: Remonstrance from IT to the Council, regarding a 
ban on Christmas festivities, 5 Jan. 1639/40.

SPD, Chas. 7,163^1640, p. 304.

147. Inner Temple and Lincoln’s Inn: Letter from Henry Newman to 
Lord Percival, mentioning revival of revels at IT and LI, 3 Feb. 
1725/6. (MSS of Earl of Egmont)

HMC, 7th Report, p. 248, 1878.

148. Inner and Middle Temple: Letter from Chas. I to Governors, taking 
notice of disorders at Christmas time, and commanding the present 
forbearing of commons and plays, 1631 (?).

SPDf Chas. 7,1631-1633, p. 215.

149. Inns of Court: Letter from John Chamberlain to Alice Carleton, 
describing revels at the marriage of the Prince Palatine and Princess 
Elizabeth, 18 Feb. 1613.

SPD,Jas. 7,1611-1618, p. 170.
Quoted: E. K. Chambers, Eliz. Stage, iii, 261.
See following entry.

150. Inns of Court: Letter from Sir Edw. Phelips to Carleton, describing 
festivities in preceding entry, 25 Feb. 1613.

SPD,Jas. 1,1611-1618, p. 172.

151. Inns of Court: Poem entitled ‘A brief expression of the delight 
apprehended by the author, at the seeing of the solemn triumphs of 
the gentlemen of the IC riding with the masque presented before his 
Majesty’, 3 Feb. 1633/4.

SPD, Chas. I, 1633-1634, p. 450.
See following entry.

152. Inns of Court: Letter from Robert Reade to Thos. Windebank 
describing masque referred to in preceding entry, 14 Feb. 1633/4.

SPD, Chas. I, 1633-1634, p. 464.

153. Inns of Court: Poem of 30 lines describing the glorious appearance 
of the Gentlemen Masquers of the . . . four IC, Temp. Chas. I. (MSS 
of the Marquis of Bath)

HMC, 4th Report, p. 236, 1874.

154. The Temple: Commencement of a petition to the Prince d’Amour 
from his oppressed subjects in the Temple, complaining of the inter
ference of some of his vice-gerents in alterations of costume, temp. 
Jas. I and Chas. I. (MSS of the Marquis of Bath)

HMC, 3rd Report, p. 192, 1872.

155. Wilmot, Robt., and others: The Tragedy of Gismund of Salerne. 
(Har. 205, if. 9-22)

Third quarter of 16c.
See: 574.
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156. \\ ilmot, Robt., and others: Gismond of Salern in Love. (Lans. 786, 
ff. 1-70)

Late 16c. or early 17c.
There are considerable differences between nos. 155, 156 and the printed 
text.
See: 574.

B. HISTORIES, DESCRIPTIONS AND GENERAL
WORKS

In this and the following sections place of publication should be taken to
be London, unless otherwise indicated.

I57* Abady, J.: The Inns of Court and Civilization, 1954.
Pamphlet.

158. Ackerman, R.: The Microcosm of London, 2 vols., 1808.
Illustrations.

I59- An Order of the Commons that no persons who have been enemies to 
Parliament be admitted to the Inns of Court, 1646.

Copy in Thomason Tracts, BM.

160. Anon: Antiquities of the Inns of Court, 2 vols., 1780.
‘With an appendix containing several modern orders made by the
Society of Lincoln’s Inn.*

161. ‘Another Ancient’: ‘The Inns of Chancery,’ NQ, 7th ser., no. 53 
(1887), P- 45 n(>- 67 (1887), p. 282; no. 73 (1887), p. 401.

162. Barton, Sir D. P., Benham, C., Watt, F.: The Story of our Inns of 
Court, n.d. [1924].

163. Bedwell, C. E. A.: ‘The Inns of Court’, Quarterly Rev., cclxxxii 
(I944), p. 420.

Review article of nos. 310, 706, 822.

164. Bellot, H. H. L.: ‘The Jurisdiction of the Inns of Court over the 
Inns of Chancery,’ LQR, xxvi (1910), p. 384.

165. Bellot, H. H. L.: ‘The Inns of Chancery, their Origin and Constitu
tion,’ LMR, xxxvii (1912), p. 189.

166. Bellot, H. H. L.: ‘Self-government in the Inns of Court,’ LMR, xl 
(1915), p. 29.

167. Blackham, R. J.: Wig and Gown: the Story of the Temple, Gray's and 
Lincoln's Inn, n.d. [1932].

168. Bland, D. S.: ‘Inns of Court Nomenclature,’ NQ, cxcvii (1952), 
p. 364; cxviii (1953), p. 2; vi (n.s.), (1957), p. 49, p. 408.

Corrections for Oxford English Dictionary.
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169. Bray ley, E. W.: Londoniana: or Reminiscences of the British Metro
polis, 4 vols., 1829.

‘Inns of Court’, i, p. 138; ‘Serjeant’s Inn’, iii, p. 53; ‘Inner and Middle 
Temples’, iii, p. 290; ‘Insignia of the Inner and Middle Temples’, iv, 
p. 216. The section on Seijeant’s Inn is said to be based on a MS in the 
hand of Archbishop Sancroft in the Library of Emmanuel College, Cam
bridge, but no such MS is now there.

170. Bretton, R.: ‘The Arms of the Inns of Court,’ Patent Office Staff 
Mag., Sept. 1957, p. 22.

171. Bruce, A. K.: Chancery Lane and Its Memories, 1949.

172. Buck, Sir G.: ‘The Third University of England/
Appendix to Stow’s Chronicle of England, 1615.

173. Calvert, F.: Remarks upon the Jurisdiction of the Inns of Court, 1874.
See: 769.

174. Chamberlain, H.: A New and Compleat History and Survey of... 
London and Westminster ... by a Society of Gentlemen, revised by 
Henry Chamberlain, 1771.

175. Clinch, G.: ‘Tooks Court and its Neighbourhood,’ NQ, 8th ser. 
(1892), p. 261.

Illustrated.

176. Cohen, H.: ‘Early History of the Inns of Court and Chancery,’ 
Juridical Rev., xxxiv (1922), p. 310.

177. Cohen, H.: ‘ Note on term “Inn of Court ”,’L(2/?,xlvi (1930), p. 150.
Use of term prior to earliest use noted in 790.

178. Cunningham, T.: History and Antiquities of the Four Inns of Court and 
of the Nine Inns of Chancery, also of Serjeant's Inn and Scroop's Inn, 
1780.

Extracted from Dugdale (see next entry). Republished 1790 as Historical 
Memorials of the English Laws. . . . There is also a Dublin reprint, n.d. 
usually ascr. to Cunningham, but BM Catalogue suggests John Rayner.

179. Dugdale, W.: Origines Juridiciales, 1666.
2nd edn., enlarged, 1671; 3rd edn., enlarged, 1680.
See: 178.

180. Eden, F. S.: ‘Heraldry of Law and Lawyers, The Inns of Court,’ 
Apollo, xxxii (1940), p. 101; xxxiii (1941), p. 77, p. 83, p. 107; xxxiv 
(1941), p. 52.

181. Fletcher, R. J.: The Reformation and the Inns of Court, 1903.
A paper read before St. Paul’s Ecclesiological Society.

182. Fooshee, M.: ‘English Inns of Court: their Background and Begin
nings,’ American Bar Assoc. Jour., xlvi (i960), p. 616.
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183. Gentleman’s Magazine Library: English Topography, part XVI 
(London, vol. ii).

184. Goldsmith, G.: The English Bar: or a Guide to the Inns of Court, Com
prising an Historical Outline of all the Inns of Court. . . 1843.

185. Graham, T. H. B.: ‘The Inns of Court,’ Gentleman's Mag., cclxx 
(!89i), p. 568.

186. Gresham University Commission: Report, evidence, etc., 1894-8.
Part specially relating to the Inns of Court.

iSy. [Hatton, J.]: A New View of London, 2 vols., 1708.

188. Hearne, T. (ed.): A Collection of Curious Discourses, Oxford, 1720.
xxv: ‘Of the Antiquity and Privileges of the Houses or Inns of 

Court and of Chancery,’ by Mr. Agard. 
xxvi: ‘Of the Antiquity of the Houses of Law,’ by Mr. Thynne. 

xxvii: * Of the Antiquity, Use and Privilege of Places for Students 
and Professors of the Common Law,’ by Joseph Holland, 

xxviii: ‘Of the Antiquity, Use and Privilege of Places for Students 
and Professors of the Common Laws of England,’ by Mr. 
Whitlock.

2nd edn., 1775.

189. Herbert, W.: Antiquities of the Inns of Court and Chancery, 1804.
Illustrated.

190. Home, G. and Headlam, C.: The Inns of Court, 1909.
Coloured illustrations.

191. Hutchinson, J.: Inquiry into the Origin and Early History of the Inns 
of Court and Chancery, 1902.

192. Inns of Court: The Humble Petition of the . . . Protestants of this 
Kingdom, presented unto the .. . Commons by ... the Four Inns of 
Court. . . 1642.

Pamphlet asking for a peaceful reign.
Copy in SPD, vol. 193, no. 44, 1642.

I93- Ireland, S.: Picturesque Views, with an Historical Account of the Inns 
of Court in London and Westminster, 1800.

194. Irwell, L.: ‘ Grand Day at the Inns of Court,’ Green Bag, xii (1900), 
p. 507.

I95* JELF> E. A.: ‘The Inns of Chancery,’ LMR, 5th ser., xxvi, p. 282.
196. Levy-Ullmann, H.: The English Legal Tradition, its Sources and 

History, 1935.
Contains a short statement of the history of the Bar, Serjeants, appren
tices, etc. Useful references to continental authorities on the English Bar 
and Inns of Court.
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197. Loftie, W. J.: The Inns of Court and Chanceryy 1893.
Rev. edn. 1895.

198. London Topographical Society: Drawings of the Inns of Court and 
Chanceryy made probably in the first half of the eighteenth century. 
Reproduced from originals in the Society of Antiquaries y 1928.

199. Norman, P.: London Vanished and Vanishingy 1886, 1905.
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394. Gray’s Inn: The Unveiling of the Statue of Francis Bacon by the Rt. 
Hon. Arthur Balfour, M.P., 1912.

395. Gray’s Inn: The War Book of Gray's Inn, 1921.

396. Gray’s Inn : Gray's Inn, 1929. The Library, Mr. Baldwin's Visit, the 
House Dinner, printed for the Society, 1930.

397. Gray’s Inn : The Story of Gray's Inn. An Outline History of the Inn 
from Earliest Times to the Present Day, printed for the Society, 1950.

Part I reproduces chap. I of 201. Part II by H. E. Duke.

398- Gray’s Inn: The Reopening of the Hall by ... the Duke of Gloucester 
... 1951, n.d. [1951].

Illustrated.

399. Hessey, J. C.: The Inn of Court and Its Chapel, 1879.
Pamphlet of farewell sermon in GI Chapel.

400. Hope, A.: Chronicles of an Old Inn, or a Few Words about Gray's Inn, 
1887.

401. Keogh, G. D.: ‘Some Reflections on the Rise of Gray’s Inn,’ Graya, 
no. 14 (1934), p. ss-
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402. Kerr, S. P.: ‘ Gray’s Inn and the Virginia Story,* Graya, no. 39 (1954), 

p. 26.
See: 304.

403. [Lee, P. B.]: The Law Student's Guide .. . by a Member of Gray's Inn} 
1827.

404. Pine, L. G.: ‘ The Heraldry of Gray’s Inn,’ Gray ay no. 50 (1959), p. 99.

405. Renaud, E. J.: ‘Gray’s Inn,’ Home Counties Mag.y viii (1906), p. 55, 
P- 133-

406. Smith, J. A.: ‘Gray’s Inn,’ Home Counties Mag., vi (1904), p. 65.
Discusses will of Hugh Denys {pb. 30 Dec. 15n), relating to the manor
of Portpool.

407. Spiers, F. E.: Gray's /««, 1901.

408. Stone, Sir L.: ‘The History of the Silver of Gray’s Inn,’ Grayay no. 
31 (1950), P. 27.

Also reprinted separately.

409. Tearle, C.: ‘Gray’s Inn Gardens: New Glimpses of Francis Bacon,’ 
Home Counties Mag.y xiv, p. 220.

410. Thorne, S. E.: ‘The Early History of the Inns of Court with Special 
Reference to Gray’s Inn,’ Graya, no. 50 (1959), p. 79.

411. Yelverton, Sir C.: The Farewell Address of Sir Christopher Yelverton 
to the Hon. Society of Gray's Inn, on Becoming Queen's Serjeant and 
Leaving the Society, in ijSg, n.d. [1882].

F. LINCOLN’S INN
412. The Quin-Centenary of Lincoln's Inn, 1422-^22, 1923.

413. Anon: ‘Heraldic Glass in the Old Hall [Lincoln’s Inn],’Jowr. British 
Society of Master Glass-Painters viii (1931), p. 23.

414. Anon: ‘Stone Buildings,’ LT, clxxx (1935), p. 206.

415. Anon: A Guide to Lincoln's Inn, 1953.
Brief illustrated guide, with bibliography.

416. Ashworth, M.: ‘On Living in Lincoln’s Inn,’ Comhill Magazine, no. 
405 (n.s.), 1930.

417. Baildon, W. P.: ‘The Old Gate-House of Lincoln’s Inn,* Home 
Counties Mag., ii (1900), p. 169, p. 292.

418. Baildon, W. P.: ‘ Lincoln’s Inn Chapel,’ Trans. St. Paul's Ecclesio- 
logical Soc., (1900), p. 252.

419. Baildon, W. P.: The Site of Lincoln's Inn, 1902.
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420. Baker, L.: ‘ Lincoln’s Inn Development, 1230-1953,’Jbwr. Royal Inst. 
British Architects, 2nd ser., Ixii (1955), p. 322.

A series of 11 plans.
421. Ball, Sir W. V.: Lincoln's Inn, 1845-1945. A Souvenir of the 

Hundredth Anniversary of the New Hall and Library, 1945.
Pamphlet.

422. Ball, Sir W. V.: Lincoln's Inn: its History and Traditions, 1947.
Illustrated.

423. Bland, D. S.: ‘Beating the Bounds in Lincoln’s Inn,’ NQ, cxcvii
(1952). p-133-

424. Bolland, W. C.: ‘ The Lord Lieutenant of Lincoln’s Inn and Prince 
of the Grange,’ Antiquary, xlii (1906), p. 452.

425. Bolland, W. C.: ‘An Unedited Fragment of the History of Lincoln’s 
Inn,’ Home Counties Mag., xi (1909), p. 65.

A ‘loyal address’ to Chas. II.
see: 290, 296, 848, 849.

426. Bolton, A. T.: ‘ Lincoln’s Inn and the Fields in Relation to a Scheme 
of Rebuilding . . . by Robert Adam, 1771-2,' Architectural Rev. (191*]), 
p. no.

427. Brabrook, Sir E. W.: ‘The Honourable Society of Lincoln’s Inn,’ 
Trans. London and Middlesex Arch. Soc., iv (1873), p. 425.

428. Chancellor, E. B.: The Romance of Lincoln's Inn Fields and Its 
Neighbourhood, 1932.

429. Donne, John: A Sermon Preached at Lincoln's Inn, ed. G. R. Potter, 
Stanford and London, n.d. [1946].

430. Draper, W. H.: ‘The Watts Fresco in Lincoln’s Inn,’ Burlington 
Mag., (1906), p. 8.

See: 458.

431. Grimthorpe, Lord, etc.: ‘The Gateway to Old Square, Lincoln’s 
Inn,* Knowledge, xiii (1890), p. 169.

See: 447.
432. Grundy, C. R.: ‘ Lincoln’s Inn and Its Treasures,’ Connoisseur, (1912), 

P* I43-
433. Hardwick, P.: Drawings of the New Hall and Library of Lincoln's Inn, 

with Descriptive Text, 1842.
MS opinion by Hardwick on the site of the Hall and Library (1842) in
LI Library.

434. Heckethorn, C. W.: Lincoln's Inn Fields and the Localities Adjacent: 
their Historical and Topographical Associations, 1896.

Illustrated.
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435. Hurst, Sir G.: A Short History of Lincoln's Inn, 1946.

2nd edn. rev., 1948.
Illustrated.

436- Hurst, Sir G.: Lincoln's Inn Essays, 1949.

437. Lane, T.: The Student's Guide, being a Concise Account of Lincoln's 
Inn, 1803.

Enlarged ed., 1805. 4th edn. 1823.

438- Lincoln’s Inn: Case between Lincoln's Inn, the King's Bench, and 
T.J. Wooler, 1826.

Refusal of admission.

439. Lincoln’s Inn : The Records of the Hon. Society of Lincoln's Inn.
(a) Admissions, 2 vols., 1896.

Vol. I, 1420-1799.
Vol. II, 1800-1893 and Chapel Registers.

(b) The Black Books, 4 vols., 1897-1902.
Vol. I, 1422-1586.
Vol. II, 1586-1660.
Vol. Ill, 1660-1775.
Vol. IV, 1775-1845.

Introductions by J. D. Walker, compilation by W. P. Baildon.
440. Lincoln’s Inn: A Souvenir of the Hundredth Anniversary of the 

Opening of the New Hall and Library at Lincoln's Inn, 30 Oct., 1945.
Text by W. V. B. (Sir William Ball).

441. Manson, E.: ‘ The Early Black Books of Lincoln’s Inn,'Juridical Rev., 
xxvi (1914), p. 41.

442. Marks, A. H.: Historical Notes on Lincoln's Inn Fields, 1922.

443. Martin, W.: Some London Topography in Stained Glass, c. 1623, in 
the Chapel of Lincoln's Inn, 1916.

Pamphlet, repr. from Proc. Soc. Antiquaries, 1916.

444. Martin, W.: ‘The Old Hall, Lincoln’s Inn,’ Trans. London and 
Middlesex Arch. Soc., n.s. vol v. (1926), p. 333.

445. Melmoth, W.: Great Importance of a Religious Life, ed. C. P. Cooper, 
1849.

App. B: * Remarkable persons buried in the cloister of L.I. Chapel.’ 
App. C: ‘Short notices of prelates and eminent divines who have 
been preachers to the Society of L.I.’
App. D: ‘Sermons preached at the Warburtonian Lecture in L.I. 
Chapel, which have been printed.’
Supplement: Notes on L.I., Knights Templars and Hospitallers.

446. Payne, J.: Lines to Commemorate the Opening of the Hall, 1845.
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447. Ranyard, A. C.: ‘The Gateway of Old Square, Lincoln’s Inn,’ 
Knowledge, xiii (1890), p. 143.

See: 431.
448. Roxburgh, Sir R. F.: The Origins of Lincoln's Inn, Cambridge, 1963.

449. Simpson, Sir J. W.: Some Account of the Old Hall of Lincoln's Inn, 
Brighton, 1928.

450. Spilsbury, W. H.: Lincoln's Inn, its Ancient and Modern Buildings. 
With an Account of the Library, 1850.

2nd edn., rev., 1873.
See: 692.

451. Thomson, O.: ‘The Black Books of Lincoln’s Inn,’ Chambers's Jour., 
(1937), p. 133.

452. Turner, G. J.: Lincoln's Inn, 1903.

453. Turner, G. J.: ‘Chancery Lane—Sir Nicholas Bacon’s Estate,’ 
Trans. London and Middlesex Arch. Soc., n.s., v (1926), p. 486.

454. Walker, J. D.: Short Notes on Lincoln's Inn, 1906.

455. West, R.: The Case of the Petitioner Robert West, 1715.
Dispute as to chambers. Broadside, 2 pp.

456. Whitaker, H. L: ‘A Forgotten Chapter in Local History,’ Trans. 
London and Middlesex Archaeological Soc., n.s., v (1926), p. 3, p. 329.

Litigation over extra-parochiality of LI.

457. Williams, T. C.: Lyrics of Lincoln's Inn, 1896.

458- Wilson, T.: ‘The New Hall of Lincoln’s Inn,* Jour, of the London 
Soc., no. 140 (1929), p. 4.

Preservation of Watts’s fresco.
See: 431.

459. W. M.: ‘ The Old Hall of Lincoln’s Inn,* Trans. London and Middlesex 
Arch. Soc., n.s., v (1926), p. 333.

G. INNS OF CHANCERY
Barnard's Inn
460. Anon: ‘Sale of Barnard’s Inn,’ LJ, xxiii (1889), p. 341.

461. Bonner, C. B.: ‘Note on Barnard’s Inn,’ Mercers School Mag., xliii 
(1944). P- 27-

462. B[oulter], B. C.: ‘Barnard’s Inn,* Supplement to Mercers School 
Mag., xxxi (1932), pp. 1-12.

Historical account, based in part on 463.
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463. [Pugh, C.]: ‘Origin and Progress of Barnard’s Inn,’ NQ> 7th ser., 
vols. ii and iii (1886-7).

Twelve consecutive articles compiled by ‘an Ancient of the Society 
c. 1852.

Clement's Inn
464. Carr, Sir Cecil (ed.): The Pension Book of Clement's Inn, Selden 

Society, i960.
Based on 125.

465. Clement’s Inn: The Book of Constitutions and Orders of the Hon. 
Society of Clement's Inn, 1880.

Contains transcripts and translations of P.R.O. nos. 30/26/74/4 and 5. 
See: 124.

466. Clement’s Inn: Cellar Book, extracts from, Wine and Food, no. 25, 
Autumn, 1939.

See: 125a.

Clifford's Inn
467. Anon: ‘Clifford’s Inn,’ LN, vol. xxix (1926), p. 196.

468. Anon: ‘An Old Inn of Chancery: Clifford’s Inn,’ LT, clxxviii (1934), 
p. 230.

469. Bell, W. G.: ‘Clifford’s Inn Passes,’ Connoisseur, xciv (1934), p. 293.
Illustrated.

470. Chancellor, E. B.: ‘Clifford’s Inn is coming down,’ Architectura
Rev., Ixxv (1934), p. 197- 

Illustrated.

471. Clifford’s Inn: Trial of Allen v. Walker, 1822.
Liability of Inn to pay Poor Rates.

472. Clifford’s Inn : ‘ Smith v. Kerr: Voluntary Association,’ Law Reports 
(Chancery Div.), 1900, ii, p. 511.

473. Clifford’s Inn: Particulars, Plan and Conditions of Sale of.. .
Clifford's Inn ... 1921.

With plates and a history by W. Page.

474. Hay-Edwards, C. M.: A History of Clifford's Inn, 1912.

475. ‘Middle Temple Gate’: ‘Clifford’s Inn Dinner Custom,’ NQ, 2nd
ser. (1856), p. 79.

The ‘Kentish Mess’.

476. Norman, P.: ‘Part of Clifford’s Inn, Fleet Street,’ London Topog. 
Record, xiii (1918), p. 72.

477. Summers, A. L.: Clifford's Inn, 1926.
4
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Furnival's Inn
478. Bland, D. S.: ‘Proverbs as Passwords,’ NQ, cxcii (1949), p. 469; 

cxcvi (1951), p. 346.
Proverbs allocated to members of Furnival’s Inn when passing through
Newgate after dark.
See: 118.

479* Bland, D. S. (ed.): Early Records of FurnivaVs Innt Newcastle upon 
Tyne, 1957.

See: 118.
New Inn

480. Chandler, P. W.: New Inn in Chancery Lane and Tamworth’s School 
for Chancery Clerks in 1350, 1932.

481. Spiers, W. L.: ‘Disappearing London,’ London Topog. Record, ix 
(1914). P- 29-

Brief illustrated note on demolition of New Inn.
Staple Inn
482. Bonner, A.: ‘Staple Inn, its Topography and its Name,’ Trans. 

London and Middlesex Arch. Soc., n.s., iv (1918-22), p. 135.
483. Brabrook, Sir E. W.: ‘The Inns of Chancery and Staple Inn,* 

Trans. London and Middlesex Arch. Soc., n.s., iv (1918-22), p. 119.
484. Day, A.: ‘Staple Inn and the Inns of Chancery,’ Jour. Inst, of 

Actuaries, xxvii (1888), pt. 1.

485. Johnston, P. M.: ‘Architectural Notes on Staple Inn,’ Trans. London 
and Middlesex Arch. Soc., n.s., iv (1918-22), p. 152.

486. Norman, P.: ‘Courtyard of Staple Inn,’ London Topog. Record, xviii 
(!923)» P- ?i-

487. Warren, S. G.: ‘The Institute of Actuaries and Staple Inn,’ Trans. 
London and Middlesex Arch. Soc., n.s., iv (1918-22), p. 126.

488. \\ illiams, E.: Staple Inn, Customs House, Wool Court and Inn of 
Chancery, 1906.

489. Worsfold, T. C.: Staple Inn and Its Story, 1903.

H. SERJEANT'S INN
490. Anon: ‘Serjeants-at-Law,’ The Law, vol. ii, p. 79.

491. Anon: Old Serjeant's Inn, Chancery Lane, 1912.

492. Bain, E. S.: Catalogue of the Portraits.. .in Serjeant's Inn ... in 
1868, pr. for the Inn, 1868.

These portraits were presented to the National Portrait Gallery. See
N.P.G. 20th Report, 1877.
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493. Brabrook, Sir E. W.: ‘ The Serjeants and their Inns,’ Trans. London 
and Middlesex Arch. Soc., v, (1874), p. 234.

494. King, H. C.: Records and Documents concerning Serjeant's Inn, Fleet 
Street, London, 1922.

495. Manning, J.: Serviens ad Legem, 1840.

496. Mathew, T.: ‘The Decline and Fall of the Serjeants-at-Law,’ LQR, 
xxxv (1919), p. 264.

497. Matthews, L. G.: ‘Rings of the Serjeants-at-Law,’ Connoisseur, 
cxxiii (1954), p. 25.

498. Murray, A. G. W. and Bosanquet, E. F. (eds.): Manuscripts of 
William Dunche . . . anno 31 Henry VIII, Exeter, 1914.

Description of Serjeants’ Feast, 1510-11, p. 62.
Repr. from The Genealogist, n.s. vols. xxix, xxx.

499. Pulling, Sjt. A.: The Order of the Coif, 1884.
New edn. 1897.
Tendentious, badly arranged, but a full account.

500. Woolrych, H. W.: Lives of Eminent Serjeants-at-Law, 2 vols., 1869.

501. [Wynne, E.]: Observations touching the Antiquity and Dignity of the 
Degree of Serjeant-at-Law, ed. E.W., 1765.

I. KING’S INNS, DUBLIN
502. Arnold, J. C.: ‘Student Days at the King’s Inns, Dublin,’ The 

Solicitor, xxiii (1956), p. 275, p. 303.

503. Ball, F. E.: The Judges in Ireland 1221-1921, 2 vols., 1926.
Contains references to the Inns.

504. Connor, H.: Judicial Catalogue of the Library of King's Inn.

505. Delany, V. T. H.: ‘The History of Legal Education in Ireland,’ 
Jour. Legal Educ., xii (i960), p. 396.

506. Dublin Law Institute: Legal Education in Ireland, 1843.

507. Duhigg, B. T.: King's Inns Remembrances: or an Account of the Irish 
Judges and Crown Counsel on the Revival of the King's Inns in i6oy, 
Dublin, 1805.

508. Duhigg, B. T.: History of the King's Inn: or an Account of the Legal 
Body in Ireland, from its Connection with England: in Three Parts, 
Dublin, 1806.

509. Hamilton, G. E.: An Account of the Honorable Society of the King's 
Inn, Dublin, Dublin, 1915.
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510. King’s Inns: Charter of the... Society of the King's Inn, Dublin, 
Dublin, 1792.

511* King s Inns: A Draft of Bye Laws Submitted to the . . . Society of the 
King's Inns, Dublin, for the Government thereof, Dublin, 1792.

512. King s Inns: Copy of the Petition of the Hon. Society of King's Inns, 
Dublin, to Parliament, for Recompense for That Part of their Estate 
whereon the Courts of Justice and Public Offices are now Building, 
Dublin, n.d.

5I3* King s Inns: A Catalogue of the Law Books contained in the Library, 
Dublin, 1823.

514. King’s Inns: Report of King's Inns, Dublin, Inquiry Commission as to 
Sums received in the Admission of Attorneys and Solicitors, as Deposits 
for Chambers, etc., 1872.

See: Parliamentary Reports, 1872.
5I5* Littledale, W. F.: The Society of King's Inns, Dublin, its Origin and 

Progress, and the present Results of its assumed Control over the Legal 
Profession in Ireland, Dublin, 1859.

516. O’Shaughnessy, M. S.: Legal Education in Ireland, Dublin, 1872.
Pamphlet on educational facilities at KI, etc.

517. Plunkett, E. A.: ‘Attorneys and Solicitors in Ireland,’ Record of the 
Centenary of the Charter of the Incorporated Law Society of Ireland, 
1852-1952, Dublin, 1953.

Information on KI in the nineteenth century.

J. DRAMA
Note: The word ‘ Greg ’ appended to entries of play titles refers to A Biblio
graphy of the Printed Drama to the Restoration, W. W. Greg, 2 vols., 1939, 
1951, where full bibliographical details will be found.

I. EDITIONS
518. Beaumont, F.: The Masque of the Inner Temple and Grayes Inne . . . 

presented before his Maiestie . . . At Whitehall. . . 1612, n.d. [1612/13].
Repr. 1647, 1653 (with omissions), 1679.
Edition in: 536, 564.
See Chambers, Eliz. Stage, iii, 233.
Greg, i. 450.

519. A Beckett, A. W. (ed.): The Maske of Flowers, 1613, 1887.
Edition of 550.
See: 141, 536.

520. Bland, D. S. (ed.): ‘The Barriers. Guildhall Library MS. 4160,’ 
The Guildhall Miscellany, no. 6 (1956), p. 7.

Edition of 136 and 137.
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521. Bond, R. W. (ed.): Early Plays from the Italian, Oxford, 1909.
Edition of 543.

522. Brandl, A. (ed.): Quellen des Weltlichen Dramas in England vor 
Shakespeare, Strasbourg, 1898.

Edition of 574.
Compares versions in 155 and 156.

523. Brown, B.: Law Sports at Gray's Inn, New York, 1921. Contains 
edition of Gesta Grayorum, but not a scholarly work.

See: 140, 549, 551, 563, 635.

524. Browne, VI.'.The Inner Temple Masque [also called Ulysses and Circe], 
1615, printed 1772.

Editions in: 548, 554, 557a, 572.
See: 138, 637.

525. Bullen, A. H. (ed.): Works of Thomas Middleton, 8 vols., 1885-6.
Edition of: 562.

526. Chapman, G.: The Memorable Maske of the ... Middle Temple and 
Lyncolns Inne . . . performed before the King at Whitehall... 15 Feb. 
1613 . . . n.d. [1612/13].

Edition in: 564.
Greg, i, 452.

527. Child, F. J. (ed.): Four Old Plays, Camb., Mass., 1848.
Edition of: 546.

528. Collier, J. P. (ed.): Five Old Plays, 1828, 1832.
Edition of: 557.

529. Collier, J. P. (ed.): Five Court Masques, Shakespeare Society, 1848.
Includes Mountebank's Masque, which Collier attributes to Marston. 
See: 142, 144, 614, 615.

530. Cunliffe, J. W. (ed.): Early English Classical Tragedies, Oxford, 1912.
Editions of: 546, 557, 565, 574.

531. Cunliffe, J. W. (ed.): Works of George Gascoigne, 2 vols., Camb., 
1907-10.

Editions of: 543, 546.

532. Cunliffe, J. W. (ed.): Supposes zn&Jocasta, Boston, 1906.
Editions of: 543, 546.

533. Davenant, Sir Wm.: The Triumphs of the Prince d'Amour. A Masque 
Presented by his Highness in the Middle Temple, 24th Feb. 1635,

Reprinted, with variant readings, in Works, 1673.
Edition in: 559.
Greg, ii, 646.

534. Dodsley, R. (ed.): A Select Collection of Old Plays, 12 vols., 1744.
See: 555.
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535. Dyce, A. (ed.): Works of Thomas Middleton, 5 vols., 1840.
Edition of: 562.

536. Evans, H. A. (ed.): English Masques, 1897.
Editions of: 518, 519, 550, 570.

537* Farmer, J. S. (ed.): Misfortunes of Arthur, Tudor Facsimile Texts,
1911.

Edition of: 557.

538- Farmer, J. S. (ed.): Gorboduc, Tudor Facsimile Texts, 1908.
Edition of: 565.

539. Farmer, J. S. (ed.): Dramatic Writings of Richard Edwards, Thomas 
Norton and Thomas Sackville, 1906.

Edition of: 565.

540. Farmer, J. S. (ed.): Gismond of Salerne, Tudor Facsimile Texts, 1912
Edition of: 155.

541. Farmer, J. S. (ed.): Tancred and Gismund, Tudor Facsimile Texts,
1912.

Edition of: 574.

542. Farmer, J. S. (ed.): Gorboduc, Early English Drama Society, 1906.
Edition of: 565.

543* Gascoigne, G.: Supposes: A Comedie written in the Italian tongue by 
Ariosto, and Englished by George Gascoygne of Grayes Inne Esquire, and 
there presented, 1573.

The play was presented in 1566.
Also printed (anonymously) in A hundredth sundrie Flowres . . ., n.d. 
[i57f/3]» and in 544, 545, 553, 556.
Edition in: 521, 549.
Greg, i, 140.

544. Gascoigne, G.: The Poesies of George Gatcoigne . . ., 1575.
Edition of: 543.

545. Gascoigne, G.: The Pleasantest Works of..., 1587.
Also issued as The Whole Woorkes.
Editions of: 543.

546. Gascoigne, G. and Kinwelmershe, E.:Jocasta: a Tragedie written in 
Greke by Euripedes, translated and digested into Actes by George 
Gascoygne, and Francis Kinwelmershe of Grayes Inne, and there by them 
presented, 1566, 1573.

Reprinted 1575 (?), 1587.
See: 527.
Greg, i, 141.

547. Gifford, W., and Dyce, A. (eds.): The Dramatic Works . . . of James 
Shirley, 6 vols., 1833.

Edition of: 570.
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548. Goodwin, G. (ed.): Poems of William Browne, 2 vols., 1894.
Edition of: 524.
See: 138, 554, 557a, 572, 637.

549. Gray’s Inn : Gesta Grayorum, or, the History of the High and Mighty 
Prince, Henry Prince of Purpoole . . . who reigned and died A.D. 1594, 
Together with a Masque . . . presented. . .for the Entertainment of Q. 
Elizabeth . . . , 1688.

Editions in: 523, 551, 563.
Graya (see: 392) supp. to no. 44 (Mich. 1956), is devoted to a revival of 
this entertainment on 13 Nov. 1956.
Greg, ii, 927.

550. Gray’s Inn : The Maske of Flowers, Presented by the Gentlemen of 
Graies-Inne at the Court of White-hall. . . upon Twelfe night, 1613 . . . 
performed at the marriage of the Earle of Suffolke . . . , 1614.

See: 141.
Edition in: 519, 536.
Greg, i, 462.

551* Greg, W. W. (ed.): Gesta Grayorum, Malone Society Reprints, 1914. 
Edition of: 549.

552. Gumbine, H. C. (ed.): The Misfortunes of Arthur, Berlin, 1900.
Edition of: 557.

553. Hawkins, T. (ed.): The Origin of the English Drama, 3 vols., Oxford, 
1773-

Editions of 543 (in vol. II), 565 (in vol. III).

554* Hazlitt, W. C. (ed.): The Whole Works of William Browne, 2 vols.,
1868- 69.

Edition of: 524.
See: 138, 548, 557a, 572, 637.

555. Hazlitt, W. C. (ed.): Select Collection of Old English Plays originally 
published by Robert Dodsley in 1744. 15 vols., 1874-76.

Editions of: 557 (in vol. IV), 574 (in vol. VII).
See: 534.

556. Hazlitt, W. C. (ed.): Complete Poems of George Gascoigne ... 2 vols.,
1869- 70.

Vol. I contains edition of: 543.

557* [Hughes, Thomas]: Certain Devises and Shewes presented to her 
Maiestie by the Gentlemen of Grayes-Inne . . . 1587.

Includes The Misfortunes of Arthur.
Edition in: 528, 552, 555.
Greg, i, 167.

557a« Jones, G. (ed.): The Inner Temple Masque, 1954.
Edition of: 524.
See: 138, 548, 554, 572, 637.
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558* Lincoln’s Inn: Eykukoxopeia, or Universal Motion, being Part of that 

Magnificent Entertainment. ., to Charles II, 1662.

559. Maidment, J. and Logan, W. H. (edd.): Dramatic Works of Sir 
William Davenant, 5 vols., Edinburgh, 1872-4.

Edition of: 533.

560. Manly, J. M. (ed.): Specimens of Pre-Shakespearian Drama, 2 vols., 
Boston, 1897-1903.

Vol. II contains edition of: 565.

561. McIlwraith, A. K. (ed): Five Elizabethan Tragedies, 1938.
Edition of: 565.

562. Middleton, Thomas: The Inner Temple Masque, or Masque of Heroes, 
Presented .. .by the Gentlemen of the same . . . House, 1619.

Editions in: 525, 535.
See: 576.
Greg, ii, 503.

563. Nichols, J.: Progresses and Public Processions of Queen Elizabeth,
3 vols., new edn., 1823.
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